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Abbreviations.  
 
aa    Amino acid  
AFM   Atomic force microscopy 
bp    Base pairs  
CDS   Coding sequence 
C-terminal   Carboxy-terminal  
DNA    Deoxyribonucleic acid  
dNTP    Deoxynucleosidetriphosphate  
FACS   Fluorescence-activated cell sorting 
kDa    Kilodalton  
MBC   Max Bergmann Center of Biomaterials, Dresden 
MPI   Max Planck Insitute 
MRCA   Most recent common ancestor 
N-terminal   Amino-terminal  
OD   Optical density 
O/N   Overnight 
PCR    Polymerase chain reaction  
RNA    Ribonucleic acid  
RT    Room temperature  
SCWP   Secondary cell wall polymer 
SDS    Sodium dodecyl sulfate  
SDS-PAGE  SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
SEM   Scanning electron microscopy 
S-layer  Surface layer 
SLH-domain  S-layer homology domain 
SslA   Sporosarcina ureae S-layer protein A 
sslA   Sporosarcina ureae S-layer gene A 
TEM   Transmission electron microscopy 
UTR   Untranslated region 
V    Volt  
v/v    Volume per volume  
w/v    Weight per volume 
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Amino acids. 
 
A Ala Alanine    M Met Methionine 
C Cys Cysteine    N Asn Asparagine 
D Asp Aspartic acid    P Pro Proline 
E Glu Glutamic acid    Q Gln Glutamine 
F Phe Phenylalanine    R Arg Arginine 
G Gly Glycine    S Ser Serine 
H His Histidine    T Thr Threonine 
I Ile Isoleucine    V Val Valine 
K Lys Lysine     W Trp Tryptophan 
L Leu Leucine    Y Tyr Tyrosine
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Aim of the work. 
 
Surface (S)-layer (glyco)proteins are an issue of increasing interest over the last decades. 
They owe it to a wide range of properties their self-assembly structures show. These 
structures are formed on the surface of S-layer protein expressing microorganism and are 
distinguished by their regular nature. The S-layer lattices are composed of units that consist of 
one to six protein subunits and have pores of the size of several nanometers. Protein, pore and 
gap patterns on the surface of S-layer lattices are periodic with a constant in the range of 10 - 
20 nm. Regular lattice structure results in the regular surface-displaying of protein or glycan 
functional groups that can bind selectively different molecules or atoms and catalyze diverse 
biochemical reactions. These groups can be easily modified, rendering additional valuable 
properties to the S-layer structures. Not of the least value for nanobiotechnology applications 
of S-layer proteins is their ability to self-assemble out of monomeric state on phase interfaces, 
making it possible to cover with or encapsulate into the surface protein layer different 
microobjects, nanotechnological and biomolecular structures. From the genetics point of 
view, S-layers are very challenging objects as well, because S-layer proteins are the most 
abundant cellular proteins, when synthesized. This is achieved by an immense rate of 
expression during the S-layer production stage, meaning that the S-layer gene promoters are 
among the strongest prokaryotic promoters at all. In terms of gene structure some interesting 
features, such as insertion elements, recombination sequences, tandem promoters and S-layer 
gene operons were described. All the mentioned features make S-layer proteins a highly 
attractive object for microbiological research. 
Of high interest is the development of S-layer based biotechnology system enabling 
the surface-display of functional peptides and metal nanoclusters on the S-layer lattice. The 
best candidate for this task appeared to be an S-layer protein of S. ureae ATCC 13881 due to 
the suitable parameters and high metal affinity of its self-assembly lattice. Interestingly, 
despite the relatively large amount of biophysical characterization data for this protein, little 
was known about the mechanisms underlying its advantageous features. The work with the S. 
ureae S-layer protein was also impeded by the fact that no protein and respective gene 
sequence were known, limiting the range of applications to the native proteins or isolated 
from the cell wall S-layer patches. To enable an advanced handling and an S. ureae S-layer 
protein based generation of bioconstructs we aimed at cloning and identification of the 
respective nucleotide sequence. Identification of the S-layer gene sequence would allow 
Aim of the work 
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different manipulations on the DNA and protein level, including directed mutagenesis to 
enhance the protein specific binding properties or construction on large scale of truncated 
protein forms with preserved self-assembly potential and fusion proteins, able to expose 
functional peptides on the S-layer surface. Furthermore, we aimed at a molecular 
characterization of the S-layer gene and the encoded protein, in order to reveal the molecular 
basis of protein expedient features, especially in context of the characterization of 
mechanisms of the gene expression, protein self-assembly and ligand binding. Understanding 
these mechanisms would allow to perform directed steps towards the selective improvement 
of the protein traits for diverse nanobiotechnology applications, e.g. to construct functional 
self-assembly systems with ad hoc designed properties. 
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I. Introduction. 
 
S-layer proteins are among the most widespread in nature prokaryotic proteins. These proteins 
form a regular lattice as the outer part of cell wall of the S-layer expressing microorganisms 
(see fig. 1). The S-layer type structures were first described in the literature already in 1953 
[58], whereas the term “S-layer” was introduced for the first time in 1976 for the cell surface 
proteins of Clostridium thermohydrosulfuricum and Clostridium thermosaccharolyticum 
[191]. Since their discovery S-layer proteins were found in more, than 300 different 
prokaryotic species [20], however, the number of S-layer proteins for which the sequences 
were identified is significantly less. S-layer proteins account for 10 to 15 % of the total cell 
protein production and that places them among the most abundant cellular proteins at all. 
These proteins were identified in more than 40 families of different taxonomic classes, from 
the inhabitants of deep sea to the species, living in hyperthermal springs. Generally, S-layers 
are supposed to represent an adjustment mechanism of the species to environment. The well 
exploited feature of S-layer proteins is their ability to self-assemble after dissolving from the 
cell wall, forming the regular-ordered structures that have a big application potential in 
molecular biology and nanotechnology. 
 
 
 
            
  
             
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the attachment of S-layer proteins to the cell surface of Gram-
positive bacteria. S-layer proteins are non-covalently attached to the secondary cell wall polymers, 
which are in turn covalently linked to the peptidoglycan. The cytoplasmic membrane and membrane 
proteins are shown schematically below. 
S-layer proteins Peptidoglycan 
Secondary cell wall polymers Cytoplasmic membrane 
Membrane 
proteins 
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1.1. Occurence of S-layers in different microorganisms. 
 
S-layer proteins were identified in many different species belonging to most of the main 
branches of Eubacteria and Archaeabacteria domains and have also been detected on the 
surface of some eukaryotic algae [160]. In archaea they occur dominantly, constitute the only 
rigid component of the cell wall and are directly linked to the plasma membrane. Currently S-
layers were identified in such archaeal families as Methanosarcinaceae, Methanococcaceae, 
Methanomicrobiaceae, Methanospirillaceae, Methanobacteriaceae, Methanosaetaceae, 
Archaeoglobaceae [40]. Sequences of S-layer proteins have normally a length in the range of 
100 to 2000 aa. Some Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria can produce structures, 
consisting of two different superimposed S-layer lattices [96, 222]. In certain microorganisms, 
like Bacillus anthracis and Clostridium difficile, a single S-layer lattice consisting of different 
protein subunits was observed at certain developmental stages [128, 206]. That heterogeneity 
of the S-layer lattice might represent, however, a temporary phenomenon, at least in the case 
of B. anthracis S-layer proteins Sap and EA1, where the observations of such structure were 
shown to be a snapshot of the transition from Sap to EA1 S-layer lattice [132].    
  
1.2. S-layer lattice structure. 
 
S-layers consist of the (glyco)proteins with molecular masses of 40 to 230 kDa [182]. Most of 
the S-layer arrays are composed of a single protein, however, the S-layers consisting of two or 
more different proteins were identified in Clostridium difficille, Geobacillus 
stearothermophilus, Campylobacter fetus, B. anthracis, Brevibacillus brevis and 
Aquaspirillum serpens. In these species, different S-layer proteins can be synthesized and 
incorporated into the S-layer structure simultaneously (B. brevis, A. serpens) or subsequently, 
during the different stages of the bacterial growth (B. anthracis, C. fetus, G. 
stearothermophilus). S-layer proteins self-assemble into the periodic lattices with either of the 
symmetry types: oblique, square, hexagonal. Dependent on the number of proteins that 
constitute the lattice subunit (1 to 6), the lattice is referred to as p1 - p6 type. S-layers with the 
oblique symmetry have normally a p1 or p2 lattice, those with the square symmetry – p4 
lattice, with the hexagonal symmetry – p3 or p6 lattice (see fig. 2). It was shown that the p6 
type hexagonal matrices are predominant in archaea [131, 197]. The center-to-center spacing 
of the lattice morphological subunits varies from 3 to 30 nm [198]. The overall porosity of the 
S-layer protein structures ranges typically from 30 to 70 % of the surface area, with two or 
Introduction 
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more different pore types identified in several S-layer lattices [11, 166]. The pores of the S-
layer lattices have a typical size of 2 to 8 nm and, due to the identity of morphological 
subunits, exhibit a high similarity. However, certain deviations of the pore size within the 
individual lattice are possible [193]. The monomolecular S-layer arrays are usually 5 to 15 nm 
thick [123] and possess a more corrugated internal surface in comparison to the external one 
[190]. Besides, S-layer proteins exhibit a highly anisotropic distribution of the net charge, 
hydrophobicity and binding domains on their inner and outer surfaces [156, 172].  
The functional groups, such as amino, carboxyl or hydroxyl groups, are located in 
the defined order in the S-layer lattice due to the ordered arrangement of proteins within the 
self-assembly structure [33]. It is currently believed that the S-layer lattice is formed due to 
the entropy-driven self-assembly of singular proteins, attached through the non-covalent 
interactions [166].  
Straightforwardness of the self-assembly process gave a clue to the hypothesis that 
S-layers might represent an ancestral form of the cell wall that has evolved towards the 
contemporary matrix proteins and porins [28]. This is partially confirmed by the fact that the 
species from the oldest branches of bacterial evolutionary tree (e.g. Thermus, Aquifex) have 
developed the S-layers with the morphogenetic function [104, 189]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p6 
p3 p2 p1 
p4 
A 
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Figure 2. Symmetry types of S-layer lattices. (A) Types of S-layer lattice symmetry. The numbers of 
protein subunits per morphological unit of the lattice (p1 – p6) are given. The self-assembly layer may 
exhibit an oblique (p1, p2), hexagonal (p3, p6) or square (p4) lattice symmetry. (B) Scanning force 
microscopy image of the Bacillus sphaericus CCM 2177 S-layer protein lattice, showing the p4 square 
lattice symmetry (adapted from [107]).  
 
S-layer proteins of almost all species, with the exception of Methanothermus (pI = 8.4) and 
Lactobacillus (pI > 9.5) species, have acidic isoelectric points [20], typically in the range of 4 
to 5. In some bacterial species, during the different developmental stages different S-layer 
proteins are synthesized. For example, the Sap S-layer protein of B. anthracis is being 
substituted with the EA1 protein during the stationary growth phase [132]. 
 
1.3. Structural composition of S-layer proteins.  
 
The primary structures of more than 40 S-layer proteins have been currently established ([76], 
query = “surface layer protein”). Supposedly, S-layer proteins have evolved to provide the 
positive selective advantage for the host microorganism, while fulfilling the big variety of 
functions. It is believed that during their evolution the S-layers were a subject of the strong 
selective pressure against their conservation (e.g. phages, proteases, immune system). 
Therefore it is conceivable that the sequences of S-layer proteins exhibit significant diversity. 
Thus, most of the protein sequences possess a low similarity in their central and C-terminal 
B 
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parts. However, in some cases substantial similarity between the N-terminal parts of the S-
layer sequences is observed. In Gram-positive bacteria these N-terminal sequences are 
implicated in most of S-layer proteins in the attachment to the cell wall polymers. The so-
called SLH-domains (which is an abbreviation for S-layer homology domains) were found in 
the N-terminal part of many S-layer proteins. These are the conserved sequences of 40-60 aa 
that are often organized in tandem repeats. Currently, the S-layer proteins with up to 4 SLH-
repeats were identified. According to the experimental data, SLH-domains bind non-
covalently to the pyruvylated negatively charged secondary cell wall polymers (SCWPs) 
[125]. The SLH-domain sequences (see fig. 3) represent probably the only part of the S-layer 
protein sequences, where quite high level of similarity can be observed in distinct S-layer 
proteins. A bulk of evidences has been collected about the direct role of SLH-domains in the 
cell wall attachment, however, recent data suggest that in certain proteins the sole presence of 
these domains is not enough for the efficient SCWP binding. Thus, in the case of B. 
sphaericus S-layer protein SbpA the truncated protein versions, harboring all the three protein 
SLH domains, were able to bind the pyruvylated SCWPs only when additional 58-aa-long 
motif, located 11 aa after the third SLH domains, was present within the truncated protein 
forms [83]. Proteins which contain no SLH-domains have some common features in respect 
to charge distribution in their parts, responsible for the attachment to SCWPs. In the case of 
SLH-domain devoid S-layer proteins it is currently believed [173] that the anchoring to 
SCWPs occurs via the lectin-type binding – low affinity interactions of S-layer 
(glyco)proteins with the carbohydrates of SCWPs, having the high specificity. Generally, 
according to experimental data, in most of the identified to date S-layer proteins an 
attachment to SCWPs occurs through the N-terminal protein part. In the S-layer proteins of 
the Lactobacillus crispatus JCM 5810 and Lactobacillus acidophilus ATCC 4356 species the 
C-terminal part sequence has been shown to be implicated into the cell wall binding [6, 199]. 
The data on the self-assembly of truncated S-layer proteins [83, 89] as well as two-
hybrid assays [27] and some AFM studies show that the central part of S-layer proteins is 
usually responsible for their interactions during the self-assembly process (see fig. 3). 
However, no specific conserved interaction domains were clearly identified in this part up to 
date, although in some S-layer proteins the IG-like domains were observed that might be 
involved in the self-assembly process. Rather it was reported that the prolonged stretches, 
close in size to that of the protein central part, are required for the proper mutual attachment 
of S-layer proteins [27]. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the S-layer protein sequence. The parts responsible for protein self-assembly 
and the symmetry type of the formed lattice are indicated below. Cleavable secretion signal is 
typically N-terminally located and has a length in the range of 30 aa. Abbreviations: NT – N-terminal 
protein part, CT – C-terminal protein part, SLH-domains – S-layer homology domains.  
 
In the case of the truncation of N- and C-terminal protein parts beyond the threshold typically 
of 200 – 300 aa, the changes in the lattice type of self-assembled structures are observed first, 
then with an increase of the size of truncated regions the proteins lose their ability to self-
assemble [89]. In contrast to the situation with SLH-domains, no experimental data are to our 
knowledge currently available on the fusion of specific domains from the central part of S-
layer proteins with other proteins, enabling them to self-assemble into the periodic structures, 
similar to the formed by S-layers.  
Despite quite significant diversity of their sequences, many S-layer proteins are 
similar in terms of their aa composition. Thus, S-layer proteins have generally a content of 
approximately 40 % of the hydrophobic aa and a quite high content of threonine and serine. 
Typically, lysine represents a predominant aa, whereas the arginine, methionine and histidine 
are rare [165, 166]. Cysteine was reported to date only in few S-layer proteins [166], one of 
which will be described in this work [161]. However, in such thermoarchaeal S-layer proteins, 
as those of the Methanothermus fervidus, Methanothermus sociablis and Methanocaldococcus 
jannaschii species, multiple cysteine residues were found, presumably suggesting the 
formation of disulfide bridges that contribute to the thermal stability of the respective S-
Type of lattice symmetry 
Self-assembly 
Central part CT 
Precursor protein sequence 
Native protein sequence 
NT 
SLH - domains 
Secretion signal 
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layers. In hyperthermophilic archaea the correlation was observed between the inhabitant 
optimal growth temperature and the mean concentration of the charged aa within the protein 
sequence. Increase in the content of both positively and negatively charged aa is supposed to 
improve the thermal stability of the thermophilic S-layers due to the enhanced columbic and 
electrostatic interactions [32].   
According to the data from circular dichroism and infrared spectroscopy 
measurements, approximately 30 to 40 % of the S-layer protein secondary structure occurs as 
β-sheets and 10 to 20 % as α-helices. Secondary structure prediction programs indicate that 
the largest part of the α-helical fragments are located in the N-terminal parts of S-layer 
proteins. The remaining parts of the sequences are represented usually by the short β-strands, 
connected through the loops and turns [166]. Up to now there are no data available on the 
prediction of the S-layer protein folding. The reason for that is the typically high molecular 
mass and length of S-layer proteins, making the correct prediction of folding by contemporary 
computer programs impossible. Moreover, no information is available to our knowledge 
about the determination of the tertiary structure of any S-layer protein by such experimental 
methods, as X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Therefore 
all currently available data about the three-dimensional molecular structure of S-layer proteins 
are based on the results of the microscopy studies [41, 42, 49]. 
 
1.4. Regulation of the expression of S-layer genes. 
 
It was estimated [189] that roughly 5x105 S-layer proteins are required to cover an average-
sized bacilli cell. Considering an average cell cycle time of about 20 min it will result in 
amount of 500 copies of protein monomers that should be synthesized and incorporated into 
the S-layer lattice every second. Therefore the synthesis of S-layer proteins should represent a 
very efficient cell machinery. Besides, S-layer protein expression should be tightly regulated, 
since only minor amounts of S-layer proteins were detected in the culture medium during all 
the growth phases of the different bacterial species [166]. The exception might represent 
Bacillus species, where detectable amounts of the S-layer proteins transported into the 
medium are observed [185]. In C. thermosaccharolyticum the excess of the S-layer protein 
was found as well, but only at the site of separation of two daughter cells, and is thought to 
shield the newly synthesized parts of the cell wall from the environment [191]. On the 
contrary, in the Corynebacterium glutamicum the uncovered cell wall patches were observed 
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in the stationary growth phase, presumably due to the lack of protein production or the failure 
of the secreted S-layer protein to incorporate into the existing S-layer matrix [29]. 
Most of the so far identified S-layer genes are monocistronic and are under the 
control of the strongest bacterial promoters at all. The promoter of the S-layer gene of L. 
acidophilus for example was reported to be twice more efficient, as one of the strongest 
bacterial promoters – that of the lactate dehydrogenase gene [22, 152]. It appears that the S-
layer genes are controlled in many cases by two or more promoters, from each of those the 
mRNA can be transcribed during the different growth phases. In Aeromonas salmonicida two 
promoters of the S-layer vapA gene were found, one of which is preferentially active during 
the exponential growth phase in the heterologous system [139]. In B. brevis five promoters 
were identified in front of the S-layer gene, one of them being active only during the 
exponential growth phase, while the other one is used during all the growth phases [1]. In G. 
stearothermophilus ATCC 12980 the P2 promoter, preceding the sbsC gene, is used 2.4 times 
more intensively during the exponential growth phase, than the P1 promoter [90]. 
A half-life of the S-layer mRNA was measured in several prokaryotic species. In 
Caulobacter crescentus it constitutes 10 to 15 min [48], 22 min for A. salmonicida [31], and 
15 min for L. acidophilus [22]. Such unusually long half-life time might be a consequence of 
the specific mRNA folding. Indeed, the transcripts contain in most cases an untranslated 5’-
region that is able to fold into the stable secondary structures. Such folding has been predicted 
e.g. for the mRNAs of L. acidophilus and A. salmonicida [20].  
The presence of the high mRNA copy numbers is advantageous for the efficient 
protein synthesis, but might represent a hindrance when the environmental conditions rapidly 
change and e.g. impede the cell growth. This observation suggests that other mechanism 
might be involved into the regulation of the protein synthesis. Indeed, in Thermus 
thermophilus HB8 a C-terminal fragment of the S-layer protein was shown to bind the 5’-
untranslated region of its own mRNA, blocking thus the translation, if the S-layer proteins are 
accumulated in the cytoplasm [47]. In fact, the soluble C-terminal fragments of the S-layer 
proteins have been detected in T. thermophilus after an abrupt change in the cell growth [45]. 
A further interesting detail is that the T. thermophilus S-layer gene promoter was shown to be 
functional in E. coli [44, 45]. In B. anthracis in both of the identified S-layer proteins Sap and 
EA1 their “crystallization” domains were found to bind in vitro to a promoter of the EA1 
protein encoding gene eag [132]. It was suggested therefore that the Sap and EA1 proteins 
may act as transciptional repressors, inhibiting the protein synthesis at the transcriptional 
level.     
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Recombination events controlling the expression of S-layer genes were also observed in 
several bacterial species. In G. stearothermophilus PV72 the increase of oxygen supply 
regulates the variation of the protein synthesis from SbsA to SbsB protein [99]. The first one 
has a molecular mass of 130 kDa and forms a hexagonally ordered p6 lattice on the bacterial 
surface, whereas the second one, with a molecular mass of 98 kDa, forms an oblique p2 type 
lattice. The coding region of the plasmid-encoded sbsB gene incorporates for the expression 
into the chromosome behind the sbsA upstream regulatory region. During this inversion the 
coding region of the sbsA gene is irreversibly removed from the chromosome, since no 
reversion of the process could be detected after switch to the normal oxygen supply 
conditions [179, 180]. In G. stearothermophilus ATCC 12980 the switch in the S-layer 
production was also detected upon the cultivation at an elevated temperature, when it was 
changed from 57 °C to 67 °C. Thereby no reversion in S-layer production was observed after 
the shift of the temperature to the initial value [38].  
In B. sphaericus NCTC 9602 and JG-A12, which produce the S-layer proteins SlfA 
and SlfB, respectively, for the first time for S-layer genes the identification of the transposon-
like structure was reported. This mobile element is located downstream of the functional S-
layer gene and contains three ORFs, coding for a putative transposase, integrase/recombinase 
and a protein with the DNA-binding helix-turn-helix motif. It contains also a version of the S-
layer-protein-like gene sllA (sllB in the JG-A12 strain, respectively), located adjacent to the 
described genes. Additionally, in both strains the silent, plasmid-encoded copies of the sllA 
and sllB genes were found. Overall, the results suggest that S-layer genes have evolved via 
horizontal gene transfer, accompanied by DNA rearrangements, which are mediated in turn 
by the newly identified mobile elements [150].  
In A. salmonicida the temperature shift from 20 °C to 30 °C during the cultivation 
resulted in the appearance of the S-layer deficient phenotype. In that fish pathogen two 
insertion sequence elements were shown to be capable of inserting into the different sites 
within the vapA S-layer gene and its promoter region [53]. Both of the insertion elements 
were found to be restricted to A. salmonicida, however, one of them possesses a high 
similarity to the transposases of the IS30 family [113]. Besides, it was established [53] that 
the insertion of these elements results in an attenuation or complete loss of the virulence. 
In the pathogen C. fetus a synthesis of the different S-layer proteins aims at avoiding 
the host antibody response. Different homologues of the SapA S-layer protein can be 
transcribed there from the single sapA promoter. Inversion of this promoter between two 
oppositely oriented S-layer cassettes results in expression of one of the sapA homologues 
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[35]. Later on, an invertible 6.2 kb DNA fragment with a promoter at one of its ends was 
identified in the same microorganism. Inversion of this element occurs through the 
recombination of regions in the 5’-part of each S-layer gene that show a sequence identity 
[16, 36].  
In L. acidophilus ATCC 4356 the inversion of the chromosomal fragment was 
described. This microorganism contains additionally to the actively transcribed slpA S-layer 
gene a silent version of the slpB gene. An invertible chromosomal fragment with the length of 
6 kb bears both versions of the S-layer gene, oriented in the opposite directions. Inversion of 
this fragment due to the site-specific recombination of the identical 5’-parts of S-layer genes 
places a silent slpB gene under the control of slpA promoter, allowing the expression of the 
SlpB S-layer protein [21]. 
 
1.5. Posttranslational modifications of S-layer proteins. 
 
Glycosylation appears to be the most widespread posttranslational modification in S-layer 
proteins. However, other posttranslational modifications were observed as well. In 
Aeromonas hydrophila a phosphorylation of tyrosine residues was observed, which results in 
the decrease of the protein pI from 6.7 to 4.6 [210]. Recently a phosphorylation of S-layer 
proteins of B. sphaericus NCTC 9602 and B. sphaericus JG-A12 was described, whereas the 
phosphorus content of the latter protein is more than 6 times higher. It was furthermore 
demonstrated that the phosphate groups of S-layer of the uranium pile isolate B. sphaericus 
JG-A12 coordinate uranium ions together with the carboxyl groups of this protein, allowing 
high-density specific uranium binding to the respective S-layer [122]. 
In archaea examples of lipid modifications of S-layer proteins were observed. Thus, 
in Halobacterium halobium the modification of the S-layer protein by covalently linked 
diphytanylglyceryl phosphate moiety was noticed [94]. Similar modifications take place for 
the Haloferax volcanii S-layer glycoprotein that is synthesized as an immature precursor with 
the lower molecular mass and less hydrophobicity, than the mature form of the protein [39]. 
The immature protein is then isoprenylated, as it was confirmed by the experiments with the 
isoprenic precursor ([3H] mevalonic acid) labeling [97]. The presence of highly similar 
modification mechanisms in these both mentioned archaeal species might indicate that the 
isoprenylation represents a general feature at least for the haloarchael glycosylated S-layer 
proteins. It is speculated that in archaeal microorganisms lipid modifications may serve to 
provide an additional, isporene-based link to the membrane in addition to the membrane 
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spanning domain. Such a linking may result in a higher stability of the S-layer structure, 
forming additionally a periplasm-like space in archaea [93, 145].  
S-layer proteins were the first prokaryotic proteins, in which the glycosylation was 
observed. The first described in details glycosylated S-layer protein was that of the 
Halobacterium salinarum [105]. Since that time, glycosylated S-layer proteins were found in 
many bacterial and archaeal species. Currently, about 40 glycosylated S-layer proteins are 
identified and described. S-layer glycoproteins, comprising the utmost majority of the 
identified prokaryotic glycoproteins, show higher heterogeneity of the glycan structures in 
comparison to those of the eukaryotic glycoproteins. Even among the different strains of the 
same species high divergence in respect to the glycan composition and structure is often 
observed.   
In archaea, the glycan structure is somewhat simpler, than that of bacteria. Most of 
the archaeal glycans represent short linear chains, consisting of several (around 10) glycan 
residues. They are linked to the S-layer polypeptide through the O- as well as the N-
glycosidic linkages. In the halophilic archaea, such as H. halobium and H. volcanii, the O-
glycosidic glucose - asparagine linkages as well as the O-glycosidic galactose – threonine 
linkages were commonly observed. In the S-layer glycoproteins of H. salinarum and H. 
volcanii the O-glycosylation sites are clustered in a threonine-rich C-terminal protein region, 
close to the membrane-spanning domain. On the contrary, the N-glycosylation sites are 
distributed homogeneously throughout the whole protein sequence in these species. In H. 
halobium and thermophilic Methanothermus fervidus the N-glycosidic N-acetylgalactosamine 
- asparagine linkages were detected as well [91, 205], whereas the rhamnose - asparagine 
linkages of the same type were shown to be predominant in thermophilic Methanothrix 
soehngenii [143]. The sequence analysis of most of the known thermoarchaeal S-layer 
proteins indicates the prevalence of N-glycosylation pattern. Up to now these data were 
experimentally confirmed for such species, as M. fervidus [91], M. sociablis [26], Sulfolobus 
species [51] and Staphylothermus marinus [145]. According to the experimental data, in 
archaea the protein glycosylation is carried out on the outer cell surfaces. In one of the earlier 
studies bacitracin, which is unable to permeate the plasma membrane, was shown to inhibit 
efficiently the S-layer protein glycosylation in H. salinarum [124]. Besides, in the latter 
experiments the ability of the H. salinarum cells to glycosylate externally added hexapeptides, 
containing the N-glycosylation motifs, was observed [106], which further supports the initial 
notice about the external glycosylation. Further on, in the experiments with the 
glycosyltransferase inhibitors PP36, PP55 and amphomycin it was established that the H. 
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volcanii glycoproteins, including the S-layer glycoprotein, are glycosylated on the cell surface 
[226].   
In bacteria glycosylated proteins were found to date only in the species, belonging to 
the Bacillaceae and Lactobacillus families [134]. Thus, in Bacillaceae totally 11 glycan 
structures were described in the Bacillus, Clostridium, Desulfotomaculum, Paenibacillus, 
Thermoanaerobacter and Thermoanaerobacterium species [130]. Bacterial glycans, in 
contrast to the archaeal ones, are usually represented by the long homo- or 
heteropolysaccharide chains. These are composed of the linear or branched monosaccharides 
with the total length of up to 150 subunits [130]. Variations between the glycan residues 
include the differences in the types of represented sugars, arrangements of the sugar residues 
within the linear or branched repeating units, and in the types of linkages between the glycan 
units. Glycan sugars can be represented by the wide range of hexoses or N-acetylated amino 
sugars and rare residues such as quinovosamine, D-rhamnose, D-fucose, N-acetyl-D-
fucosamine or D-glycero-D-manno-heptose. The polysaccharide glycan chains are usually 
linked in bacteria through the short core saccharide to the several amino acids, forming the 
distinct S-layer protein glycosylation sites. The most abundant for the Bacillaceae family 
were the linkages to serine, threonine and tyrosine. These are the galactose – Thr/Ser, N-
acetylgalactosamine – Thr/Ser and glucose – Tyr, galactose – Tyr linkages via the sugar 
residue in β-configuration [140]. In some cases the structural diversity between the glycans of 
the different strains of the same species was observed, e.g. for the Aneurinibacillus 
thermoaerophilus strains L420-91T and DSM 10155 [120]. This fact indicates that the glycan 
composition cannot serve for the taxonomic grouping of the bacteria, but only for the strain 
differentiation. For the glycosylated S-layer of the A. thermoaerophilus DSM 10155 upon the 
prolonged cultivation in rich nutrient medium the loss of glycan structure was observed, 
suggesting that carbohydrates may provide a selection advantage for the bacteria under the 
competitive environmental conditions [140]. The most comprehensive data about the 
regulation of the bacterial glycosylation are currently available for the A. thermoaerophilus, 
G. stearothermophilus and Thermoanaerobacterium thermosaccharolyticum species (see fig. 
4). From the mentioned, G. stearothermophilus NRS 2004/3a exhibits a most simple glycan 
structure, with a linear poly-L-rhaman chain made of the trisaccharide repeats (see fig. 4, 
[177]). In A. thermoaerophilus L420-91T and T. thermosaccharolyticum E207-71 the 
branched repeats were observed [5, 175], whereas A. thermoaerophilus DSM 10155/G+ 
possesses the repeating disaccharide units with rarely found D-glycero-D-manno-heptose (see 
fig. 4, [221]). 
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Figure 4. Glycan structures of several bacterial S-layer glycoproteins (adapted from [140]). 
Wavy lines at the right-hand side indicate the S-layer polypeptides, whereas the lower case number 
denotes the position of the glycosylated aa. Abbreviations: α1,3-6, β1,3-6 – types of the covalent 
glycosidic bonds between saccharides, whereas α or β reflects the anomeric configuration of the left-
hand saccharide and numbers denote the positions of carbon atoms bound to oxygen. D,D-Hep - D-
glycero-D-manno-heptose, D-GalNAc - N-acetylgalactosamine, Fuc3Nac - N-acetyl-D-fucosamine, 
D-Qui3Nac - N-acetylquinovosamine, D-Rha – D-rhamnose, D- or L-Gal – D- or L-galactose, OMe – 
methylated oxygen. O or N close to the polypeptide chain indicates the type of glycosidic linkage.  
 
In all of these three species the presence of either L- or D-rhamnose was detected. This 
constituent is often found in the other glycosylated S-layer proteins, with D-rhamnose 
occurring more rarely than L-rhamnose. The similar structural diversity, as in the case of S-
layer glycoproteins, was observed for the O-antigens of the lipopolysaccharides (LPSs). A 
comparison between the glycan chains of S-layers and LPSs reveals that the carbohydrate 
moieties of the both structures resemble each other in such parameters, as length, chemical 
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composition and orientation on the surface [178]. Besides, both the S-layer glycans and the 
LPSs possess the following structure: conserved carbohydrate part preceding the linkage 
region followed by the highly variable part. A question, whether these mentioned structural 
similarities reflect also the functional relationship between both structures, remains to be 
clarified. 
 
1.6. Secretion of S-layer proteins. 
 
Almost all investigated to date S-layer proteins, with the exception of S-layer proteins from 
Caulobacter and Campylobacter species, contain a secretion signal. The length of the N-
terminally located secretion sequence normally constitutes from 21 to 35 aa. Exceptions are 
the archaeal S-layer proteins from Methanococcus voltea and A. hydrophila, possessing the 
shorter secretion signals with the length of 12 (the subject of debates now [40]) or 19 aa 
[210], respectively. In some cases, e.g. in D. radiodurans and T. thermophilus, the N-terminus 
of the S-layer protein is further chemically modified [45, 144]. In all studied species the 
secretion signal peptide is being cleaved off after the translocation through the plasma 
membrane (e.g. by type I signal peptidase in archaea). 
The presence of the signal peptide allows the S-layer proteins to be transported by 
the Sec-dependent general secretory pathway. The transport route involves the Sec-dependent 
transport through the plasma membrane and in the case of Gram-negative bacteria an 
additional substrate-specific pathway for translocation through the outer membrane [153]. 
Thus, the S-layer proteins of the virulent Aeromonas species are transported through the 
cytoplasmic membrane through the signal-dependent pathway in contrast to the majority of 
the virulence proteins from the other pathogenic bacteria that are secreted through signal-
independent pathways [216].   
One of the microorganisms with the best studied S-layer protein secretory pathway is 
A. salmonicida. Interestingly, most of its genes, which are involved in the S-layer protein 
synthesis and secretion, exhibit the biased codon usage, different nucleotide composition and 
AT drift in comparison to all other A. salmonicida genes [138]. In this species mutations in 
two genes, apsE and spsP, cause the accumulation of the S-layer protein VapA in the 
cytoplasm, while exhibiting no effect on the export of other extracellular proteins. The ApsE 
protein has a high level of similarity with the pullulanase secretion and pilus assembly 
proteins PulE and PilB from P. aeruginosa [20], whereas the spsP gene encodes the 
homologue of the OM channel formation protein PulD. It is being speculated that SpsP 
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functions as a secretin, forming pores for the secretion of partially folded S-layer protein in 
the outer membrane [138]. At the same time the ApsE protein might provide an energy for the 
translocation of VapA S-layer protein through the inner membrane (IM). Another 
hypothetical function of the ApsE protein is to serve as a periplasmic chaperone for the 
transport of VapA to the SpsP protein [46]. The presence of the specific export apparatus for 
S-layer proteins in A. salmonicida might indicate that these proteins should be preserved in an 
unfolded state to prevent the premature self-assembly. As most of the S-layer proteins lack 
cysteine residues, folding of these proteins in the periplasm due to the disulfide bridge 
formation cannot occur. Therefore, a high amount of chaperons might be needed in case of the 
extensive S-layer protein production in order to protect the proteins from aggregation that is 
observed e.g. after the heterologous production of G. stearothermophilus S-layer protein 
SbsA in Escherichia coli [100]. The same picture is observed for the secretion of P-pilus 
fimbriae proteins that were shown to be protected from the multimerization by the chaperone 
binding [84].  
In several Gram-negative bacteria, however, the S-layer proteins devoid of secretion 
signal peptide were found. To such species belong C. crescentus, C. fetus, Campylobacter 
rectus and Serratia marcescens [166]. In these bacteria the S-layer proteins are recognized on 
the cytosolic side of the IM by specific ABC component of secretion apparatus, receiving the 
energy for protein translocation through the ATP-hydrolysis. S-layer proteins are then directly 
secreted to the extracellular space, without formation of any periplasmic intermediate 
products, through the pores formed by the outer membrane proteins and membrane fusion 
protein in the periplasm [46]. Generally, through the type I secretion systems several different 
proteins can be transported. This is the case e.g. for the S. marcescens S-layer protein, which 
is secreted together with the lipase LipA and metalloprotease PrtA through the same LipBCD 
type I exporter [92]. Interestingly, for these different proteins no significant sequence 
similarity could be observed, indicating that specific protein domains are implicated for 
recognition by the components of type I secretion machinery. Such recognition domains have 
been identified in the C-terminal part of the C. crescentus S-layer protein RsaA, E. coli 
hemolysin HlyA and in some other proteins [9].  
It is not clearly determined yet, whether the S-layer proteins are secreted close to the 
places of their incorporation into the growing S-layer lattice or the secretion occurs at random 
places and proteins then diffuse through the cell wall to their lattice position. However, the 
high S-layer rigidity makes the latter proposed mechanism of the horizontal protein diffusion 
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quite unlikely. Despite some evidences in support of site-specific secretion hypothesis [46], it 
requires further experimental confirmation. 
 
1.7. Attachment of S-layer proteins to the cell wall components. 
 
S-layer proteins of all the studied so far microorganisms have been shown to attach to the cell 
wall through the non-covalent interactions that might be disrupted by addition of the high 
concentrations of chaotropic agents, salts or metal chelating agents. In this way the dissolving 
of S-layer proteins from the cell surface by treatment with guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl) 
[118], urea [206], LiCl [109] or EDTA [15] was carried out in different species. Thereby the 
interactions between the S-layer proteins and cell wall components were shown to be weaker, 
as those between the S-layer protein subunits [192]. Currently the majority of the 
microorganisms, where the interactions between S-layer proteins and cell wall components 
were investigated into details, belong to Gram-positive bacteria. In archaea S-layers are 
closely associated with the plasma membrane [166], whereas in Gram-negative bacteria S-
layer proteins were shown to attach to the lipopolysaccharide components of the outer 
membrane [196]. In Gram-positive bacteria, dependent on the fact, whether the corresponding 
S-layer protein contains SLH motifs or not, the type of interactions between the proteins and 
cell wall components is different, but in all the cases S-layer proteins have been shown to 
attach to SCWPs. As these interactions are currently the most studied, it makes sense to 
outline them in more details. To this end a brief description of the SCWP structure would be 
helpful. 
 
1.7.1. Secondary cell wall polymers. 
 
The major scaffolding component of the cell walls of Gram-positive bacteria is peptidoglycan, 
to which the polysaccharides of different types are bound. The largest part of these 
polysaccharides constitutes the teichonic or teichuronic acids. These acids, together with other 
cell wall polysaccharides were termed the “secondary cell wall polymers” (SCWP), since it 
was believed upon their discovery that they play a minor role in the cell function. However, 
the data accumulated over the last years confront this presumption at least in the part 
concerning the teichonic and teichuronic acids and indicate the high metabolic load associated 
with their biosynthesis [151]. The other polysaccharides of the cell wall, apart from the 
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mentioned above acids, were attributed initially as a second set of the S-layer glycoprotein 
glycan chains with lower abundance [205]. The recent experiments, however, indicated the 
high weight ratio (up to 15 % of the peptidoglycan moiety) and a primarily role of these 
structures for the attachment of such cell wall components, as S-layer proteins [8].  
The structures of the SCWPs from the Bacillaceae family are currently the best 
studied for the SCWPs of Gram-positive bacteria. Therefore the characteristic features of 
these structures will be provided here on the example of Bacillaceae SCWPs. In all the 
investigated bacteria of this family only one type of SCWPs attached to the peptidoglycan 
was detected. The glycan composition of these SCWPs is normally heteropolysaccharidic, 
with the sugars represented by N-acetylglucosamine, N-acetylmannosamine, N-
acetylgalactosamine, 2,3-di-N-acetylmannosaminuronic acid, glucose and ribofuranose 
residues. To the glycans the pyruvate, phosphate or acetate groups can be attached, rendering 
the SCWP with an overall negative charge. Thus, in Paenibacillus alvei CCM 2051 
pyruvylation of mannose residue in the each repeating disaccharide subunit D-ManpNAc-
(1R4)-b-DGlcpNAc-(1R3) was observed [176], rendering the SCWPs with an overall 
negative charge. Pyruvylation of the SCWPs was detected also in S-layer carrying strains of 
B. sphaericus CCM 2177 [85] and B. anthracis [125], however, no detailed information on 
the full structures of these SCWPs is known so far. Glycans in Bacillaceae are normally 
constituted of 2-15 repeating subunits, either linear or branched. In some SCWPs, like that of 
the A. thermoaerophilus DSM 10155, antennary glycan structures were observed [202]. It is 
supposed that the pyrophosphate or phosphodiester linkages may mediate the attachment of 
SCWPs to the muramic acid moieties of peptidoglycan. Thus, in Geobacillus tepidamans 
GS5-97T a phosphodiester linkage between the SCWP and muramic acid was detected [201]. 
In P. alvei CCM 2051 according to the NMR data a pyrophosphate linkage between the 
SCWP and peptidoglycan was suggested [176]. The pyruvic acids were also found in the 
SCWP of S-layer carrying B. sphaericus CCM 2177 [85] and B. anthracis [125], although the 
exact information about the attachment of these SCWPs to peptidoglycan is not established 
yet.  
 
1.7.2. Attachment of S-layer proteins to SCWPs. 
 
The major interest to SCWPs was evoked recently with the experimental observations that 
these structures mediate in many Gram-positive bacteria the anchoring of the S-layer proteins 
to the peptidoglycan of cell walls. As it was confirmed in many experimental studies, 
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attachment of the S-layer proteins to SCWPs occurs through the non-covalent binding [166], 
in contrast to the well-studied anchoring of the LPXTG-motif carrying proteins to the 
peptidoglycan by covalent binding to the peptidoglycan pentaglycine cross-bridge [137]. In 
most of the S-layer proteins identified so far the N-terminal region with the length of several 
hundreds aa (in rare cases – C-terminal region) is responsible for the binding to the cell wall 
components. Within this region specific SLH domains were identified primarily in the S-layer 
proteins from Gram-positive bacteria, which mediate the attachment of S-layer proteins to 
SCWPs. SLH domains usually consist of 40-60 aa stretches, containing 10-15 overall 
conserved amino acids, and are found in tandem repeats of up to 4 domains per protein [166]. 
Later on, these domains were shown to be present not only in S-layer proteins, but also in 
many other cell wall associated proteins, such as cellulosomes or autolysins. This observation 
provides a hint that such a non-covalent type of SLH domain attachment to SCWP is a well 
conserved and widely implicated mechanism of the extracellular protein anchoring. However, 
apart from the cases of SLH domain attachment to SCWPs, direct interactions between SLH 
domains and peptidoglycan were observed as well. This is a case e.g. in B. anthracis, where 
SLH domains were found in EA1 and Sap proteins. In both of these proteins SLH domains 
were shown to be responsible for the direct binding to the peptidoglycan [125]. The Sap S-
layer protein was shown to be present on the surface of B. anthracis cells during the 
exponential growth phase and is replaced during the stationary growth phase with the EA1 S-
layer protein [132]. During the transition EA1 protein appears on the binding sites that are not 
occupied with the Sap. As suggested by the authors, these sites are present on the cell surface, 
because not all of the available peptidoglycan binding sites need to be implicated in the 
binding of Sap SLH domain in order to cover the cell surface uniformly with this protein. As 
soon as the EA1 protein appears on the cell surface, it destabilizes the Sap protein lattice and 
substitutes the Sap protomers, probably due to the stronger interactions between the EA1 
protein subunits within the S-layer lattice [132]. 
Interestingly, in the S-layer protein SbsB of G. stearothermophilus PV72/p2 one of 
the two identified SLH domains was shown to bind the SCWP, whereas the second one 
attaches directly to the peptidoglycan [164, 170]. Similar to the situation in B. anthracis, SbsB 
p2-S-layer lattice on the cell surface there replaces the SbsA p6-S-layer lattice after the 
oxygen-induced change in growth conditions [171]. As SbsA protein possesses no SLH 
domains and is bound to the cell surface via the weak lectin-type linkages, it is conceivable 
that this protein can be replaced on the cell surface with the SbsB due to the higher affinity of 
the latter one to the cell wall. Additionally, the synthesis of the SbsB is coordinated with the 
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synthesis of the SCWP, providing the attachment sites for one of the SbsB SLH domains 
[166, 171]. 
Recent studies of the mechanism of SLH domain attachment to the SCWPs in B. 
anthracis revealed the presence of two-gene operon, responsible for the cell surface 
anchoring. The distal gene of this operon was shown to account for the addition of pyruvyl 
groups to the polysaccharide fraction of SCWPs. This process renders the SCWP with the 
negative charge, enabling it to anchor the SLH domains of the B. anthracis S-layer proteins 
[125]. Authors demonstrated that the pyruvylation of the SCWP is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for its binding to the SLH domains. Furthermore, in all the analyzed in this study 
distant bacteria that were known to synthesize SLH domain containing proteins the 
orthologues of the studied pyruvyl-transferase gene from B. anthracis were found. This 
finding suggests that the mechanism of SLH domain anchoring to the pyruvate groups of 
SCWPs is widespread among the prokaryotes and was highly conserved throughout the 
evolution. Besides, owing to the presence of SLH domains in some other classes of bacterial 
proteins (e.g. autolysins), the SLH domain-mediated anchoring is not restricted to the S-layer 
proteins and is supposedly widely used by the bacteria [125]. 
In the S-layer proteins devoid of SLH domains, usually the N-terminal part is 
distinguished through the high concentration of the basic aa. These aa are presumably 
involved in the relatively weak lectin-type interactions, providing nevertheless enough 
anchoring stability due to their cumulative high density interactions [202]. This type of 
interactions with the carbohydrates of SCWPs involves primarily hydrophobic forces and 
hydrogen bonds, and almost no electrostatic forces, since many carbohydrates are uncharged 
[133]. Such interactions are involved e.g. in the tethering of the G. stearothermophilus S-layer 
proteins SbsA, SbsC and SgsE that are devoid of the SLH domains. The sequence 
comparisons of these proteins revealed that they possess a highly conserved N-terminal 
regions with high concentration of arginine, lysine and tyrosine residues that recognize 
specific 2,3-diacetamido-2,3-dideoxymannuronic acid-containing SCWPs [174]. 
 
1.8. Methods of structural analysis of S-layer proteins and formed by these proteins self-
assembly structures. 
 
In this chapter a description will be given of the contemporary research methods used to 
clarify the structure of individual protein monomers and formed supramolecular self-assembly 
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complexes. Since the introduction is limited to the S-layer proteins, the focus will be on the 
techniques that were applied and proved to be useful in deriving the S-layer structural 
information. 
 
1.8.1. S-layer imaging techniques. 
 
Currently a number of approaches are available for direct imaging of biomolecular structures. 
Historically first applied was an optical microscopy used already in 1676 by Antony van 
Leeuwenhoek to achieve the magnification of 1:200 to estimated 1:500, which was enough to 
observe first the bacterial cells. The same scientist was first to record the microscopic 
observations of muscle fibers, spermatozoa and blood flow in capillaries. Modern imaging 
techniques allow insofar an easy observation of subcellular structures on the nanometer scale. 
With the current advances in such microscopy techniques, as an atomic force microscopy 
(AFM), a high resolution imaging of single protein and DNA molecules could be achieved 
recently [49, 56]. Thereby two factors have a high impact on the development of new 
biomolecular imaging techniques: an attempt to shift further on the image resolution limits 
and a wish to observe the biomolecules in conditions possibly close to their natural 
environment. Influence of these factors on contemporary research explains e.g. why optical 
microscopy that allows an imaging of biostructures with maximal resolution, comparable with 
the wavelength of the visible light used for observation, has largely given up its position to 
other microscopy techniques. Although with the recent discovery of materials with the 
negative refractive index experiments are on the way to extend the resolution of optical 
microscopy in several times, it is still incomparable with the subnanometer values achieved 
by X-ray or AFM imaging.   
 
1.8.1.1. Atomic force microscopy of S-layer structures. 
 
A real burst in development of the AFM was observed over the last decade. Recently, the 
horizontal and vertical image resolution values of 0.5 and 0.1 nm were achieved, while 
working with S-layer protein molecules in liquid environment [136]. Three major AFM 
modes are applied in different types of experiments: contact mode (CM), when the AFM tip 
remains always at intermolecular distance to the sample surface, magnetically activated 
oscillating [225] and tapping [55] modes. In the both latter modes the tip oscillates over the 
sample surface in a way that, if properly adjusted, it touches the surface only briefly at the end 
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of its downward movements [49, 207]. Such improvements enable the measurements of 
weakly and intermediatory attached to AFM substrate biomolecules that are not possible with 
contact mode, because the sample is dragged away with the tip. However, due to the longer 
surface contact time in CM, a higher spatial resolution of tightly attached to substrate 
biomolecules can be achieved [30, 136]. 
One of the pivotal AFM experiments represents the measurement of the structure of 
S-layer protein of the archaebacterium D. radiodurans [135]. This S-layer possesses a p6 
hexagonal type symmetry and consists of the glycoproteins, attached to the outer cell 
membrane through their N-termini via strong hydrophobic interactions [211]. The thickness 
of the S-layer carbohydrate layer constitutes up to 40 nm, whereas the carbohydrate moiety, 
which serves for bacterial anchoring, is attached to the C-terminus protein part [12]. By 
means of the CM-AFM approach the structure of S-layer and its individual subunits was 
resolved in this experiment, besides, the interaction forces between S-layer protein monomers 
and length of their lattice bonds were determined [135]. For that purpose the AFM tip was 
brought into the close contact with the protomers of S-layer lattice. An S-layer was 
immobilized on the mica substrates in a way, leaving its inner hydrophobic surface exposed. 
To the tip a force was applied sufficient to overcome an intermolecular retraction barrier and 
to advance into an immediate proximity of one of the S-layer protomers (~1 nN for 1 s). 
Following, the tip was pulled upwards, which resulted in 25% of all cases in removing the 
attached monomer out of the S-layer lattice. Successful removal of an individual protomer 
was then confirmed by conventional AFM measurement of the S-layer lattice. Thus, the force 
of attachment of a protein monomer within the S-layer lattice could be estimated. Assessing 
the results of 198 protomer removing measurements, a gaussian distribution for protomer 
pulling force was obtained, resulting in the average value of 312±43 pN per protomer [135]. 
Occasionally, it was possible to remove several protein subunits of hexameric lattice unit in a 
single tip pulling experiment. A dependence of the tip retraction force from the scanning 
distance exhibited in this case several peaks of approximately the same amplitude, 
corresponding to the rupture of bonds between single protein monomers and S-layer lattice. A 
subsequent scan of the S-layer lattice after such protomer removal experiment showed that the 
same number of protomers was removed from the hexameric S-layer lattice unit, as the 
number of peaks, measured in the force curve. Therefore the conclusion was drawn that 
recorded peaks correspond to the removal of single protomers from the lattice subunit during 
the AFM scan, and the spacing between force peaks shows the length of S-layer protein 
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linkages within the lattice subunit. Thus, the length of the linkages between S-layer 
monomers within the single unit of S-layer lattice was estimated to be about 7 nm [135]. 
In the other AFM assisted study the chemical and thermal denaturation of B. 
sphaericus S-layers was observed. These S-layers, formed by SbpA protein, were 
immobilized on silicon substrates and denatured under either high ethanol or acidic 
conditions, or by heating to the temperatures close to 100 °C. It was shown that S-layers were 
sensitive to the ethanol concentrations of more than 80 %, decrease in the buffer pH below the 
value of 3 and heating to the temperatures higher than 70 °C. Under these conditions the loss 
of S-layer structure occurred, as observed by the AFM [212]. The heating to the temperatures 
higher than 70 °C or the change in pH to the values lower than 3 irreversibly disrupted the S-
layer lattice, whereas the treatment with 80 % ethanol resulted in reversible changes of the S-
layer structure. S-layer lattices proved to be more resistant to ethanol and low pH exposure, 
when recrystallized on SCWPs, as compared to recrystallization on different in 
hydrophobicity silica substrates [212].  
In another experiment an influence of hydrophobicity of the AFM substrate and ionic 
strength of the medium on S-layer attachment was probed. In this study two lactobacillii 
strains L. acidophilus ATCC 4356 and Lactobacillus casei ATCC 393 were used, whereas the 
bacteria of the first strain bear an S-layer. A cell suspension in either 10 mM or 100 mM KCl 
solution was used. An adsorption of cells on the surface of different in hydrophobicity AFM 
glass substrates was observed. As both bacteria and substrate surfaces were negatively 
charged, the electrostatic repulsion was expected to have a high impact at the low ionic 
strength values of the medium. With an increase of ionic strength, however, electrostatic 
interactions are strongly suppressed by the interactions with electrolyte ions and an impact of 
attraction of the same in hydrophobicity surfaces to the net interaction is higher. Observed 
higher deposition rate of both lactobacillii strains to the hydrophobic surfaces at low ionic 
strength values, as compared to hydrophilic ones [213], is therefore likely caused by the 
difference in the substrate surface charge. Independently on the buffer ionic strength, stronger 
adhesion forces were detected by the AFM retracting curve measurements, similar to the 
described above, between the same in hydrophobicity bacterial and substrate surfaces. At high 
ionic strength values a reversal of cell surface hydrophobicity was detected for both strains. 
Besides, no preferential adherence of S-layer coated cells to the substrates could be detected, 
implying a different from adherence primarily cell function of the L. acidophilus ATCC 4356 
S-layer [213]. 
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1.8.1.2. Scanning and transmission electron microscopy for characterization of S-layer 
structures. 
 
In contrast to the AFM a scanning electron (SEM) and a transmission electron (TEM) 
microscopy are relatively rarely applied for the imaging of single biomolecules, because an 
electron beam used for imaging destroys in some extent the analyzed surface. However, these 
techniques are generally applied for the imaging of more extended and robust biological 
objects, where a bulk amount of material is higher. In this case they may provide some 
advantages, such as possibility to analyze fast much larger sample surface, than it is possible 
with the AFM. Thus, the SEM does not require an extensive sample preparation and is used 
often to survey surface analytical problems before proceeding to more surface-sensitive and 
specialized techniques. The TEM in turn provides a superior resolution, however, the sample 
thickness in this technique is limited to approximately 1 µm for biological samples. Besides, 
to avoid the image distortions electron microscopy is usually performed in a vacuum, 
therefore biological specimens are often measured frozen or after fixation with negative stains 
such as uranyl acetate to provide the higher stability of biomolecular structures. As the fast 
screening of relatively large surface areas by both the SEM and TEM is possible, the use of 
these techniques may save the measurement time in cases when observed biological structures 
are distributed inhomogeneously on the substrate surface or their concentration is small. 
The SEM and TEM are very widely used for the characterization of S-layers. Thus, a 
structure of the S-layer of B. sphaericus NCTC 9602 was resolved with TEM. A lateral 
resolution could be achieved comparable with the lattice constant that constitutes 12.4 nm for 
analyzed S-layer protein [187]. Interestingly, applied in this work phase imaging TEM mode 
allowed to resolve the S-layer structure without the negative protein staining (see fig. 5a). S-
layer protein lattices were found to be relatively stable against radiation damage in 
comparison to other proteinaceous structures. Besides, sample thickness could be measured 
and therefore double layer regions could be easily distinguished from monolayers by the 
specimen height profile [187].  
Electron microscopy is often used in combination with the fluorescence microscopy, 
if e.g. the respective EGFP-fusion S-layer protein was constructed. Thereby the latter would 
provide an easy visualization and tracking of the expressed proteins, whereas the TEM might 
be used to obtain the detailed structural information after isolation of the formed self-
assembly products. Thus, to study the expression and localization of S-layer proteins in 
eukaryotic cells, native SbsC protein was fused with EGFP and respective constructs were 
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expressed in S. cerevisiae and HeLa cells [18]. Expressed recombinant proteins were shown 
by TEM and fluorescence microscopy to self-assemble in the cytosol of eukaryotic cells into 
the cylindrical structures, similar to those obtained upon in vitro protein recrystallization. 
Interestingly, no any obvious degradation of the recombinant protein was observed upon 
expression in S. cerevisiae and HeLa cells. Judged by the presence of EGFP fluoresence and 
observed self-assembly properties, the recombinant protein retained the functionality of both 
its fusion parts [18]. 
In another work the binding of Bacillus cereus ATCC 14579T, ATCC 4342, OH599 
and OH600 strain cells to human polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) was investigated. 
The cells were assessed for binding to such matrix proteins as fibronectin, fibrinogen, type I 
collagen and laminin. As it was indicated by SEM and TEM, the surface of clinical strain 
OH599 and OH600 cells was not covered with S-layer in contrast to those of reference strains 
ATCC 14579T and ATCC 4342. The reference strain cells were found to be resistant to 
phagocytosis by PMNs in contrast to clinical isolates, suggesting the protective function of S-
layers in B. cereus strains. S-layers were found to mediate the binding to laminin, whereas the 
binding to fibronectin was dependent on the active protease attached to S-layer [98]. In the 
other SEM assisted study Co, FeCo, Fe, Co and NiFe were sputter-deposited onto the surface 
of S-layer patches isolated from D. radiodurans [142]. S-layers of these bacteria possess a p6 
hexagonal type symmetry. An etching with low energy (50 – 200 eV) Ar ions was then 
performed. This procedure resulted in removal of S-layer proteins and formation of metal 
patterns in the places, where metal ions were deposited onto the surface of S-layer patches. 
The formed metal patterns had the same structure as the underlying S-layer, i.e. a hexagonal 
S-layer structure was transferred into the metal film during the etching process.  
In the other study formation of metal clusters on the surface of S-layer isolated from 
S. ureae strain ATCC 13881 was monitored by means of TEM [123]. Worth mentioning is 
that in this work the same S-layer proteins were used that were investigated in the current 
PhD thesis work. At the time point of carrying out this study only limited biological 
information was established about the S. ureae ATCC 13881 S-layer protein. Thus, the aa 
sequence of the S-layer protein as well as the sequence and structure of the respective S-layer 
gene were unknown. The protein was described before only in terms of supramolecular 
structure of S-layer lattices, formed on the surface of S. ureae cells. 
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Figure 5. S-layers as metallization nanotemplates. (A) TEM image of the B. sphaericus NCTC 
9602 S-layer without the negative protein staining (adapted from [187]). The regular structure of the 
S-layer is resolved. (B) Processed TEM image of the Pt nanoclusters on the S. ureae S-layer (adapted 
from [123]). Metal clusters (black areas) with the same size are located in pores and gaps of the S-
layer lattice, forming the regular metal nanoarrays. The square in the center shows the lattice 
symmetry unit.  
 
The described work, showing that native S-layers from S. ureae represent an excellent 
biotemplate for the formation of highly ordered metal nanoclusters, awoke our interest to the 
detailed molecular characterization of the S. ureae S-layer protein and initiated the present 
study. In the aforementioned study the S-layer patches were isolated from the cell wall of 
lysed S. ureae cells after the solubilisation of peptidoglycan and membranes followed by 
series of the purification steps, as previously used for imaging of the S. ureae S-layer [42]. To 
the isolated S-layer patches a K2PtCl4 salt solution was added, leading to an S-layer assisted 
formation of Pt nanoclusters. After the deposition time of 24 hours a homogeneous Pt 
nanocluster distribution on the surface of S-layers could be detected by TEM. As the 
superimposed images of S-layer and nanocluster structures have shown, the metal clusters 
were formed exclusively in pores and gaps of S-layer patches. The nanocluster distribution 
was highly ordered (see fig. 5b) due to the periodic structure of S-layer biotemplate, whereas 
the nanoclusters had the same size of 1.9±0.6 nm fitting into a very narrow gaussian size 
distribution. In every unit of S-layer lattice with the p4 square type symmetry formation of 7 
B A 
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metal nanoclusters was observed. Kinetics of the metal nanocluster formation in the reaction 
mixture was furthermore assessed by means of the UV-Vis spectroscopy, exploiting the 
feature that formed metal nanoclusters are responsible for the dominant absorption band in the 
wavelength region of 500 to 700 nm with the intensity proportional to the nanocluster 
concentration. In the case of the deposition of Pt onto the S-layer surface approximately 10-
fold higher rate of nanocluster formation was observed in initial nucleation stage in contrast to 
the samples that did not contain S-layer proteins. In the samples without S-layer proteins non-
specific accumulation of metal nanoclusters resulted in formation of metal aggregates with the 
typical diameter of 20 to 30 nm after the extended time intervals. In presence of S-layers, 
however, the rate of nanocluster formation was high, metal clusters were localized 
specifically in pores and gaps of the S-layer lattice and had the same size of  approximately 2 
nm even in the last stage of metal deposition process [123]. Therefore the conclusion was 
drawn that Pt adsorption on the surface of S. ureae S-layers represents a specific process, 
facilitated and controlled by the S-layer biotemplate. This study shows a high potential of S. 
ureae S-layers as biotemplates for directed deposition of metal nanoclusters. As the further 
steps, the properties of such biotemplates might be tailored by genetic modifications of S-
layer proteins to render them a high affinity to the specific metal ions or functional 
biomolecules and to obtain the ordered arrays of these components immobilized on the S-
layer lattices. 
 
1.8.2. Other methods, applied for characterization of S-layers. 
 
Among other methods to characterize S-layer structures, one of the major roles belongs 
currently to the mass spectroscopy. For protein research mostly the matrix-assisted laser 
desorption/ionisation mass spectrometry (MALDIMS) [208] and electrospray ionisation mass 
spectrometry (ESIMS) [121] are applied. 
MALDIMS was used first time with the S-layer protein sample more than 10 years 
ago. With this technique the accurate determination of the molecular mass and purity of the S-
layer protein of C. thermosaccharolyticum was performed [4]. Remarkably, the protein was 
dissolved in 5 M GuHCl, but accurate measurements of the low nanogram protein amounts 
were possible in this study, enabled by the extensive washing procedure, removing the 
residual salt. The MALDIMS is probably also the method of choice to study large 
glycoconjugates (with relative molecular mass > 4000). This method was used e.g. to 
determine with a high accuracy (< 0.09 %) the relative molecular mass of the glycan chains 
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from S-layer protein of Thermoanaerobacter thermohydrosulfuricus [19]. Interestingly, in 
spite of the low amount of sample used in this study, it was possible to determine exactly the 
number of disaccharide repetitive units forming the glycan chains and to show the high 
heterogeneity of the carbohydrate moieties.  
The ESIMS is most suitable for the analysis of soluble proteins, allowing the 
detection of proteins in the buffers with a high salt content or in solutions without detergents. 
For example, by this method the S-layer proteins of diary propionibacteria were analyzed 
[108], showing that ESIMS can be applied for the determination of the molecular masses of 
solubilized S-layer proteins with high precision. In another study, the positive-ion ESI mass 
spectra were obtained for the heterosaccharide of the S-layer glycoprotein of M. fervidus [91]. 
By means of the ESIMS the molecular masses of S-layer proteins can be determined with a 
high accuracy, with the deviation values of 0.1-0.01% only. 
Of high interest for the characterization of S-layer self-assemblages is the X-ray 
spectroscopy. Thus, an electron structure of S-layer crystals was determined by means of 
photoemission and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy [215]. 
Measurements were performed on the S-layer proteins, isolated from B. sphaericus NCTC 
9602 cells. It was found that the studied S-layer lattices have an electronic structure similar to 
that of a semiconductor with a band gap value of ~ 3.0 eV and a Fermi level, close to the 
bottom of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. Besides, a high electron mobility within 
the S-layer lattice was observed. Furthermore, it was suggested that the intercalation of S-
layer lattices with dopands might lead to the shift of Fermi level to higher energies and 
eventually result in the high temperature superconductivity of doped S-layers [215]. 
Moreover, the possibility was outlined to use S-layers in order to address electronically the 
local groups of metal clusters grown on their surface. 
Another technique, useful to obtain detailed information about the deposition of 
metal clusters onto the S-layer lattices, is a small-angle scattering X-ray spectroscopy. It 
enables the simultaneous observation of formed metal nanoclusters and S-layer lattice, 
allowing thus to investigate the changes in the biotemplate during the metallization process. 
By this technique the formation of Pd nanoclusters on the surface of B. sphaericus S-layer 
was recently monitored [2]. Thereby some deformation of S-layer lattice structure, namely the 
shrinkage, was observed during the metallization process. The size of formed Pd nanoclusters 
was influenced by the choice of strong chemical reducing agents and constituted about 6 nm 
for dimethylaminoborane (DMAB) and 1.7 nm for H2, according to the TEM results. Besides, 
large particles with the average size of 20 nm and of more than 50 nm were formed with 
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DMAB and H2, respectively, which originate probably from the homogeneous nucleation of 
Pd clusters, not assisted by the S-layer matrix [2]. 
 
1.9. Applications of S-layer proteins. 
 
Features of S-layer proteins that contribute to their immense application potential include: (i) 
their intrinsic ability to reassemble after dissolving from the cell wall, if solubilization agents 
are removed from solution and proteins were not damaged; (ii) highly-ordered character and 
periodicity of S-layer self-assembly lattices, possessing identical in morphology and size 
pores and functional groups, which are aligned in well-defined order; (iii) innate high affinity 
of S-layer proteins to some substances, e.g. to certain proteins or metal ions, enabling the easy 
immobilization of these substances on the S-layer lattice; (iv) S-layer proteins are synthesized 
in large amounts by S-layer carrying microorganisms. To give an overview on the 
applications of S-layer proteins, some examples are given below in table 1.  
Among the first applications of S-layers was the molecular sieving, whereas the S-
layers of various Bacillaceae were used as isoporous ultrafiltration membranes with a pore 
size of 4-5 nm, corresponding to a molecular mass cut-off value of approximately 30,000 
[167, 168]. Conjugates of S-layers with oligosaccharides isolated from Streptococcus 
pneumoniae type 8 were used to receive immunoprotective antibodies in mice [114]. S-layer 
proteins were also used as carriers of the main allergen of birch pollen, a Bet v 1 protein (see 
table 1), to trigger the shift of cytokine production from allergic to non-allergic type pattern in 
mice [88], indicating their high potential for therapy of type I allergy in humans [57]. The 
development of Bet v 1 – S-layer conjugates, suitable for immunotherapy of pollen allergy in 
humans, is currently in progress. In cancer immunotherapy S-layers were applied as carriers 
of tumor-associated glycans to elicit the hapten-specific delayed-type hypersensitivity 
responses (DTH) in mice [201]. Interestingly, the DTH responses to S-layer hapten 
oligosaccharide conjugates, administered to mice orally or through the nasal route, were at 
least as strong as those following intramuscular injection of S-layer conjugates [200]. Since a 
number of S-layer preparations are non-toxic and easily obtained, it makes these proteins 
good candidates for application as carriers in experimental conjugate vaccines against 
encapsulated pathogens, such as S. pneumoniae (see table 1), occurring in a variety of 
serotypes [114]. In the study for treatment of furunculosis in fish, caused by A. salmonicida, 
the S-layer preparation of A. salmonicida has been tested [111]. S-layer proteins were also 
efficiently used to support functional lipid membranes. Thus, liposomes coated with S-layer 
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proteins mimic the supramolecular structure of archael envelopes that possess S-layers as 
exclusive cell wall component, or that of viruses (table 1). Supportive S-layer is generated 
simply by the injection of S-layer monomer solution into the membrane subphase as a result 
of S-layer recrystallization on lipid membrane surface [154]. Such artificially constructed 
particles can be used in drug targeting and delivery, in diagnostics or for gene therapy [165, 
181].  
The ability of S-layer proteins to recrystallize on different substrates, in particular on 
silicon, glass, carbon, synthetic polymers, gallium arsenide and gold [155, 195], makes them 
highly valuable for a broad range of supramolecular engineering applications. Thus, it was 
reported that titanium oxide coated S-layers can be applied as masks for parallel 
nanostructuring of the underlying silicon substrate [34]. In this study the S-layer patches 
isolated from Sulfolobus acidocaldarius bacteria were deposited onto the surface of 
crystalline silicon and coated with approximately 1 nm thick titanium layer by electron beam 
deposition (see table 1). The metal film oxidizes in the air forming titanium dioxide. Upon the 
irradiation with 2 keV argon ions or by low energy (1-15 eV) electron enhanced etching 
(LE4) S-layer was not destroyed and titanium oxide/S-layer composite assumed the pattern of 
S-layer lattice [34]. The formed mask was then applied for fast-atom beam milling of a 
graphite surface. Similar results were obtained with LE4 using gallium arsenide as a substrate. 
Such composite reorganization behavior is approximated well by a statistical-mechanics 
model, assuming that the motion of Ti atoms is governed by a Metropolis Monte Carlo 
process, whereas the system tends to form conformation with the lowest free energy [195]. In 
another study the results of S-layer patterning by an exposure to the ultraviolet irradiation of 
ArF and KrF excimer lasers were observed by means of scanning force microscopy. For that 
the S-layer lattice dried in the nitrogen vapor to remove an excess of water was irradiated 
through the lithography mask, positioned directly onto the S-layer surface to minimize the 
diffraction distortions [157]. The S-layer was easily ablated by the deep ultraviolet irradiation 
of ArF laser (wavelength 193 nm), but proved to be rather resistant to the irradiation of KrF 
laser (wavelength 248 nm). By application of this finding two-layer natural nanoresists were 
obtained by laser ablation process: an S-layer, deposited onto the novolak resist film, was 
patterned first in desired way through the lithography mask by irradiation of ArF laser, 
followed with ablation of the resist by irradiation of KrF laser in areas, where S-layer was 
removed in the previous step. Thereby the resist remained intact in areas covered with S-
layer. Since the thickness of S-layer constitutes approximately 10 nm and thus is much less, 
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than that of conventionally used resist masks, this approach resulted in formation of distinct 
patterns with very steep sidewalls in the resist material [157]. 
 
Protein
 
Species Application 
 
S-layer patches 
 
B. stearothermophilus NRS 
1536/3c and PV72 
 
 
as ultrafiltration sieves with a limiting pore diameter of 
about 4.5 nm [167, 168] 
S-layer patches, S-
layer covered 
liposomes 
B. sphaericus CCM 2177, B. 
stearothermophilus PV72, T. 
thermohydrosulfuricus 
L111-69 
 
for immobilization of different enzymes (invertase, 
glucose oxidase, glucuronidase, ß-glucosidase, 
naringinase), protein A, streptavidin, mono- and 
polyclonal antibodies [169, 194-196] 
SbpA-EGFP fusion 
protein, other S-
layer proteins 
B. sphaericus CCM 2177 
Bacillus coagulans 
E38-66 
 
for liposome coating and design of the artificial cell 
envelopes; to follow the uptake of S-layer coated 
liposomes into the HeLa cells [154, 181, 196] 
S-layer patches 
with immobilized 
IgG 
T. thermohydrosulfuricus 
L111-69 
as microparticles for immunoassays [102] 
 
SlfA, SlfB, SslA 
proteins, S-layer 
patches 
 
 
B. sphaericus NCTC 9602  
and JG-A12, S. ureae ATCC 
13881 
 
to obtain regular metal nanoarrays and to elucidate the 
binding of metal ions by S-layers [2, 122, 123, 149] 
S-layer patches S. acidocaldarius after coating with titanium oxide, as masks for 
nanostructuring of the underlying silicon substrate [34] 
 
SbpA 
 
B. sphaericus CCM 2177 
 
for UV-irradiation assisted patterning of S-layer covered 
substrates [157] 
 
Fusion of EGFP 
and SAC domain of 
the S-layer protein 
 
L. acidophilus ATCC 4356 
 
to display EGFP on the surface of L. acidophilus cells 
[199] 
 
SbsC-EGFP fusion 
protein 
 
G. stearothermophilus ATCC 
12980 
 
 
to elucidate the expression of S-layer proteins in 
eukaryotic cells [18] 
Levansucrase 
fusion proteins with 
SLH motifs of EA1 
or Sap 
B. anthracis RBA91 and 
SM91 
to attach levansucrase to the B. anthracis cell wall [127], 
whereas it retains its enzymatic activity 
 
CbsA fusion pro-
teins with the PrtP 
cell wall anchoring 
domain and His-
tagged truncated 
CbsA forms 
 
L. crispatus JCM 5810 
 
to elucidate the attachment of produced in L. casei 
recombinant proteins to collagen, laminin, their binding 
to the cell wall and self-assembly [7] 
 
 
S-layer fusion 
proteins with 
tetanus toxin 
fragment C 
 
B. anthracis RPL686 
 
to elicit humoral responses to the antigens in mice [129] 
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SbsA-Omp26 
fusion protein 
 
G. stearothermophilus PV72 
 
to induce a humoral response to Omp26 (an outer 
membrane protein of H. influenzae) in animals [159] 
 
Oligosaccharide-S-
layer conjugates 
 
P.  alvei 
 
to obtain immunoprotective antibodies in mice [114] 
 
A-layer protein 
 
 
A. salmonicida AL 2017 
 
as carrier/adjuvant in experimental conjugate vaccines, 
for treatment of furunculosis in fish [111] 
 
S-layer-glycan 
conjugates 
 
T. thermohydrosulfuricus 
L111-69, B. 
stearothermophilus PV72, 
Bacillus stearothermophilus 
NRS 2004/3a 
 
 
as carriers of tumor-associated glycans to induce the 
hapten-specific hypersensitivity responses in mice, also 
when administered by an oral/nasal route [201] 
S-layer - Bet v 1 
conjugates 
 
T. thermohydrosulfuricus 
L111-69, B. sphaericus CCM 
2177 
as carriers of the main allergen of birch pollen (Bet v 1), 
for treatment of Type I allergy in humans [88, 195] 
 
Table 1. Examples of the applications of S-layer proteins. In the first column a brief description of 
the S-layer constructs applied in the described experiments is given. In column 2 the microorganisms 
are listed, producing the S-layers used in the study. Application details and references are given in 
column 3. 
 
Another relevant for applications feature of S-layer proteins, which is probably due to their 
relatively large size and preferentially central localization of self-assembly domains, is that in 
many cases they are able to display on their surface even large proteins and epitopes [88]. 
Therefore S-layers are widely used as carrier structures. There are several ways to immobilize 
molecules on the S-layer surface. They can either be immobilized through the non-covalent 
interactions, encompassing ionic bonds, hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions or by 
covalent attachment to the activated S-layer functional groups, e.g. to carbodiimide activated 
carboxyl groups [54]. Another way to obtain regular arrays of functional peptides on S-layer 
surface is to create a recombinant protein, where target peptide will be fused to the surface 
exposed part of S-layer protein, while maintaining the ability of S-layer fusion protein to self-
assemble into the regular arrays. S-layer patches or S-layer covered lipid membranes were 
used for immobilization of following enzymes: invertase, glucose oxidase, glucuronidase, ß-
glucosidase, naringinase; such ligands as protein A and streptavidin as well as for 
immobilization of monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies (see table 1, [169, 194-196]). In 
these experiments S-layer lattice was crosslinked with glutaraldehyde first. Carboxyl groups 
of S-layer proteins were then activated for covalent binding of macromolecules. If S-layer 
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glycoproteins were used, the hydroxyl groups of S-layer glycoprotein carbohydrate chains 
were modified [195]. Thus, S-layer covered fragments of cell walls with immobilized protein 
A were successfully applied for isolation of monoclonal antibodies from supernatants of 
hybridoma cell cultures or human IgG from serum [217, 218]. Thereby a monolayer was 
formed by IgG attached to the protein A that was in turn immobilized on S-layer surface 
through the covalent attachment to the carbodiimide-activated carboxyl S-layer protein groups 
[218]. In another study IgG was covalently bound either to the carboxyl groups of S-layer 
proteins or to the activated by cyanogen bromid or periodate-oxidized carbohydrate chains of 
S-layer glycoproteins. S-layer covered cell wall fragments with such immobilized IgG were 
used as microparticles for immunoassays, providing the high reproducibility of results and 
low level of unspecific adsorption [102]. In an immunization study B. anthracis cells 
expressing on S-layer surface tetanus toxin fragment C (TTFC) were shown to elicit a 
humoral response to antigen (table 1), leading to the protection against tetanus toxin challenge 
in the TTFC immunized animals [129].  
Efficiency of different immobilization approaches was compared in the following 
experiment. In the first approach human IgG was bound to immobilized on the S-layer protein 
A, in the second one it was attached to the carbodiimide-activated carboxyl groups of S-layer 
protein, in the third one IgG was biotinylated and bound to the streptavidin, immobilized on 
the S-layer. Evaluations of the quantities of bound protein showed that the highest amount of 
IgG (700 ng/cm2), corresponding to the complete monolayer coverage of binding sites, was 
attached to the protein A. Almost twice as less IgG (375 ng/cm2) was attached to the 
carbodiimide-activated S-layer carboxyl groups and the lowest amount (150 ng/cm2) could be 
immobilized after biotinylation and streptavidin binding. However, biotinylated human IgG 
retained higher biological activity, as to results of immunoassays, probably due to the 
presence of a spacer in the biotin molecules [25].  
Many experiments were also performed aimed at a surface-displaying of the 
functional peptides, fused to the S-layer core part. Thus, a construct consisting of G. 
stearothermophilus protein SbsA fused to the outer membrane protein Omp26 of 
Haemophilus influenzae was heterologously expressed in E. coli cells. Immunization with the 
lysed E. coli cells induced a humoral response to the Omp26 in animals (see table 1, [159]). 
Domains, involved in cell wall anchoring, were studied in several experiments, implicating 
the S-layer fusion proteins. Thus, the fusion proteins, consisting of B. subtilis levansucrase 
and SLH motifs from EA1 or Sap S-layer proteins of B. anthracis, were able to attach to the 
cell wall [126] demonstrating the functional role of SLH domains in this process. A SAC 
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domain of L. acidophilus S-layer protein was fused to EGFP and resulting construct was 
capable of binding to L. acidophilus cells with stripped S-layer (table 1), demonstrating thus 
that this domain is responsible for cell wall binding [199]. In order to investigate the 
attachment of lactobacilli cells to epithelial cells and different ECM proteins, either the 
complete or truncated versions of corresponding S-layer proteins were fused with histidine 
tags [7, 186] and with the cell wall anchoring domain of PrtP protein [116] In the first studies 
proteins were purified by affinity chromatography and their binding to collagens was 
assessed, in the latter the fusion protein was displayed on the surface, allowing the cells to 
bind to immobilized collagens (see table 1, [7, 116]). The processes, underlying the self-
assembly structure formation, were studied with several S-layer protein fusion constructs. 
Thus, a fusion protein consisting of the major birch pollen allergen and C-terminally truncated 
version of G. stearothermophilus S-layer protein maintained the innate S-layer protein ability 
to self-assemble in vitro and was able to recrystallize on the surface of SCWP, surface-
exposing the fused allergen peptide [87]. Fusion proteins with C-terminally truncated S-layer 
proteins of B. sphaericus were shown to recrystallize on solid supports covered with SCWP 
[148] or on the surface of positively charged liposomes [86].  
The range of applications of S-layer proteins is very wide and there are much more to 
come. Thereby a molecular characterization of the respective protein is required to perform 
advanced manipulations towards the creation of S-layer nanostructures with predefined 
properties. Due to very promising biophysical properties of S. ureae S-layers [123], in order 
to enable the targeted tuning of its structure and ligand affinity, this work addresses the 
detailed characterization of S. ureae S-layer gene and the respective protein. 
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II. Materials and methods. 
2.1. Materials. 
2.1.1. Laboratory equipment. 
 
The following equipment was used in this study. 
 
Device Model Company 
DNA Sequencer LI-COR 4000/4200 MWG-Biotech 
Agarose gel electrophoresis 
system 
B2/B1A PeqLab 
Centrifuge Biofuge pico Heraeus 
Centrifuge Biofuge fresco Heraeus 
Centrifuge 5417 R Eppendorf 
Centrifuge Sigma 3K 30 Sigma 
Centrifuge AvantiTM J25 Beckman-Coulter 
Ultracentrifuge OptimaTM MAX Beckman-Coulter 
Thermocycler Primus MWG-Biotech 
Thermocycler Cyclone 96 PeqLab 
Spectrophotometer Ultrospec 3000 Pharmacia Biotech 
Magnet steering system Combimag RCT IKA 
pH meter 766 Calimatic Knick 
Electroporation device Gene pulser II Bio-Rad 
Concentrator 5301 Eppendorf 
French press SLM Aminco 
Blotter - Biometra 
Incubators - WTB Binder / Heraeus 
Water bath - GFL 
DNA/protein gel chambers - PeqLab / Hoefer 
Heating blocks - Eppendorf / Kleinfeld 
Vortexers - IKA 
Power supplies - Bio-Rad / Pharmacia Biotech 
Scanning electron microscope 982 Gemini 
Transmission electron 
microscope 
CM 10 Philips 
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Fluorescence microscope Jenalumar Zeiss 
Shaker Unimax 1010 / Promax 1020 Heidolph 
Clean benches Herasafe Heraeus 
SDS-PAGE system Mighty small II Hoefer 
Ultrasonic homogenizer Sonopuls UW 2070 Bandelin 
Hybridization oven Mini 10 Hybaid 
 
Table 2. Laboratory equipment used in the study. 
 
 
2.1.2. Fine chemicals. 
 
Tris(hydroximethyl)aminometane (Tris) base  Roth / Merck 
Ethylendiamine-tetraacetic acid (EDTA)  Roth 
Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF)  Roth 
4-(2-aminoethyl)-benzenesulfonyl  
fluoride (AEBSF)     AppliChem 
N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) Roth 
Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) Sigma 
Glycerol      Roth 
Agarose       BioZym 
Digitonin      Sigma 
Tween 20      Roth 
Dithiothreitol (DTT)     Roth 
Yeast extract      Roth 
Agar       Roth 
Sodium chloride (NaCl)    Roth 
Peptone / Tryptone     Roth 
Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)   Merck 
ß-mercaptoethanol     Sigma / Roth 
Ethanol       Roth 
Acetone       Roth 
Ampicillin      Roth 
Ammonium persulphate (APS)   Merck 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO4)    Sigma / Merck 
Acrylamide / Bisacrylamide    Roth 
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Methanol      Roth 
Coomassie Brilliant blue G250   Merck 
Ponceau S      Roth 
Acetic acid      Roth 
λ phage DNA      Invitrogen 
dNTPs       Invitrogen 
Bromophenol blue     Serva 
Skimmed milk powder     Lasana 
Adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP)   Sigma 
Roti-MarkTM Prestained protein ladder  Roth 
Ethidium bromide (EB)    Sigma 
Primers       MWG 
5’-IRD 800 labeled primers    MWG 
Calcium chloride (CaCl2)    Merck 
Sodium carbonate (Na2CO3)    Sigma 
Hydrochloric acid (HCl)    Roth 
Potassium hydroxide (KOH)    Roth 
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH)    Roth 
Trichloroacetic acid (TCA)    Roth 
Guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl)   Roth 
Triton X-100      Roche / Roth 
Isopropanol      Roth 
Chloramphenicol     Roth 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA)    Serva 
Potassium chloride (KCl)    Merck 
Potassium dihydrogenphosphate (KH2PO4)  Merck 
Phenol / chlorophorm / isoamyl alcohol  Roth 
5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-beta- 
D-galactopyranoside (X-Gal)    Roth 
 
2.1.3. Growth media. 
 
 LB (Luria-Bertani) medium:    1.0 % (w/v) Peptone / Tryptone 
       0.5 % (w/v) Yeast extract 
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       0.5 % (w/v) NaCl 
       110 mg/l Ampicillin (for LB-amp medium) 
1.5 % (w/v) Agarose (for solid LB 
medium) 
 
SOC (super optimal broth, catabolite  2 % (w/v) Peptone / Tryptone 
repression) medium:     0.5 % (w/v) Yeast extract 
       2.5 mM KCl  
10 mM NaCl 
       10 mM MgCl2 x 6H2O 
       10 mM MgSO4 x 7H2O 
       20 mM Glucose / Dextrose 
 
S. ureae growth medium I :    17.03 g Na3PO4 x 12 H2O  
       1.1 g Glucose 
       1.0 g Yeast extract 
       10 g Peptone 
 
Bacillus pasteurii medium:    5.0 g Peptone 
       3.0 g Meat extract 
       15.0 g Agar 
       20 g Urea 
1000 ml dH2O 
 
2.1.4. Buffers. 
 
2.1.4.1. Commercial buffers and stocks. 
 
Buffer:      Supplier(s): 
 
PCR-buffer (10x), Mg2+ free    Invitek / Invitrogen 
 
MgCl2 stock [50 mM]    Invitek / Invitrogen 
 
MgSO4 stock [50 mM]    Invitrogen 
 
Ligation buffer (2x)     Promega 
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Restriction enzyme buffers    Invitrogen / Fermentas 
 
 
2.1.4.2. Standard buffers and solutions. 
 
PBS buffer, pH 7.4:     137 mM NaCl 
       8 mM Na2HPO4 
       1.5 mM KH2PO4 
       2.7 mM KCl 
 
TBS buffer:      0.2 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.4)  
1.37 M NaCl 
 
TBE buffer (10x):     89 mM Borate 
       89 mM Tris 
       2 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) 
 
TBS-T buffer:      1x TBS buffer  
0.1 % (v/v) Tween 20 
 
Phosphate buffer (MBC):    18.9 g Na2HPO4 x 2 H2O 
       2.0 g KH2PO4 
       0.39 g NaNO3 
       0.88 g MgCl2 x 6 H2O 
       2000 ml H2O (pH 7.5) 
 
KOAc solution:     60 ml 5 M KOAc 
       11.5 ml Glacial acetic acid  
       28.5 ml dH2O 
  
GTE solution:      1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) 
0.5 M EDTA  
40 % (w/v) Glucose 
 
Dialysis buffer I:     0.5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) 
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       10 mM MgCl2 
       10 mM CaCl2 
 
DNA loading buffer:      0.25 % (w/v) Bromophenol blue  
30 % (w/v) Glycerol 
 
2.1.4.3. Buffers and solutions for Southern blot and colony hybridization analysis. 
 
SSC buffer (20x):     3 M NaCl 
       0.3 M Sodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7),  
       (pH 7.0) 
 
Depurination solution:    250 mM HCl  
 
Denaturation solution:    0.5 M NaOH 
       1.5 M NaCl 
 
Neutralization solution:     0.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.0) 
       3 M NaCl 
 
Hybridization solution:     SSC buffer (5x) 
       0.5 % (w/v) Blocking reagent 
       0.1 % (w/v) N-lauroylsarcosine 
       0.02 % (w/v) SDS 
        
Blot washing solution I:     SSC buffer (2x) 
0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
 
Blot washing solution II:    SSC buffer (0.2x) 
0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
 
Buffer #1:      100 mM Maleic acid (pH 7.5) 
       150 mM NaCl 
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Buffer #2:      Buffer #1 (1x) 
       2 % Blocking reagent 
 
Buffer #3:      100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.5) 
       100 mM NaCl 
        
Solution #1:      0.2 M NaOH 
0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
 
Colony lysis buffer:     2 M NaOH 
       0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
 
2.1.4.4. Buffers and solutions for SDS-PAGE. 
 
Stacking gel (4 %):     125 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) 
       4 % (w/v) Acrylamide 
       0.1 % (w/v) Bisacrylamide 
       0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
       0.1 % (w/v) APS 
       0.1 % (v/v) TEMED 
 
Separating gel (12 %):    375 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8) 
       12 % (w/v) Acrylamide 
       0.32 % Bisacrylamide 
       0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
       0.1 % (w/v) APS 
       0.1 % (v/v) TEMED 
 
Running buffer:     25 mM Tris-base 
       192 mM Glycine 
       0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
 
Protein loading buffer (6x):     300 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) 
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       30 % (w/v) Glycerol 
       10 % (w/v) SDS 
       0.1 % (w/v) Bromophenol blue 
600 mM DTT or 5 % ß-mercaptoethanol, 
(freshly added) 
 
Coomassie blue stain:    42 % (v/v) Methanol 
       17 % (v/v) Acetic acid 
       0.1 % (w/v) Coomassie brilliant blue G250 
 
Destaining solution:      30 % (v/v) Methanol 
       7 % (v/v) Acetic acid 
 
2.1.4.5. Buffers and solutions for Western blot.    
 
Transfer buffer:      192 mM Glycine 
       25 mM Tris-base 
       5 % (v/v) Methanol 
       0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
 
Ponceau S staining solution:    0.2 % (w/v) Ponceau S 
       3 % (w/v) TCA 
 
Blocking solution:  5 % (w/v) Skimmed milk powder  
dissolved in TBS-T buffer 
 
2.1.4.6. Buffers for preparation of dialysis tubings. 
 
Tubing preparation buffer I:    2 % (w/v) Na2CO3 
       1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) 
 
Tubing preparation buffer II:     1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) 
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2.1.5. Kits and related products. 
 
Jetquick PCR purification spin kit   Genomed 
Genomic-tip 100/G kit    Qiagen 
Nucleospin® extract kit    Macherey-Nagel
 
 
Nucleospin® plasmid quick pure kit   Macherey-Nagel 
Wizard® SV gel and PCR clean-up system kit Promega 
Thermo sequenase fluorescent labeled 
primer cycle sequencing kit with 7-deaza-dGTP Amersham Biosciences 
Dc protein assay     Bio-Rad 
PCR DIG probe synthesis kit    Roche Applied Science 
ECLPlus Western blotting detection system  Amersham Biosciences 
Gene Images CDP-Star detection kit   Amersham Biosciences 
Immobilon-P PVDF transfer membrane  Amersham Biosciences 
Hybond-N nylon membrane    Amersham Biosciences 
VS dialysis membrane    Millipore 
GB-003 blotting paper    Schleicher & Schüll 
 
2.1.6. Enzymes. 
 
Restriction enzymes     Invitrogen / MBI Fermentas 
Taq DNA polymerase    Invitrogen 
CombiZyme DNA polymerase   Invitek 
Pfx-Platinum DNA polymerase   Invitrogen 
Pwo DNA polymerase    Roche 
Pfu DNA polymerase     Fermentas 
Deoxyribonuclease (DNAse) I   Roth 
Ribonuclease (RNAse) A    Roth / Macherey-Nagel 
Shrimp alkaline phosphatase (SAP)   Gibco BRL 
Calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIAP)  Gibco BRL 
Zymolyase 20T     ICN 
Proteinase K      Roth 
TEV protease      Invitrogen 
T4 DNA ligase     Promega 
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T4 polynucleotide kinase (PNK)   Fermentas 
Lysozyme (hen egg white)    Roth 
 
2.1.7. Primers. 
 
 
Primer Position
 ** Sequence (5´to 3´)*** 
1 2512 GCI GTY TCR TTI CCY TGR AA 
2 2221 ACI CAR GCI TAY TTY ATH AA 
3 514 ACI GAY GTI AAR GAY AAY AA 
4* 3586 GCT CTA AAT CTC GGC AGT G 
5* 5126 GTC AAC AGA TTA CAA TCT TCT ATT AC 
6* 1516 GAA GTT ATG ACT AAT GAA GAC GG 
7* 3748 ATC TCC TCC ACT TAT TTC ACT 
8* 2951 GAT CTG AAA TTA TTG GTA TTG ATG C 
9* 2194 GAT CTT GAC CGC GTA ATC TC 
10* 5675 GTG AAT CTA GGC TTC GTC TG 
11* 4474 GCA TAC GGC GTG CTA TCA 
12* 955 CGT CGA TTG CAG GAC GAG C 
13* 629 CCA TCA ACT TTA CAA CGT CAG 
14* 261 GTC TAA TAG CAC GGT ATG GC 
15 412 A TAT ATA CAT ATG GCT AAC CAA CCA ACG AAA 
TAC C 
16 505 A TAT ATA CAT ATG GCT GAA TTC ACA GAT GTA 
AAA GAC 
17 1432 A TAT ATA CAT ATG ACT GGC GTT AAA AAA GCA 
GGA ATC C 
18 3161 A TAT ATA CTC GTG CGA ACT AAT AAC TAA TGC 
ATT TGC AG 
19 3163 A TAT ATA CTC GTG GAA CTA ATA ACT AAT GCA 
TTT GC 
20 3681 A TAT ATA CTC GAG GAA GTT ACT TTT ATA ACA 
GGT G 
21 3681 A TAT ATA CTC GAG TTA GAA GTT ACT TTT ATA 
ACA GGT G 
22 2785 TTI GCI GTR AAI GCR TAR TC 
23 2431 GGI GCI ATH GCI TAY TTY AA 
24 2218 ATR AAR TAI GCY TGI GTR TT 
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25* - CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA CGG 
26* - GTT GTG TGG AAT TGT GAG CGG 
27 - GAC GAA GTT GGC GGC GG 
28 - TAT ATA TA CTC GAG TCA CTG CTT GAC GCT GG 
29 - TAT ATA TA GAA TTC TCA TTT CCC AGA GCA GC 
30 - TAT ATA TA CTC GAG CTA ACA TTT TTC ACA ATT 
GC 
31 - TAT ATA TA GAA TTC ATG ACT GTA AAA ATA TGT G 
32 - TAT ATA TA CTC GAG TTA TTT GCC TTC GTG CGC 
33 - TAT ATA TA GAA TTC ATG ACT GAT AAC AAT ACC 
GC 
34 - TAT ATA TA GAA TTC CTA ACA TTT TTC ACA ATT 
GC 
35 - TAT ATA TA GAA TTC CAA AAT GAA GGT CAT GAG 
36 - TAT ATA TA CTC GAG TCA TTT CCC AGA GCA GC 
37 - TAT ATA TA GAA TTC ATG AAG AAA CTG TTT GCC 
TC 
38 - TAT ATA TA GAA TTC TTA TTT GCC TTC GTG CGC 
39 - TAT ATA TA CTG CAG TTA TAT TTT CTG TAT TTT 
TTC A 
40 - TAT ATA TA GAA TTC ATG GCC TTG GTC TCT AGA 
AGG 
 
Table 3. Sequences of the primers used in the study. The sequences of the degenerate primers are 
shown in italics. In sequences of primers used for the amplification of DNA fragments for cloning the 
introduced restriction sites are underlined. Primers were ordered from the MWG, Germany. 
 
* 5’-IRD 800 labeled sequencing primers. 
** Sequence positions for primers complementary to the parts of the sequenced S. ureae DNA are 
given according to EMBL Nucleotide sequence database accession number AM293285. 
*** For degenerate primer sequences the following abbreviations are used: I – inosine; H – any of A, 
C or T; R – any of A or G, Y – any of C or T. 
 
2.1.8. Cells and strains. 
 
The following bacterial strains were used in this work. 
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Species Genotype Source 
E. coli DH5α 
F-, φ80dlacZ∆M15, recA1, endA1, gyrA96, thi-1, 
hsdR17(rK
- mK
+), supE44, relA1, deoR, 
∆(lacZYA-argF)U169 
Gibco BRL 
E. coli XL1 Blue 
recA1, endA1, gyrA96, thi-1, hsdR17 (rK
- mK
+), 
supE44, relA1 [F’::Tn10 proA+B+ lacl
q 
∆(lacZ)M15] 
Stratagene 
E. coli BL21 (DE3) F-, ompT, hsdSB(rB-mB-), dcm, gal, (DE3) Novagen 
E. coli BL21 (DE3) 
pLysS 
F-, ompT, hsdSB(rB
-mB
-), gal, dcm, (DE3), pLysS, 
(CamR) 
Novagen 
E. coli Rosetta Blue 
(DE3) 
endA1, hsdR17(rK
- mK
+), supE44, thi-1, recA1, 
gyrA96, relA1, lac, (DE3), 
[F'::Tn10 proA+B+lacIq Z∆M15], pRARE2, (CamR, 
TetR) 
Novagen 
S. ureae ATCC 
13881 
 
wild-type isolate 
Dr. H. 
Engelhardt, MPI 
of Biochemistry, 
Martinsried 
Table 4. Bacterial strains used in the study. 
 
 
2.1.9. Recombinant plasmids. 
 
Plasmid Vector Insert 
pET-23b+1 pET-23b+ 
A fragment encoding the C- and N-terminally 
truncated SslA 
pET-23b+2 pET-23b+ 
A fragment encoding the N-terminally truncated 
SslA 
pET-23b+3 pET-23b+ 
A fragment encoding the C-terminally truncated 
SslA 
pET-23b+4 pET-23b+ A CDS of the native SslA protein 
pET-23b+5 pET-23b+ A CDS of the SslA protein precursor 
pET-23b+1t pET-23b+ 
A fragment encoding the C- and N-terminally 
truncated SslA, 5’-adjacent to the 6xHis tag 
sequence 
pET-23b+2t pET-23b+ 
A fragment encoding the N-terminally truncated 
SslA, 5’-adjacent to the 6xHis tag sequence 
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pET-23b+3t pET-23b+ 
A fragment encoding the C-terminally truncated 
SslA, 5’-adjacent to the 6xHis tag sequence 
pET-17b-2 pET-17b 
A fragment encoding the N-terminally truncated 
SslA 
p67 pUC 18 5.5 kb S. ureae genomic DNA fragment 
p67-subclHind pUC 18 
4.1 kb S. ureae genomic DNA fragment, results 
from the subcloning of HindIII treated p67 
plasmid DNA. 
pProbe pUC 18 
311 bp S. ureae genomic 
DNA fragment, amplified by the degenerate PCR 
pInvPCR pUC 18 an inverse PCR fragment, S. ureae genomic DNA 
pGEX4T-Erf2 pGEX4T-3 
An ORF region of the erf2 gene of S. cerevisiae, 
5’-adjacent to the GST-tag sequence 
pGEX4T-Fur pGEX4T-3 
An ORF region of the fur gene of E. coli, 5’-
adjacent to the GST-tag sequence 
pGEX4T-CupI pGEX4T-3 
An ORF region of the cupI gene of S. cerevisiae, 
5’-adjacent to the GST-tag sequence 
pGEX4T-Crs5 pGEX4T-3 
An ORF region of the crs5 gene of S. cerevisiae, 
5’-adjacent to the GST-tag sequence 
pGEX4T-MerP pGEX4T-3 
An ORF region of the merP gene of E. coli, 5’-
adjacent to the GST-tag sequence 
pET-17b-4-EGFP pET-17b 
A CDS of the native SslA protein, 5’-adjacent to 
the EGFP coding sequence. 
pET-17b-5-EGFP pET-17b 
A CDS of the SslA protein precursor, 5’-adjacent 
to the EGFP coding sequence 
Table 5. Plasmids constructed in course of this work. Description of the sequences of cloned 
DNA fragments is given in column 3. 
 
2.2. Methods. 
 
2.2.1. Growth of E. coli. 
 
E. coli cells were grown either in liquid or on solid LB medium (section 2.1.3.) at 37 °C. 
Liquid cultures were agitated continuously at 140 rpm. The growth of expression E. coli 
cultures was carried out either at 37 °C or at 30 °C. For selection of bacterial transformants 
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ampicillin was added to media to a final concentration of 110 µg/ml. For blue-white selection, 
IPTG and X-gal (section 2.1.2.) were added to the solid medium to final concentrations of 20 
µg/ml and 40 µg/ml, respectively. For the induction of gene expression in E. coli expression 
strains, IPTG in a final concentration of 1 mM was added to the respective cultures, which 
were grown until OD600 of 0.3 to 1 dependent on the experimental conditions. 
 
2.2.2. Growth of S. ureae ATCC 13881. 
 
S. ureae ATCC 13881 cells were grown at 30 °C in one of the following media: S. ureae 
growth medium I, B. pasteurii medium, LB medium (section 2.1.3.), while continuously 
agitating at 180 rpm. Alternatively, cells were streaked out and grown on LB plates at 30 °C. 
For isolation of the native S. ureae S-layer protein the cultures were grown until OD600 of 0.6 
to 1.5, which is within the logarithmic growth phase. 
 
2.2.3. Determination of the OD600 of bacterial cultures. 
 
The OD600 of the harvested culture was measured with Ultrospec 3000 spectrophotomoter 
(section 2.1.1.) at λ = 600 nm. For measurements 1 ml of the culture, pipetted into the 
spectrophotometer cuvette, was routinely used. 
 
2.2.4. DNA techniques. 
2.2.4.1. DNA gel electrophoresis. 
 
For the preparation of agarose gels 0.8 % or 1 % (w/v) agarose was dissolved in 1x TBE 
buffer (section 2.1.4.2.) upon boiling in the microwave oven. Solution was cooled in gel 
chambers to polymerize, obtained gels were used for horizontal agarose gel electrophoresis. 
DNA fragments were separated in 1x TBE buffer at constant voltage of 80 to 120 V. For 
estimation of the length of separated DNA fragments approximately 0.1 µg/ml of EB was 
added to the gel solution prior to polymerization. Detection was performed with the UV-light 
of the wavelength of 312 nm. Separated fragments were compared by size with the DNA 
fragments of the standard ladder, obtained upon digestion of λ phage DNA with EcoRI and 
BamHI restrictases. 
 
2.2.4.2. Isolation of plasmid DNA from E. coli cells. 
 
Plasmid DNA was usually isolated by alkaline lysis from 2 to 5 ml of the grown O/N E. coli 
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culture. For that the culture was poured into microfuge tubes per 2 ml and centrifuged at 4000 
– 5000 g for 3 – 5 min. The pellet was resuspended in 200 µl of GTE solution (section 
2.1.4.2). Following, the 400 µl of solution #1 (section 2.1.4.3.) was added, suspension was 
shortly mixed and incubated on ice for 5 min. Next, 300 µl of KOAc solution (section 
2.1.4.2.) was added, suspension was vortexed, incubated on ice for 5 min and centrifuged for 
5 min at 13000 g. Supernatant was disposed and 0.6 volume (540 µl) of isopropanol was 
added, followed by centrifugation at 13000 g for 5 min at 4 °C. The pellet was washed twice 
with ice-cold 70 % ethanol, while centrifuging the suspension for 5 min at 13000 g. After 
discarding the supernatant the pellet was dried for 5 - 10 min in the Eppendorf concentrator 
(section 2.1.1.) and resuspended in 50 µl of distilled water. To obtain the DNA of higher 
purity used e.g. for sequencing and cloning procedures, Nucleospin® plasmid quick pure kit 
(section 2.1.5.) was used according to the manufacturer instruction.  
 
2.2.4.3. Isolation of genomic DNA from S. ureae cells. 
For the isolation of S. ureae genomic DNA a Genomic-tip 100/G kit (section 2.1.5.) was used 
according to the instructions of the manufacturer. 
 
2.2.4.4. DNA purification techniques. 
2.2.4.4.1. Purification of the PCR-amplified DNA fragments. 
 
For purification of amplified DNA products the Jetquick PCR purification spin kit (section 
2.1.5.) or Wizard® SV gel and PCR clean-up system kit (section 2.1.5.) were used according 
to the instructions of manufacturers. 
 
2.2.4.4.2. Purification of DNA out of the agarose gel. 
 
In order to purify the DNA fragments of the respective size from the DNA mixture typically a 
gel purification procedure was applied. For that DNA fragments were separated on the 
preparative agarose gel and visualized by short-term UV-irradiation. Target fragments were 
excised out of the gel and DNA was purified with the Jetquick PCR purification spin kit 
(section 2.1.5.) or Wizard® SV gel and PCR clean-up system kit (section 2.1.5.) according to 
the manufacturer manuals. 
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2.2.4.5. Digestion of DNA with restriction endonucleases. 
 
For enzymatic digestion of DNA approximately 1 U of the respective enzyme in appropriate 
buffer per 1 µg of DNA was usually used. For analytical digestion the solution was incubated 
at 37 °C for 3 - 4 hours. Preparative DNA digestion was normally performed in the reaction 
volume of 40 – 60 µl O/N. In double digestion reactions the buffer providing the maximum 
activity for both selected restrictases was used.  
  
2.2.4.6. PCR-amplification of the DNA fragments. 
2.2.4.6.1. Standard PCR. 
 
In standard PCR reaction an amplification of the DNA fragments was performed in one of the 
thermocyclers (section 2.1.1.) in the reaction volume of 25, 50 or 100 µl, whereas the reaction 
mixture save variable reagents was aliquoted from the preparatory master mix solution. For 
analytical purposes small-volume (10 µl) PCR was occasionally performed. Concentrations of 
reagents used in a typical PCR reaction were as follows: 
 
PCR buffer (1x) 
1 - 100 ng of template DNA 
150 pM of forward and reverse primers 
500 – 800 µM of dNTP 
2.5 mM MgCl2 or 1.5 mM MgSO4 (dependent on the enzyme used) 
2 U of polymerase (CombiZyme, Pfx Platinum, Pwo, Taq) 
 
Primer annealing and melting temperatures were calculated according to the approximatory 
equation, provided by the primer supplier (MWG): 
 
Tm = 69.3 °C + 0.41x(GC-content [%]) – 650 / primer length [nt]; Ta = Tm – 5 °C, where Ta 
and Tm are primer melting and annealing temperatures, respectively.  
 
To facilitate the primer design a program was written in Visual C++ and compiled 
(TanCalculator.exe) that performs a calculation of annealing temperature from the entered 
primer sequence according to the provided equation. This program was routinely used for the 
estimation of primer annealing temperatures.  
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Following temperature settings were usually used in PCR: 
 
4 min, 95 °C Initial DNA denaturation 1x 
30 sec, 94 °C 
1 min, Ta - 5 °C to Ta 
2 – 2.5 min, 72 °C 
Denaturation 
Annealing 
Elongation 
30x 
5 min, 72 °C Final elongation 1x 
  
      Table 6. Thermocycler settings for the standard PCR. 
 
Elongation time was adjusted dependent on the length of target PCR product under 
approximation of DNA polymerase elongation rate comprising 1 kb per 1 min at 72 °C. Value 
of the Taq-polymerase elongation rate (3.6 (70 °C) – 9 (75 – 80 °C) kb/min) was used for this 
approximation, taking into account that elongation speed of the proofreading polymerases, 
used in mixture with the Taq-polymerase, was lower. Thermocyclers were programmed for 
incubation of PCR-tubes at 4 °C following the PCR reaction, such an incubation was 
performed if necessary. 
 
2.2.4.6.2. Inverse PCR. 
 
For inverse PCR the S. ureae genomic DNA was predigested with appropriate restrictases, 
having the only recognition site within the sequenced DNA region of 200 – 300 bp, 3’-
adjacent to the region of interest. Obtained DNA fragments were ligated by T4 ligase under 
standard conditions, as described in section 2.2.4.9. Resulting circular DNA fragments, 
bearing the region of interest, were used in this study as template in PCR reaction with the 
primers, complementary to the terminal parts of genomic DNA region, which is encompassed 
between the restrictase recognition site and the 5’-end of the sequenced DNA part.  
 
2.2.4.7. DNA phosphorylation. 
 
For the phosphorylation of DNA 10 U (1 µl) of T4 PNK in appropriate buffer was routinely 
used for a reaction volume of 10 – 20 µl. Heat inactivation was typically performed at 70 °C 
for 15 - 20 min.  
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2.2.4.8. DNA dephosphorylation. 
 
Dephosphorylation of DNA fragments was usually performed with SAP (section 2.1.6.), 
although occasionally CIAP (section 2.1.6.) was used in the same concentrations. For 10 µl 
reaction volume typically 1 U (1 µl) of the enzyme in appropriate buffer was used. Following 
the reaction, SAP was inactivated at 65 °C for 10 – 15 min. 
 
2.2.4.9. Ligation.  
 
For a ligation vector and fragment DNA were usually mixed in the molar ratio of 1:3 to 1:7 
with T4 DNA ligase buffer and distilled water to a final volume of 10 µl. Ligation was 
routinely performed with 2 U of T4 DNA ligase (section 2.1.6.) O/N at temperatures between 
4 °C and 16 °C, dependent e.g. on the length of the insert. Ligation mixture was dialysed 
against large volume of distilled water prior to transformation using the Millipore VS 
membranes (section 2.1.5.) to get rid of salts.  
 
2.2.4.10. Transformation. 
2.2.4.10.1. Preparation of the electrocompetent cells. 
 
An overnight E. coli culture was diluted 1:100 with LB medium (section 2.1.3.) to a final 
volume of 500 ml and grown until OD600 of 0.4 – 0.8 at 37 °C. Subsequently the culture was 
incubated on ice for 15 min and cells were harvested by centrifugation at 3000 g for 10 min at 
4 °C. Following, cells were washed twice with sterile distilled water and once with sterile 10 
% (v/v) glycerol, both prechilled on ice. Cells were subsequently resuspended in 1 to 2 ml of 
ice-cold 10 % (v/v) glycerol and aliquoted per 40 µl into sterile microfuge tubes. Obtained 
aliquotes were stored at –80 °C and thawed on ice prior to use.  
 
2.2.4.10.2. Transformation of cells by electroporation.  
 
For transformation, 3 – 4 µl of dialysed ligation mixture were gently mixed with 40 µl of 
electrocompetent E. coli cells and transferred into the prechilled electroporation cuvette. 
Electrical discharge was performed by the Gene pulser II setup (section 2.1.1.) with 
parameters adjusted to 25 µV, 200 Ω, and 2.5 kV. An optimal pulse duration was estimated to 
be 4.5 – 5 ms for a cuvette with 2 mm gap between the electrodes. Immediately following the 
discharge 1 ml of the prewarmed to approximately 37 °C SOC medium (section 2.1.3.) was 
added to the transformation mixture. Resulting cell suspension was incubated for 1 hour at 37 
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°C. Next, 200 µl of the mixture were subsequently streaked out on LB-amp plates, whereas 
the rest was spinned down at 3000 g, resuspended in 50 - 200 µl of the incubation medium 
and streaked out onto the LB-amp plates as well. Plates were subsequently incubated O/N at 
37 °C to grow the transformed cell colonies. 
 
2.2.4.11. Identification of the correct clones. 
 
2.2.4.11.1. PCR screening. 
 
For PCR screening the PCR master mix was prepared with all the reagents (section 2.2.4.6.1.) 
except for template DNA and aliquoted in 10 µl volumes for PCR reactions. Such small 
reaction mixture volumes helped to save the reagents and enabled the screening of a large 
number of transformants (typically 49 per turn) simultaneously. Cell colonies were picked up 
from the plates and immersed shortly into the single PCR tubes. In the PCR screening 
reaction the primers for amplification of cloned DNA fragments were used. After immersion 
into the PCR mixture, respective colonies were inoculated into 5 ml of liquid LB-amp 
medium and cultured O/N. The plasmid DNA was isolated next day from the colonies, for 
which a positive signal in the PCR screening reaction was detected. 
 
2.2.4.11.2. Restriction analysis. 
 
For restriction analysis the recombinant plasmids were isolated from E. coli cells by alkaline 
lysis. Plasmids were then digested with enzymes for 3 - 4 hours at 37 °C to excise the cloned 
DNA fragment. Usually enzymes used for treatment of the vector prior to the ligation were 
applied for restriction analysis. If the cloning was performed with blunt-end cutters, other 
enzyme combination was chosen with the restriction sites flanking the cloned fragment. 
Results of the DNA digestion were assessed on a preparative agarose gel in order to find the 
clones yielding the fragments of the correct size. 
 
2.2.4.12. Southern blot.  
 
For Southern blot, 0.5 – 3 µg of purified S. ureae genomic DNA were digested O/N with 
appropriate enzymes (section 2.1.6.) at 37 °C and separated on a preparative agarose gel 
(section 2.2.4.1.) under low voltage for 4 - 5 hours or O/N. In all the Southern blot 
experiments as a DNA size marker the λ phage DNA treated with EcoRI and BamHI 
restrictases was used. After DNA electrophoresis the gel was subsequently immersed into 
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depurination, denaturation and neutralization solutions (section 2.1.4.3.) for 5 min, 30 min, 
and 30 min, respectively, whereas prior to the incubation in new solution it was rinsed with 
distilled water. Nylon membrane of the gel size was excised, wetted in distilled water and 
soaked with 5x SSC buffer (section 2.1.4.3.). A glass plate was positioned onto the transfer 
tank filled with 20x SSC and precut blot paper was wrapped around glass plate to immerse the 
paper ends into the buffer. Blot paper was covered with nylon membrane with positioned atop 
of it gel. Gel was covered with presoaked in 20x SSC blot paper, topped with the stack of 
paper towels and assembly was put under the glass plate with the weight of approximately 1 
kg on top. DNA transfer was carried out for 4 – 5 hours or O/N at RT. Subsequently, the setup 
was disassembled, positions of gel wells were marked on membrane, and DNA was cross-
linked to the membrane by exposure to UV irradiation for 5 min. Following, membrane was 
prehybridized in a hybridization bottle filled with 25 ml of hybridization solution (section 
2.1.4.3.) at 65 °C for 2 hours. The probe DNA was amplified and labeled using the PCR DIG 
probe synthesis kit (section 2.1.5.) according to the manufacturer instructions. The total 
labeled probe mixture was used for hybridization. Following the prehybridization, 25 ml of 
the hybridization solution was mixed with the denatured at 95 °C for 5 min probe DNA and 
resulting solution was added into the hybridization bottle instead of prehybridization buffer. 
Hybridization was performed for 3 – 4 hours or O/N at 65 – 68 °C. Further on, membrane was 
washed with blot washing solutions I and II (section 2.1.4.3.) 3 times for 5 minutes at 65 °C, 
washed briefly with buffer #1 (section 2.1.4.3.) at RT, blocked with buffer #2 (section 
2.1.4.3.) for 30 min at RT and incubated with antibody-conjugate for 30 min. Subsequently, 
membrane was washed with buffer #1 twice for 15 min at RT and blot was equilibrated with 
buffer #3 (section 2.1.4.3.) for 5 min at RT. Following, the detection was performed with the 
Gene Images CDP-Star detection kit (section 2.1.5.), as described by the manufacturer. 
Stripping of the blots was performed in solution #1 (section 2.1.4.3.) for 15 – 30 min at RT. 
 
2.2.4.13. Colony hybridization analysis. 
 
Cell colonies were transferred onto the Hybond-N nylon membranes by replica plating, 
washed and lysed with the colony lysis buffer (section 2.1.4.3.). The hybridization was then 
carried out essentially as described for Southern blot (section 2.2.4.12.). 
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2.2.4.14. DNA sequencing. 
 
For DNA sequencing a LI-COR 4000/4200 system (section 2.1.1.) was used. Sequencing was 
performed with 5’-IRD 800 labeled primers (section 2.1.7.) by the dideoxy-chain termination 
method, as described in [163]. Besides, the Thermo sequenase fluorescent labeled primer 
cycle sequencing kit with 7-deaza-dGTP (section 2.1.5.) was used, as described by the 
manufacturer.  
 
2.2.5. Protein techniques. 
2.2.5.1. SDS-PAGE. 
 
Electrophoretic separation of the proteins on the discontinuous polyacrylamide gel under 
denaturing conditions (in presence of SDS) was performed essentially as described in [103]. 
Protein gels were prepared, consisting of 4 % stacking gel and 12 % separating gel (section 
2.1.4.4.). To prepare a gel the separating gel solution was poured first into the vertically 
aligned protein gel chamber and layered with isopropanol. After polymerization of the 
solution at RT for approximately 1 hour, isopropanol was removed, chamber washed several 
times with distilled water, stacking gel solution was pipetted atop of the polymerized 
separating gel and a comb was inserted. Following the polymerization of stacking gel, 
assembly was positioned into the Mighty small II vertical gel electrophoresis system (section 
2.1.1.) and filled with 1x Running buffer (section 2.1.4.4.). To prepare the samples, 1 ml of 
bacterial culture was spinned down for 5 min at 3000 - 5000 g and the pellet was resuspended 
in 30 to 50 µl of the PBS buffer (section 2.1.4.2.), dependent on the cell amount. Total 
volume of the cell suspension was measured by pipetting and the 6x protein loading buffer 
(section 2.1.4.4.) was added in amount of 1/5 to 1/6 of the suspension volume. The mixture 
was vortexed, heated at 99 °C for 5 min and put on ice. After the short centrifugation, 
typically 5 to 20 µl of the sample fraction were loaded on the SDS-gel, whereas normalization 
at the OD600 values of the culture, used for sample preparation, was usually performed to 
obtain the comparable protein concentration in different samples. SDS-PAGE was performed 
at a typical voltage of 80 V (proteins moving in the stacking gel) to 120 V (proteins moving in 
the separation gel). Gels were stained in Coomassie blue solution (section 2.1.4.4.) for 30 – 60 
min at RT and washed subsequently with destaining solution (section 2.1.4.4.) until an 
optimal signal contrast was achieved.  
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2.2.5.2. Expression kinetics studies. 
 
Cell colonies were picked up from the LB-amp plates and cultured in about 7 ml of the liquid 
LB-amp medium O/N. Typically, 500 µl of these cultures were inoculated into 25 ml of LB-
amp and expression cultures were grown until they reached an OD600 of 0.4, after what IPTG 
was added in a final concentration of 1 mM. For expression kinetics studies 2 ml of the 
expression cultures were harvested before, 1, 3 and 6 hours after induction with IPTG, 
followed by the OD600 measurements and preparation of the SDS-PAGE samples, as 
described in section 2.2.5.1. 
 
2.2.5.3. Western blot. 
 
After the separation of target proteins by SDS-PAGE (section 2.2.5.1.) they were transferred 
onto PVDF membrane (section 2.1.5.) to enable the immunodetection. For that the separating 
gel was detached from the stacking gel and equilibrated in transfer buffer (section 2.1.4.5.) for 
about 15 min. Membrane of the respective size was excised and soaked with methanol for 30 
sec, rinsed subsequently with distilled water and equilibrated in transfer buffer (section 
2.1.4.5.). Following, the gel was positioned atop of the membrane between filter paper that 
was presoaked with transfer buffer. This assembly was positioned between the plates of 
Biometra semi-dry electroblotter (section 2.1.1.) and protein transfer was performed for 1 
hour under voltage of 25 V applying the current of about 1.5 mA per cm2 of the gel surface. 
Transferred proteins could be visualized by staining of the membrane in Ponceau S solution 
(section 2.1.4.5.). Membranes were blocked for 1 hour in blocking solution (section 2.1.4.5.) 
at RT. Subsequently, membranes were incubated for 1 hour with mono- or polyclonal 
antibodies in blocking solution at RT and washed three times for 10 – 15 min at RT. 
Following, horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies resuspended in blocking 
solution were added for detection. After washing of the membranes three times in TBS-T 
buffer (section 2.1.4.2) for 10 – 15 min at RT, bound secondary antibodies were visualized 
with the ECLPlus chemoluminescence-based detection system (section 2.1.5.) according to the 
manufacturer instructions. 
 
2.2.5.4. Protein concentration assay. 
 
Determination of protein concentration was performed with the Lowry assay based Bio-Rad 
Dc protein assay system (section 2.1.5.) according to the manufacturer manual. For 
normalization of the measured absorption values BSA (section 2.1.2.) was used. 
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2.2.5.5. Glycoprotein staining and analysis of protein glycosylation by FTIR-spectroscopy. 
 
Glycoprotein staining was carried out as described in [119]. For the analysis of protein 
glycosylation by FTIR-spectroscopy the dialysed protein fraction was measured on a Bruker 
IFS-55 FTIR-spectrometer coupled to a Bruker infrared microscope fitted with a liquid N2 
cooled MCT (mercury–cadmium–tellurium) detector. 
 
2.2.6. Cell lysis. 
2.2.6.1. Lysis of E. coli cells by sonication. 
 
Harvested E. coli culture was centrifuged at 10000 g for 5 min and pellet was resuspended in 
the chilled 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.5 with 1 mM AEBSF (section 2.1.2.). Usually 10 
times less volume of buffer was used in comparison to the volume of cell culture, so that the 
ratio of cell wet weight to the buffer weight was approximately 1:3 to 1:5. Up to 5 ml of cell 
suspension were transferred into the 15 ml falcon tube, chilled on ice for 10 min, and AEBSF 
in a final concentration of 100 mM was added. The tube was placed into a beaker filled with 
salted ice and positioned inside of the Sonopuls UW 2070 ultrasonic homogenizer (section 
2.1.1.). Sonication was performed with 30 pulses of 10 sec with intervals of 20 sec between 
pulses, with tip immersion of approximately 0.5 cm, paying attention that minimal amount of 
foam is formed and cell suspension stays cool during the sonication. Following the sonication, 
cell culture was incubated on ice for 30 min with addition of 1 µg/ml lysozyme (section 
2.1.6.) and subsequently centrifuged at 13000 g for 10 min to separate the insoluble cell 
fraction.    
 
2.2.6.2 Lysis of E. coli cells by French press. 
 
For cell lysis, 200 – 1000 ml of the E. coli culture were harvested and resuspended in 50 mM 
Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.5, as described in the previous section. Cell suspension was transferred 
into the 50 ml falcon tube placed into a beaker filled with salted ice. Cells were lysed with the 
Aminco SLM French press (section 2.1.1.). For that, a pressure of 7000 to 10000 psi was 
applied to the suspension, while the outlet flow rate was adjusted to about one drop per 
second. The procedure was repeated twice to increase the percentage of lysed cells. 
Subsequently, insoluble protein fraction was pelleted by the centrifugation at 13000 g for 10 
min and the supernatant was disposed. 
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2.2.7. Preparation of dialysis tubings. 
 
Dialysis tubings were cut to the length of 10 – 20 cm and boiled for 10 – 15 min in the tubing 
preparation buffer I (section 2.1.4.6.) for 10 – 15 min. Subsequently, tubings were washed 
several times with distilled water, immersed into the tubing preparation buffer II (section 
2.1.4.6.) and boiled for further 10 – 15 min. Following, they were rinsed with distilled water 
and 25 % (v/v) ethanol and stored in 25 % (v/v) ethanol at 4 °C.  
    
2.2.8. Isolation of the S. ureae S-layer protein (SslA) from the cell surface. 
 
2.2.8.1. Isolation of the S-layer protein monomers from the S-layer patches, stripped off from 
the S. ureae cell wall (as to the MBC-protocol).  
 
S. ureae cells were cultured in the S. ureae growth medium I (section 2.1.3.) until OD600 of 
1.5 to 2.5 at pH 8.0 and 30 °C. Cell suspension was centrifuged at 10000 g for 15 min, pellet 
was washed and resuspended in the phosphate buffer (MBC) (section 2.1.4.2.) with addition 
of a spattle-tip amount of RNAse and DNAse (section 2.1.6.). After incubation for 10 min at 
25 °C to cells 1 % (v/v) Triton X-100 was added and they were lysed on ice with the high 
pressure homogenizer. Lysis suspension was incubated in the shaker for 20 min at 25 °C and 
centrifuged 2 - 3 times at 25000 g for 15 min, whereas the supernatant was disposed and the 
pellet resuspended in the phosphate buffer (MBC) (section 2.1.4.2.) after every step. To 
dissolve the peptidoglycans a spattle-tip amount of RNAse and DNAse, and 1 % (v/v) 
lysozyme (section 2.1.6.) were added. Following, the cell lysis mixture was incubated in the 
shaker at 30 °C O/N. Subsequently, the mixture was centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 min and 
fractionated purification of the isolated S-layer through the repeated centrifugation and 
resuspending steps was performed. For that totally 3 centrifugation steps were carried out for 
10 - 15 min with an increase in the centrifugation speed: 5.000 g, 32.000 g, 35.000 – 55.000 
g. After the first centrifugation, supernatant and easy soluble protein fraction were collected 
into the new tube and subjected to further purification. After the second and the third 
centrifugation steps a white pellet fraction was dissolved for purification except for the hardly 
soluble nucleus. The volume of phosphate buffer used to dissolve the white S-layer protein 
fraction was kept minimal to minimize the protein losses.  
For isolation of the S-layer protein monomers from the purified S-layer patches 500 
µl of S-layer suspension were washed in 1.5 ml and 1 ml of double distilled water, whereas 
the pellet fraction was separated by centrifugation at 25000 g for 45 min at 4 °C. The pellet 
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was dissolved in 500 µl of 5 - 6 M GuHCl and incubated for 2 hours at RT without shaking. 
Subsequently, protein fraction was dialysed against 1 L of 0.5 mM Tris-HCl, optionally 
supplemented with 10 mM CaCl2, for 45 min twice. Recrystallized suspension was transferred 
into the new Eppendorf tubes. 
 
2.2.8.2. Isolation of S-layer proteins by solubilization of the protein monomers and in vitro 
self-assembly. 
 
From 50 to 500 ml of S. ureae culture was grown in LB medium (section 2.1.3.) until OD600 
of about 1.0. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 5000 g for 5 - 10 min at 4 °C, 
resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.5 with 1 mM AEBSF (section 2.1.2.) and 
washed 1 to 3 times with the same buffer. Pelleted by centrifugation at 5000 g for 5 - 10 min 
at 4 °C cells were resuspended in 5 ml of 5 M GuHCl to dissolve the S-layer protein 
monomers from the cell surface. Cell suspension was subsequently incubated in the shaker 
(section 2.1.1.) at 30 °C for 20 min. Insoluble cell fraction was pelleted by centrifugation at 
20000 g for 10 min and supernatant, containing S-layer protein monomers, was dialysed 
against distilled water or dialysis buffer I (section 2.1.4.2.). Dialysis was typically carried out 
for 12 to 48 hours against 2 x 5 L volumes of distilled water or dialysis buffer I, whereas 
transfer of the dialysis tubings (or the Eppendorf tubes, covered with dialysis membranes) 
into the fresh buffer was performed after approximately half of the total dialysis time. After 
the dialysis, suspension was transferred into the new Eppendorf tubes. Recrystallization 
kinetics could be assessed by the microscopy observations of the self-assembly structures 
after different recrystallization times. 
 
2.2.9. Isolation of the truncated SslA protein derivatives after overexpression in E. coli. 
 
For experiments on the in vitro self-assembly of truncated SslA derivatives respective 
recombinant proteins were overexpressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells. Cell cultures were 
typically harvested 3 hours after induction with IPTG in a final concentration of 1 mM. Cells 
were washed and lysed by sonication (section 2.2.6.1.) or with the French press (section 
2.2.6.2.). Insoluble cell fraction, containing overexpressed S-layer proteins, was pelleted by 
centrifugation and washed with 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.5 followed by treatment with 5 
M GuHCl for 30 min at 30 °C. Dialysis tubings were filled with the soluble protein fraction 
separated by the centrifugation and dialysis was carried out for 12 to 72 hours, dependent on 
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the experimental conditions, against large volumes of distilled water or dialysis buffer I 
(section 2.1.4.2.) at 4 °C. 
 
2.2.10. Reassembly of the monomerized S-layer proteins. 
2.2.10.1. Formation of the protein self-assembly structures in bulk of liquid. 
 
Recrystallization of the monomerized S-layer proteins was performed in the dialysis tubings, 
immersed into distilled water or dialysis buffer I (section 2.1.4.2.), as GuHCl diffused from 
the suspension. Following the dialysis 30 – 200 µl of the suspension with protein self-
assembly structures, formed upon removal of GuHCl, were pipetted onto the surface of 
microscopy substrate and prepared (section 2.2.11.) for imaging. Observed by microscopy 
structures thus originate from the protein self-assembly structures, formed in the bulk of 
liquid during the dialysis step. 
 
2.2.10.2. Formation of the protein self-assembly structures on the substrate surface.  
 
For the substrate-assisted protein recrystallization silicon, silanized silicon, glass, or APTES-
glass substrates were immersed into the S-layer protein monomer solution in the beginning of 
the dialysis. Substrates were then removed out of the protein suspension and washed several 
times with distilled water prior to the preparation of microscopy samples (section 2.2.11.). 
Imaged structures thus represent largely the result of S-layer protein self-assembly on the 
substrate surface, however, certain amount of formed in liquid self-assembly structures 
(section 2.2.10.1.), precipitated onto the substrate surface and attached quite firmly to 
withstand substrate washing, was observed as well.  
 
2.2.11. Preparation of samples for SEM, TEM and AFM. 
 
To prepare the SEM samples several droplets of the dialysed protein fraction were pipetted 
onto the surface of SEM substrates (cleaned plates made of silicon, silanized silicon, glass or 
APTES-treated glass) and left for 24 hours to immobilize the proteinaceous structures. 
Substrates were washed several times with distilled water and dried in nitrogen vapor. AFM 
samples were prepared analogous to SEM samples, whereas as substrates silicon and glass 
plates were used. For AFM imaging of the S-layer patches the immobilization time comprised 
15 min. For TEM, samples were pipetted onto the carbon coated grids, immobilized for 48 
hours, stained with 2.5 % uranyl acetate and dried by nitrogen flow. 
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2.2.12. Preparation of samples for fluorescence microscopy. 
 
To prepare the samples, 2 ml of E. coli BL21 (DE3) expression cultures were harvested 1 
hour after induction with IPTG in a final concentration of 1 mM, washed several times with 
1x PBS buffer, pH 7.4 (section 2.1.4.2) and resuspended in 1 ml of the 2 % formaldehyde 
solution. Several droplets of the cell suspension were then pipetted onto the surface of glass 
substrates and left for 30 min at RT to immobilize the cells on the surface. Subsequently, 
excess of the cell suspension was rinsed away with distilled water and substrates were dried 
by nitrogen flow. 
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III. Results. 
3.1. Isolation of the S-layer gene of S. ureae ATCC 13881. 
 
The first part of the work is devoted to the identification of sequences of the S. ureae ATCC 
13881 S-layer gene and the respective protein. As to the strain selection, nearly a dozen of 
different S. ureae strains including ATCC 13881 were available for research. We were 
interested, however, in the S. ureae strain that was known to produce the S-layer protein, well 
characterized in previous works in respect to its nanotechnology applications and S-layer 
lattice structure [42, 123]. In fact, most of the experiments concerning the characterization 
and application of S. ureae S-layer protein were performed with the cells of the S. ureae strain 
ATCC 13881. Furthermore, not all of the S. ureae strains are known to produce S-layer 
proteins. Besides, it was reported that changes in the storage conditions can lead to the 
development of S-layer deficient phenotype in S-layer producing microorganisms [171]. In 
order to obtain the cells, expressing the S-layer protein of interest, we used the culture kindly 
provided by Dr. H. Engelhardt from the Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry (Martinsried), 
which was used for isolation and characterization of the S-layer protein of S. ureae 
previously. The cells were delivered as a streak out culture grown on the nutrient agar plate.  
 
3.1.1. Choice of the culture medium. 
 
At the first step an appropriate medium for the cultivation of S. ureae cells was selected. 
According to the information about the cell growth conditions from the strain depository [70] 
a B. pasteurii medium (section 2.1.3.) should be used for the growing of S. ureae cell culture. 
Published experiments on imaging of the S. ureae S-layer and assessment of its metal binding 
properties were performed, however, upon the cultivation of cells in the S. ureae medium I 
(section 2.1.3.). We decided to assess the cell growth and amount of produced S-layer protein 
for newly delivered cell culture after the cultivation in both of these media. Besides, a widely 
used LB was also tested for the growth of S. ureae culture. In the experiments single S. ureae 
cell colonies were inoculated into 50 ml of all the tested media and cultured O/N, whereas the 
culture growth was monitored by the changes in its turbidity. The growth in S. ureae medium 
I and LB resulted in the higher cell density in comparison to B. pasteurii medium (OD600 of 
1.8, 2.1 and 0.94, respectively, in the stationary growth phase after the incubation for 2 days 
at 30 °C). No substantial difference in the S-layer protein production could be observed with 
SDS-PAGE in later experiments, where the lysates of cells, grown in all of the three used 
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media, were analyzed. Therefore it was proposed to use the LB medium for further 
experiments due to the simplicity of preparation. Increase in the pH value of liquid cell 
culture was observed for the cultivation of cells in all three media that accounted for 
approximately 1 unit in every 16 hours of incubation. S. ureae is known to produce 
ammonium upon the growth in natural environment, making thus the medium more alkaline 
[112]. 
To estimate the range of culture OD600 values for preparation of S-layer proteins 
detailed growth and pH curves were measured. Thereby the measurements of OD600 and pH 
values were carried out within 36 hours of incubation at 30 °C in LB. Growth curve has a 
characteristic shape with an exponential phase extending from about 3 to 16 hours of 
incubation and saturation at OD600 values of approximately 2.2 (see fig. 6). Starting from 
incubation time point of 3 hours (i.e. with the beginning of exponential growth phase) a pH 
value of the medium elevates significantly from 6.8 until 9.2 at the time point 36 hours of 
incubation (see fig. 6). In previous microscopy assisted studies it was reported about the 
structure of S. ureae S-layers, isolated from the cell surface at exponential or late-exponential 
growth phase at pH values of the medium, varying from 8.0 [42, 123] to 8.8 [14, 203]. This 
would correspond to the late exponentially growth phase (see fig. 6), after the incubation 
within 10 – 20 hours at 30 °C.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Growth of S. ureae ATCC 13881 culture. OD600 (blue squares) and pH (purple dots) 
values of the S. ureae culture grown in LB medium: the pH value increases with the time. 
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3.1.2. Isolation of the S-layer protein and sequencing of its peptide parts. 
 
To identify the sequence of S. ureae S-layer gene we could isolate the native S. ureae S-layer 
protein and subject it to the protein degradation sequencing. Obtained peptide sequences 
might be used then to amplify by degenerate PCR the parts of the S-layer protein encoding 
gene, which in turn might be used as baits to fish out the complete copy of S-layer gene by the 
hybiridization analysis. Following this strategy, we decided first to isolate the S. ureae S-layer 
protein and to identify the sequences of its parts. 
In order to isolate the S-layer protein a single cell colony was picked up from the LB 
agar plate and inoculated into LB medium. The cells, grown O/N at 30 °C, were lysed and an 
SDS-PAGE sample was prepared as described in Materials and methods (section 2.2.5.1.). 
After the separation of S. ureae cell lysate on the SDS-gel an abundant protein band could be 
detected in the high molecular mass gel region (see fig. 7a).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. S. ureae S-layer protein on the SDS-gel. (A) S. ureae cell lysate separated on the protein 
gel, stained with Coomassie blue. Abundant high molecular mass band represents the S-layer protein. 
(B) An image of the protein gel with the excised for peptide sequencing S-layer band, a purified S-
layer protein fraction was loaded in lane 1 for positive control. As a protein ladder in both cases the 
RotiMark Prestained marker was used. 
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synthesized protein in S. ureae cells and accounts approximately for 15-20 % of the total cell 
protein content. Subject to comparison with the in gel mobility of a protein standard 
(RotiMark Prestained), molecular mass of the protein is in the range of 115 to 120 kDa, which 
is in excellent agreement with the value of 115 kDa, received in the earlier studies of the S. 
ureae S-layer structure [14, 42]. No other abundant protein bands were detected in the high 
molecular mass region (see fig. 7 a,b). From the results of previous studies with S-layers of S. 
ureae as well as literature reports on the isolation of S-layer proteins from other prokaryotic 
microorganisms [118, 206] it is known that S-layer proteins can be dissolved from the cell 
surface with chaotropic agents, such as GuHCl, and were shown often to recrystallize into the 
self-assembly structures upon the dialysis of protein monomer solution against distilled water 
or different dialysis buffers with physiological pH values. Such a process allows to isolate the 
S-layer protein from the bacterial cell surface, although together with the certain amount of 
other dissolvable in GuHCl outer cell wall macromolecules, and to receive after the dialysis 
S-layer assemblages, recrystallized in liquid. Thus, this approach might be used for the 
isolation of S-layer protein, or more precisely, to enrich significantly its concentration prior to 
separation and purification from the SDS-PAGE gel. We used a 5 M GuHCl to monomerize 
the S. ureae S-layer proteins with subsequent dialysis against large volumes of distilled water 
to get rid of the detergent. Prepared in this way purified protein fraction was processed for 
SDS-PAGE (see section 2.2.5.1.) and loaded on the SDS-gel (see fig. 7b). After the gel run, a 
small gel part, containing the abundant S-layer protein band in the region of 120 kDa, was 
excised in a way not to include the neighboring protein bands (see fig. 7b), sealed into the 
polystyrene film and sent for the protein sequencing. 
The protein sequencing was kindly performed by Dr. T. Friedrich from BASF. 
Sequencing of the S-layer protein parts was carried out according to the Edman N-terminal 
degradation procedure [37]. The purified protein was preliminary digested with trypsin, which 
resulted in the mixture of protein fragments cleaved immediately next to the Lys/Arg 
residues. These peptides were sequenced, as described above, yielding 14 peptide sequences 
with the lengths ranging from 7 to 20 aa (see table 7). Since S-layer proteins were digested 
with trypsin arbitrary, it was not possible to assign the sequenced parts to their positions 
within the protein. Apart from the mentioned, the 25 aa long N-terminal S-layer protein 
sequence could be determined, whereas the protein was subjected to the N-terminal 
sequencing as is, without preliminary tryptic digestion (see the last row, table 7). In some 
cases due to the experimental setup discrepancies no exact aa match could be established, for 
these cases two candidate aa were indicated within the derived aa sequences. Experimentally 
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obtained peptide sequences of the S. ureae S-layer protein are shown in table 7.  
 
Peptide sequence and degree of 
redundancy 
Number* of the 
designed primer, 
its degeneracy 
Degenerate primer sequence 
in 5’ to 3’ direction** 
VLATGTAIDTDGKDYAFTAK 
46444443242422242442 
no. 22, 8 TTIGCIGTRAAIGCRTARTC 
DAYLDGAALK 
2426244462 
-  
SSTVTHGAANADLDVK 
6644424442426242 
-  
VGQLVNDK 
44264222 
-  
DVTDLGK 
2442642 
-  
QAQGEPPTIGAIAYFK 
2424244434434222 
no. 23, 12 GGIGCIATHGCITAYTTYAA 
TDGISLLNSNSVSGTQ(P/M)LIS 
42436662626464424/1636 
-  
ETSSFQGNETATFK 
24662242244422 
no. 1, 16 GCIGTYTCRTTICCYTGRAA 
TTLVDFDEVGGGIVAPGVAS 
44642222444434424446 
-  
VISTNTQAYFIK 
436424242232 
no. 2, 24,  
no. 24, 16  
ACICARGCITAYTTYATHAA 
ATRAARTAIGCYTGIGTRTT 
QYTGAVGA(N/V)NK 
436424242/232 
-  
ED(X/C)NGQLV(V/N)A 
22?/2242244/24 
-  
ITNDESHDVTAK 
342226224442 
-  
TGQQAILSADTGVK 
44224366424442 
-  
N-terminal sequence: 
AE(I/F)TDVKDNNSHKAAIDALSDAGVI 
423/24242222622443246624443 
no. 3, 16 ACIGAYGTIAARGAYAAYAA 
 
Table 7. Experimentally obtained peptide sequences and design of the degenerate primers. The 
sequences of the degenerate primers are given at the right, opposite to the respective peptide 
sequences. Peptide sequences, having the regions of 6-7 aa with minimal redundancy (given below the 
peptide sequences) were used for primer design. X indicates an arbitrary aa. Regions of the peptide 
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sequences, chosen for the design of degenerate primers, are underlined.  
    * Numbers of the designed primers are given according to table 3. 
    ** Abbreviations: I – Inosine; H - any of A, C or T; R – any of A or G; Y – any of C or T. 
 
3.1.3. Design of degenerate primers and amplification of the fragment of S. ureae DNA. 
 
After deriving the sequences of S-layer protein parts we concentrated on the application of 
obtained information for cloning of the S-layer gene part that could be used further on as a 
bait for the isolation of complete S-layer gene. For that redundant DNA sequences were 
deduced from the aa sequences of S-layer protein parts, obtained in the previous step. The 
goal was to create the primers with their template binding sites located sufficiently close to 
each other in order to enable unproblematic PCR amplification of the part of S-layer gene. 
The regions of the lowest degree of redundancy were selected within the sequenced S-layer 
protein parts for the degenerate primer design (see table 7).  
The sequences of the designed primers are shown in table 7. A special attention was 
paid on the primer degeneracy (column 2, table 7). Thus, if the primer degeneracy is equal 
e.g. to 32, only 1/32 of oligonucletides from the primer mixture have the sequences, 
completely complementary to the target DNA part. Hence, in order to obtain the equal 
concentration of correct primers compared to the conditions used in PCR reaction with normal 
primers, 32 times higher primer concentration should be used in this case for the degenerate 
PCR mixture. Therefore our goal was to keep the primer degeneracy as low as possible, while 
designing the degenerate primers. For that purpose the primers with inosine substitutions were 
ordered. Inosine is a nucleoside that can base-pair with any of 4 DNA nucleotides, therefore 
in can be included into the primer at positions with 3- and 4-fold nucleotide redundancy. 
Hence, every such inosine substitution results in the 3- or 4-fold decrease of primer 
degeneracy, respectively. However, more than two inosine substitutions within the primer 
sequence, especially within the 3’-primer region, might result in the low primer specificity. 
Therefore the primers with 1 to max 3 inosine substitutions were designed (column 3, table 
7). Additionally, during the primer design it was attempted to keep the primer annealing 
temperature as high as possible, meaning that primer sequences had to be long enough. An 
interplay of both these factors (low primer degeneracy and high annealing temperature) called 
forth the balanced primer length as an outcome.  
As the exact positions of the sequenced protein parts within the S-layer protein 
sequence were unknown, a series of 6 degenerate primers was ordered. Supplied degenerate 
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primers were tested in various pair combinations in a set of PCR reactions in order to obtain 
the specific PCR products. Totally four different degenerate primer combinations enabled the 
amplification of fragments of S. ureae genomic DNA (see fig. 8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Results of the degenerate PCR with genomic S. ureae DNA as a template. Following 
primer combinations (see table 7) were used: (1) – no. 1 and no. 3, (2) - no. 3 and no. 24, (3) - no. 22 
and no. 23, (4) - no. 1 and no. 2, (5) – positive control PCR primers. M – DNA marker (EcoRI/HindIII 
treated λ phage DNA). Position of the specific PCR product is shown with an asterisk.  
 
In three cases PCR resulted in the concurrent amplification of several fragments with close 
concentrations (fig. 8, lanes 1, 2 and 3). Some of these fragments resulted apparently from the 
unspecific binding of different primers present in the mixture. As it proved to be impossible to 
get rid of these unspecific PCR products by an increase of the annealing temperature of 
reaction, the DNA fragment amplified with the degenerate primers no. 1 and no. 2 was used 
for further cloning and hybridization procedures, since no byproducts were obtained in the 
respective PCR reaction (fig. 8, lane 4). According to its mobility on the preparative agarose 
gel, this fragment amplified with correctly attached primers has a length of approximately 0.3 
kb.  
 
3.1.4. Cloning of the S. ureae S-layer gene fragment. 
 
The isolated fragment of the S. ureae S-layer gene that was amplified by the degenerate PCR 
was used for cloning and sequencing to confirm its identity. For that purpose, the PCR 
mixture was run on the agarose gel and DNA fragment of the respective size (0.3 kb) was 
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excised out of the gel and purified (see section 2.2.4.4.2). This DNA fragment was cloned in 
the pUC 18 vector (for the map see fig. 8 in appendix) for plasmid propagation in E. coli. 
Vector DNA was cut at SmaI restriction site, which resulted in the linearized blunt-end 
plasmids. The purified PCR fragment was phosphorylated (see section 2.2.4.7.) and the ends 
of pUC 18 vector were treated with SAP (section 2.1.6.) prior to the ligation. 
To determine the optimal conditions for high efficiency ligation, the reaction was 
performed with T4 DNA ligase at temperatures 18, 16 and 12 °C. After the transformation, 
cells were streaked out on LB plates with ampicillin. The higher amount of E. coli 
transformants was observed upon the ligation at low temperatures. Streaked out on LB-amp 
plates and grown O/N colonies were screened for positives. For that randomly selected 
colonies were inoculated in 5 to 7 ml of liquid LB-amp medium and grown O/N. Additionally 
to inoculation of single colonies a pooling approach was applied, whereby 3 to 5 different 
colonies were inoculated in the same test tube. From the grown cultures the plasmid DNA 
was isolated by the alkaline cell lysis procedure (see section 2.2.4.2.), followed by the 
restriction analysis (section 2.2.4.11.2.). Totally about 200 colonies were analyzed yielding 4 
putative positive. One of the putative positive clones was used for the DNA sequencing.  
As a result, a sequence of 311 bp was obtained. Translated sequence of this fragment 
had the flanking regions identical to the sequences of 2 peptides used for design of degenerate 
primers to amplify the 311 bp fragment, confirming that the sequenced DNA fragment 
originates from the S. ureae S-layer gene. Fragment DNA sequence was analyzed by 
BLASTn and BLASTx. On the DNA level no significant similarity to the sequences of other 
S-layer genes was noticeable. However, on the protein level a high similarity to the sequences 
of 5 other S-layer proteins was observed (see fig. 1 in appendix). Remarkably, all these were 
B. sphaericus S-layer proteins, namely the SlfA, SlfB, SllA, SllB and SbpA proteins. A 
degree of similarity ranged from 31 % of identical and 50 % of positive aa for SbpA protein 
to 52 % of identical and 69 % of positive aa for SlfB protein. Respective BLAST expect (E) 
values varied from 0.007 to 3x10-24. Such a high sequence similarity provided additional 
indication that isolated DNA sequence represents a part of an S-layer gene. 
 
 
3.1.5. Construction of S. ureae genomic library. 
 
In order to isolate the complete S. ureae S-layer gene we decided to use the classical 
approach, implementing the construction of a genomic library. In this approach the cloned 
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311 bp fragment of S-layer gene was aimed for use as a bait to obtain the part of S. ureae 
genomic DNA that may contain a full version of the S-layer gene. To obtain a representative 
collection of all the fragments of S. ureae genome in suitable for experiments size, 
predigested genomic DNA with the size in the range of 3 – 10 kb was planned to use for 
genomic library.  
We decided to work with the pUC 18 vector because of its intrinsic possibility of the 
blue-white colony screening. According to the SDS-PAGE data and earlier experimental 
studies, a molecular mass of the native S. ureae S-layer protein comprises approximately 120 
kDa, therefore its length was estimated to be around 1200 aa, which accounts for the CDS 
length of 3600 bp. Taking into account these data, in order to have a possibility to isolate a 
complete S-layer gene from one of the genomic library fragments, it was reasonable to use the 
fragments of S. ureae genomic DNA with the size of more than 4 kb. Large fragments cloned 
into the pUC 18 plasmid may, however, decrease its stability. Considering both mentioned 
factors, we decided to use for construction of a genomic library the fragments of the size 
ranging from 5 to 6 kb.  
In order to estimate the proper enzyme combination for the digestion of vector and S. 
ureae genomic DNA, Southern blot of digested genomic DNA was performed with the 
isolated 311 bp S-layer gene fragment as a probe. The following enzymes, having the 
recognition sequences within the pUC 18 multiple cloning site (MCS) were used: EcoRI, 
BamHI, PstI, HindIII, KpnI, SstI (has the same recognition sequence as SacI), SalI, SmaI, 
XbaI. 
After the isolation of S. ureae genomic DNA (section 2.2.4.3.), a series of DNA 
digests was performed with the selected enzymes. For O/N digests 0.5 – 3 µg of S. ureae 
genomic DNA were used. Resulting DNA fragments were subsequently separated on a 
preparative agarose gel at low voltage and Southern blots were performed, as described in 
Materials and methods (section 2.2.4.12.). The objective was to find the pairs of enzymes 
yielding after digestion of S. ureae genomic DNA the fragments that produce upon the 
hybridization with the probe a single signal in the range of 5 to 6 kb, to enable a 
straightforward cloning. Multiple hybridization signals would indicate that several highly 
similar to the probe sequence regions, which belong likely to the different S-layer gene 
copies, are present within the S. ureae genome, provided that hybridization conditions were 
stringent enough. Besides, multiple hybridization signals may hint at the incomplete digestion 
of genomic DNA. The other explanation would be that S. ureae genomic DNA was cut within 
the region that encompasses the probe DNA sequence, this possibility can be, however, 
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excluded by the examination of the restriction map of the probe DNA.  
Two Southern blots were performed consecutively, resulting in the images that are 
shown in fig. 9 and 10. Strong hybridization signal observed in fig 9a results from the positive 
control DNA. In the second blot (see fig. 10) positive control signal is weaker, apparently due 
to the decreased concentration of the positive control DNA used. For positive control the 
pProbe plasmid DNA was taken, which is the pUC 18 vector bearing the 311 bp fragment of 
the S-layer gene, described above (pProbe-plasmid, see table 5). This recombinant plasmid 
was used for the amplification and labeling of the probe for hybridization studies (sections 
2.2.4.12. and 2.2.4.13.).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Southern blot results. (A) Southern blot of the S. ureae genomic DNA, digested with the 
following enzyme combinations: (1) – PstI/KpnI, (2) – EcoRI/SstI, (3) – SstI, (4) – KpnI, (5) – 
BamHI/SstI, (6) – BamHI/KpnI; (PC) – pProbe plasmid (table 5) DNA, positive control; (M) – marker 
lanes. (B) DNA on the preparative agarose gel. (M) - DNA marker (EcoRI/HindIII treated λ phage 
DNA, see also the section 2.2.4.12.). For other lane abbreviations see (A). 
 
For all the digests of the genomic DNA single hybridization signals were obtained. PstI/KpnI 
digestion yielded a signal of approximately 1.4 kb, EcoRI/SstI digestion – signal of 
approximately 5 kb, all other digestions led to the signals of 10 – 20 kb (see fig. 9a).  Hence, 
the enzyme combination EcoRI/SstI could be used in the construction of the genomic library, 
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as it yields the fragment of an appropriate size, which encompasses the probe sequence, 
however, it remained to be proven that this fragment is not a result of a single digestion with 
one of the both used enzymes. By comparison of its size with the size of fragment in lane 3 
(approximately 10 kb), obtained after single SstI digestion, it is noticeable that EcoRI cuts 
within the fragment in sample 2, since its size is shorter. Furthermore, samples 3 and 5 yield 
the hybridization signals of the same size, whereas in sample 3 a single SstI digestion was 
performed and in sample 5 genomic DNA was treated with a BamHI/SstI pair of enzymes. 
Due to the same signal size it appears that SstI restriction sites flank from both sides the 
respective DNA fragment. Digestion with BamHI/KpnI enzyme combination yields a signal 
of approximately the same size, however, respective fragments may be difficult to clone. 
Thus, according to the results of this blot, either single EcoRI, or double EcoRI/SstI digestion 
leads to the fragment of an appropriate for cloning size. In the second Southern blot (fig. 10) 
single digestions with SalI and XbaI as well as double digestion with KpnI/SalI yield the 
signals of approximately the same size in the range of 20 kb, whereas double digestion with 
PstI/SalI leads to a signal of approximately 1.5 kb size. Furthermore, since the single KpnI 
digestion results in a signal of approximately 15 kb (see fig. 9a), it is evident that the fragment 
of 1.5 kb yielding a hybridization signal in the blot (fig. 10a) is located between the PstI and 
SalI recognition sites. However, the size of that fragment is considerably smaller than the 
estimated size of the target S-layer gene (3600 bp). Interestingly, DNA fragments of the 
samples obtained after the treatment of DNA with EcoRI/SalI and EcoRI/XbaI enzyme 
combinations yield the hybridization signals of approximately 5 kb, same as observed in 
previous blot after the EcoRI/SstI DNA digestion. This finding strongly suggests that the 
fragment of 5 kb, containing the probe sequence, has the EcoRI recognition sites at its both 
sides, however, a control with the single EcoRI digestion of S. ureae genomic DNA is 
necessary. Such a control was performed in the next Southern blot hybridization, where the 
additional enzyme combinations were also tested.   
Additional mention requires an appearance of the positive control signals on the 
blots. Despite the relatively small DNA concentration in the positive control samples, the 
hybridization signals from them proved to be very strong (see fig. 9, 10).   
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Figure 10. Southern blot results. (A) Southern blot of the digested S. ureae genomic DNA. DNA 
was treated with the following enzymes: (1) – EcoRI/SalI, (2) – SalI, (3) – KpnI/SalI, (4) – PstI/SalI, 
(5) – XbaI, (6) – EcoRI/XbaI. (PC) – pProbe plasmid (table 5) DNA, positive control. M – marker 
lane. (B) Digested DNA on the preparative agarose gel, for enzymes used see abbreviations to fig. 
10a; (M) – DNA marker. 
 
Moreover, the DIG-labeling was performed in the PCR reaction, whereas as a template the 
recombinant plasmid was used, the same as was applied in blots for positive control. Thus, it 
is conceivable that not only DIG-labeled nucleotides were incorporated into the PCR 
products, but also some unbound DIG molecules could attach to the template DNA. When the 
same DNA is used for positive control as the probe, the hybridization signals will be observed 
not only in the range of 0.3 kb, but also in the regions, where template DNA and intermediary 
PCR products were transferred to the membrane. These factors can explain, why several 
bands are observed in the positive control lane. As it can be seen in fig. 9, 10 and 11, the 
application of the DIG-labeled probe solution proved to give no unspecific signals under 
appropriately chosen hybridization conditions.  
In the next series of experiments clear hybridization patterns were obtained. In fig. 
11 results of the Southern blot with S. ureae genomic DNA, predigested with EcoRI, BamHI 
and PstI enzymes in different concentrations, are shown. For positive control the EcoRI and 
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HindIII treated pProbe plasmid DNA was loaded on the agarose gel. Treatment of DNA with the 
different pairs of enzymes, one of which is PstI, results in the hybridization signal of the same 
size (fig. 11, lanes 4, 5 and 6). This indicates that among the three mentioned enzymes PstI 
has its restriction sites flanking the respective 1.6 kb DNA fragment, which encompasses the 
probe sequence. The size of that fragment is, however, too small to contain the full sequence 
of the S-layer gene. Finally, the digestions of genomic DNA with EcoRI or BamHI/EcoRI 
both result in the fragments that yield hybridization signals of the same size in the range of 5 
kb, same as the double digestion with EcoRI/SstI (fig. 9, lane 2). As the single digestion with 
BamHI yields a signal of approximately 10 kb (fig. 11, lane 3), the fragment in the range of 5 
kb, containing the probe sequence, emerges from the digestion of S. ureae genomic DNA with 
EcoRI only. Since from totally about 30 tested different enzyme combinations only digestions 
with pairs of enzymes containing EcoRI led to the appearance of S. ureae genomic DNA 
fragments of the desired size hybridizing with probe, it was decided to use EcoRI for the 
digestion of vector and S. ureae DNA in course of genomic DNA library construction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Hybridization analysis of S. ureae genomic DNA. (A) Southern blot results. S. ureae 
genomic DNA was digested with the following enzyme combinations: (1) – EcoRI, (2) – 
BamHI/EcoRI, (3) – BamHI, (4) – BamHI/PstI, (5) – PstI, (6) – EcoRI/PstI. (PC) – EcoRI and HindIII 
treated pProbe plasmid DNA, positive control. (M) – marker lane. (B) Digested genomic DNA on a 
preparative agarose gel. (M) – DNA marker, for other lane abbreviations see (A). 
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In order to avoid the complications that might be caused by the religation of vector digested 
with a single enzyme (which results in much lower ligation efficiency) the following strategy 
was applied. After digestion of pUC 18 with EcoRI, plasmid DNA was gel-purified with the 
Jetquick PCR purification spin kit (section 2.1.5.) and dephosphorylated with SAP (2.2.4.8.) 
to minimize the religation of the empty vector. The religation controls were performed with 
the SAP-treated plasmid DNA, using the blue-white screening. Religation control of pUC 18 
DNA, applied for the construction of genomic DNA library, resulted in approximately 5 % of 
blue colonies (10 – 15 blue colonies per plate). Subsequently, S. ureae genomic DNA was 
digested with EcoRI and separated on a preparative agarose gel. A region of the gel, 
containing DNA fragments with the size in the range of 3.5 to 6 kb, was excised out of the gel 
and purified (section 2.2.4.4.2.). Genomic DNA fragments were ligated O/N with predigested 
and dephosphorylated vector DNA at 12 °C. Transformed cells were spread on the plates in 
concentrations sufficient to receive approximately 100 – 300 grown colonies per plate. Totally 
approximately 4000 – 4500 colonies with the genomic library DNA were obtained. 
 
3.1.6. Isolation of clones, bearing the plasmid with the part of S. ureae S-layer gene, by 
hybridization analysis. 
 
3.1.6.1. Colony hybridization for screening of the genomic library. 
 
In order to isolate the clones, bearing the plasmid cloned fragment of S. ureae genomic DNA 
that encompasses the target S-layer gene or its respective part, a colony hybridization 
approach has been used. For the hybridization the same probe DNA was used, as described 
above in the Southern blot studies. For colony hybridization (see section 2.2.4.13.) the 
colonies were used, which were grown on LB-amp plates during the construction of S. ureae 
genomic DNA library. Results of the hybridization analysis are shown in fig. 12. A 
substantional difference in the intensity of putative positive (fig. 12d) and background signals 
was observed. 
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Figure 12. Results of the colony hybridization. Some dispensable background signals are noticeable, 
position of a putative positive signal (ps, fig. 9d) is indicated with an arrow. 
 
In the next colony hybridization experiments several distinct positive signals were obtained 
apart from the positive control signals. For positive control the pProbe plasmid (see table 5) 
DNA in amounts ranging from 10 ng to 50 ng, pipetted onto nylon membranes, was used. In 
fig. 13 three of the positive signals are visible on the images (a) and (c). Relatively low 
amount of positive signals can be easily founded, considering the relation between the size of 
a target gene and of S. ureae genomic DNA. If the total length of genomic DNA is taken for 
4x106 bp (the length of E. coli genomic DNA - 4.6x106 bp - is taken for estimations) and 
fragments of 5 kb would be used for DNA library construction, at least 800 clones would be 
necessary to make a representative genomic library.  
Although in earlier experiments background signals could be observed in the 
positions on membrane, where large-sized colonies were transferred, significant difference in 
signal intensity between the positive control signals (weakly influenced by the colony size) 
and background signals is noticeable (see fig. 12 and 13). The hybridization temperature was 
varied in different experiments in a way to obtain the maximal difference in intensity between 
positive and background signals and to confer at the same time high enough sensitivity for 
unequivocal determination of the positive signals. By application of the described here 
approach we were able to identify totally 72 putative positive clones for further experiments. 
 
 
 
 
 
ps 
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Figure 13. Results of the colony hybridization with optimized hybridization parameters. Distinct 
positive signals (ps) are visible along with the lower intensity (qs) signals. All the hybridization 
signals are easily discernible from the background. For positive control (pos. contr.) 10 to 50 ng of 
pProbe plasmid DNA (table 5) were pipetted onto the nylon membrane after colony transfer.  
 
 
3.1.6.2. Repeated colony streak out and hybridization. 
 
In order to distinguish the positive clones from the false positive ones a further screening was 
performed. The putative positive colonies were streaked out on the surface of LB-amp plates 
in predefined order. Every colony was spread over the square surface of approximately 1 x 1 
cm in order to facilitate the detection. Subsequently, cells were grown O/N at 37 °C and blue-
white screening was performed. Remarkably, only approximately half of the colonies had the 
distinct white color, indicating the presence of an insert within pUC 18 vector. As all the 
picked putative positive colonies appeared on prototype-plates white as to the blue-white 
screening results, this finding may hint at a high rate of mutations or decreased stability of the 
recombinant plasmid. This might in turn be connected to the presence of direct repeats within 
ps 
qs 
pos. contr. 
qs 
pos. contr. 
pos. contr. 
ps qs 
pos. contr. 
(c) 
(a) (b) 
(d) 
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the cloned DNA fragments and to the relatively high fragment size. Grown O/N colonies were 
replica-plated onto the Hybond-N nylon membranes (section 2.1.5.), for positive control 7.5 
to 25 ng of pProbe plasmid DNA were pipetted at the vacant space close to the membrane 
edges and colony hybridization was carried out. As it can be seen in fig. 14, approximately 30 
% of colonies yielded the signals, large part of them were, however, close in intensity to 
background signals observed in the previous experiments. Totally 9 distinct positive signals 
were observed with an intensity comparable to that of the positive control signals (see fig. 14). 
These colonies were selected for further work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Hybridization signals from the colonies spread over substantial area. On plates (a), (b), 
(c), (e), (g) and (h) positive signals (ps) can be clearly distinguished from the background. For positive 
control (pos. contr.) pProbe plasmid (table 5) DNA was used. Clone numbers are given in parentheses. 
 
 
3.1.7. Southern blot with the plasmid DNA isolated from putative positive colonies. 
 
Respective colonies were cultured O/N in LB-amp medium and used for plasmid DNA 
isolation. Restriction controls (section 2.2.4.11.2.) of the isolated plasmid DNA showed 
whether the size of fragments cloned into pUC 18 plasmids correlates with the expected (3.5 – 
6 kb, according to the size of genomic DNA fragments used for genomic library). Upon the 
digestion with EcoRI, fragments with the length in the range of 5 to 6 kb were detected on the 
pos. contr. 
pos. contr. 
pos. contr. 
ps (60) 
pos. contr. 
ps (49) 
pos. contr. 
ps (65, 67) 
pos. contr. 
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EB-stained agarose gel for all the controlled recombinant plasmids. Subsequently, isolated 
plasmid DNA was used for Southern blotting. In fig. 15 results of Southern blot for clones 
number 19, 49, 60 and 67 are shown (for clone numbers see fig. 14).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Southern blot analysis of the plasmid DNA isolated from the putative positive colonies 
and treated with EcoRI. (A) Signals from the isolated plasmid DNA, numbers (1) – (4) on top reflect 
the following clone numbers (as to fig. 14): clones no. 19, 49, 60 and 67. (5) – EcoRI treated empty 
pUC 18 vector DNA, negative control. (PC) – EcoRI treated pProbe plasmid DNA, positive control. 
M – marker lane. (B) DNA on a preparative agarose gel prior to blotting: (M) – DNA marker, other 
abbreviations are as in the part (A). 
 
Signal obtained from the plasmid DNA of clone 49 resembles in intensity the background 
signal from the lower negative control band and probably emerged due to the high DNA 
amount (in the range of 600 – 900 ng) of the respective samples. Although stringent 
hybridization conditions were used, background signals were not eliminated to a full extent. 
Thus, the hybridization temperature was 68 °C and low salt concentration was maintained in 
the washing solution, i.e. a 0.2xSSC (see section 2.1.4.3.) instead of 0.5xSSC was used in the 
second washing solution, which should result according to the conventional protocols in 
increased stringency of the hybridization. Strong positive signals were obtained from samples 
19 and 67, the size of inserts that emerge after treatment of the respective DNA with EcoRI 
(see fig. 15b, lanes 1 and 4) is about 5 and 6 kb, respectively. In samples 49 and 67 additional 
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bands on a preparative agarose gel arise likely from the incomplete digestion of the plasmid 
DNA. For example, double band appearance of the positive signal from clone 67 originates 
clearly from the incomplete plasmid DNA digestion, as seen in fig. 15b. The digestion time 
and enzyme concentrations used in this experiment (10 U / 20 µl of EcoRI for 4 hours at 37 
°C) are by far enough for complete digestion of the given amount (600 – 900 ng) of plasmid, 
however, it was suggested to make a repeated hybridization analysis of the respective plasmid 
DNA after O/N digestion. Such an analysis was performed in the following Southern blot 
along with the analysis of other putative positive plasmid DNA (fig. 16). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Hybridization analysis of the EcoRI-predigested plasmid DNA. (A) Southern blot 
results, numbers on top correspond to the following sample numbers: (1) – 67a, (1) – 67b, (3) – 21, (4) 
– 19, (5) – 49. (6) – EcoRI treated DNA of the empty pUC 18 vector, negative control. (PC) – EcoRI 
treated pProbe plasmid DNA, positive control. M – marker lanes. (B) DNA on a preparative agarose 
gel prior to blotting, (M) – DNA marker, other abbreviations are the same as in (A).    
 
In fig. 16 the results of hybridization analysis of the clones 19, 21, 49 and 67 are shown. 
Thereby samples labeled as 67a and 67b result from the same clone with the difference only 
in the methods of isolation and purification of the plasmid DNA. No double band appearance 
was observed in this experiment on the agarose gel for the clone 67 plasmid DNA indicating 
that the digestion was complete. As it can be seen in fig. 16a, positive signals were detected 
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for samples 19, 21 and 67. The size of the smaller hybridizing fragment of sample 21 is lower 
than that detected for the clones no. 19 and 67. Signal bands in the range of 3 kb in samples 
19 and 21 result likely from the hybridization of the linearized plasmid DNA. In the case of 
the plasmid DNA of clone 19, although the hybridization signal of the correct size could be 
detected, inspection of the DNA electrophoresis image reveals that intensity of the respective 
DNA band is low. Therefore it cannot be excluded that an E. coli culture harvested for the 
plasmid isolation contained several clones, whereas the cells with plasmids devoid of the 
target DNA fragment might significantly outgrow the positive clone cells. This observation 
would explain furthermore the low signal intensity that is rather close to that of background 
signals. Based on the results of this Southern blot and earlier hybridization studies (see fig. 
14, 15) it was suggested to use the plasmid DNA of clones no. 19 and 67 to sequence the 
flanking parts of the pUC 18 vector insert with available in the laboratory pUC 18 sequencing 
primers (no. 25, 26, table 3). These primers have their binding sites adjacent to the pUC 18 
MCS sequence and could be used to obtain up to 700 – 800 bp of flanking insert sequences by 
conventional DNA sequencing (section 2.2.4.14.). The objective was to see whether the 
derived sequences will bear any similarity on DNA or protein level to the respective 
sequences of other S-layer proteins, thus confirming that the correct clone was isolated from 
the genomic library.  
 
3.1.8. Sequencing of the plasmid DNA of putative positive clones. 
 
The sequencing was performed as described in Materials and methods (section 2.2.4.14.). 
Since the length of the cloned parts constitutes approximately 5.5 kb and the estimated length 
of S-layer gene should be around 3.6 kb, the probability was high that one of the terminal 
regions of the cloned DNA fragment contains the S-layer gene sequence. The sequences of 
approximately 700 bp of the both insert parts, adjacent to the MCS sequences, were derived. 
Obtained sequences were translated and used for the BLASTp search. Additional search was 
performed with the respective DNA sequences using BLASTn program. A similarity to the 
region of a sequence of B. sphaericus S-layer gene (see fig. 2 in appendix, record highlighted 
in bold) was detected for one of the flanking insert sequence.  
When using BLASTp alignment tool, for the same sequence a high level of similarity 
with a variety of sequences of other known S-layer proteins was found (see fig. 3 in 
appendix). The highest level of similarity was observed for the sequences of B. sphaericus 
proteins SlfB and SllB with the BLAST expect (E) values of 8x10-41. Analysis of the 
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sequenced part of clone 19 DNA did not reveal any similarity with S-layer sequences both on 
protein and DNA levels, therefore it was concluded that in this case the false positive 
recombinant plasmid DNA was isolated. In further experiments we concentrated on 
sequencing of the clone 67 plasmid DNA that appeared to contain the target fragment of S-
layer gene according to all previously performed experiments. 
 
3.1.9. Sequencing of the cloned fragment containing the part of S. ureae S-layer gene. 
 
Based on the aforementioned results the clone 67 plasmid DNA was taken for sequencing. 
For this procedure a primer walking approach was used (for schematic representation see fig. 
17).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Schematic of the strategy chosen for sequencing of the cloned 5.5 kb S. ureae genomic 
DNA fragment. The fragment was cloned at the EcoRI site at the pUC 18 MCS. Approximate 
positions of internal sequencing primers (exact positions are given in table 3) are shown by light-blue 
arrows and their numbers are given. Positions of the degenerate primers, used for amplification of the 
part of S. ureae S-layer gene (magenta line, labeled as a probe) are shown. With blue arrows positions 
of the pUC 18 sequencing primers, vsp1 and vsp2 (table 3, no. 25 and 26, respectively) are shown 
schematically. Pink lines indicate the sequence overlap, obtained by the sequencing of the fragment 
from both sides. The length of the excised part upon the subcloning of the HindIII-treated p67 plasmid 
DNA is given. Positions of the HindIII restriction sites within the 5460 bp fragment are shown. 
 
Flanking parts of the insert, adjacent to the vector MCS sequences, were repeatedly sequenced 
with pUC 18 sequencing primers to ensure the correctness of obtained data. Due to the setup 
particularities the high quality output data could be obtained for the sequences with the length 
of 700-800 bp under optimal experimental conditions, in more distance from primer binding 
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sites, however, the quality of the sequencing data rapidly decreased. The insert of 
approximately 5.5 kb was sequenced from both sides with the converging primers, as 
exemplified in fig. 18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Sequencing of the cloned 5.5 kb S. ureae genomic DNA fragment. (A) Snapshot of the 
sequencing output data. (B) An arbitrary example of the alignment of the DNA sequences obtained 
after one sequencing step. 
 
Furthermore, a subcloning of the p67 plasmid DNA after digestion at the HindIII sites was 
A 
B 
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performed prior to sequencing with internal primers. Thereby the first 1.4 kb of the fragment 
sequence were excised and approximately 0.7 kb of the central part of the fragment were 
sequenced using the pUC 18 sequencing primer (shown as vsp1 in fig. 17). For sequencing by 
primer walking, in every sequencing step the sequencing primers were designed based on the 
previously obtained data, to be complementary to the terminal sequenced regions, where 
accuracy of sequence data was still high. It was attempted to keep the primer annealing 
temperature higher than 50 °C in order to avoid unspecific binding during the PCR reactions. 
Primers no. 4 – 11, 25 and 26 (table 3, fig. 17) were used in this study to sequence the internal 
part of the cloned 5.5 kb fragment. 
Sequencing was performed at least 4 times for each region, derived sequences were 
then aligned in order to screen for sequencing mistakes. Thus, identity of the each nucleotide 
within the sequence is confirmed by minimum three identical sequencing results. 
Consequently, using the described experimental conditions, the whole 5.5 kb S. ureae DNA 
fragment was sequenced from the both ends in converging directions. Sequence overlap of 
approximately 0.8 kb was obtained for the middle part of the insert (see fig. 17). 
After confirming by sequence alignment that the same 0.8 kb DNA fragment was 
sequenced in different directions due to the proximal positions of the binding sites of 
converging sequencing primers (see fig. 17, primers no. 4 and 7), it was established that the 
whole 5.5 kb insert sequence was identified. Considering that every part of the cloned 
fragment was sequenced on average 5 - 6 times independently, both quality and amount of the 
obtained data allow to exclude with high probability errors within the identified fragment 
sequence. Two continuous ORF regions were identified within the sequenced DNA fragment, 
whereas one of the ORFs corresponds to the target S-layer gene sequence, described in the 
next chapter.   
 
3.1.10. Characterization of the sequenced DNA fragment. 
 
A sequence of the 5460 bp insert was obtained as described above. By our laboratory software 
as well as the ORF-finder program, available as one of the NCBI web tools [78], we were able 
to identify within the sequenced fragment 12 ORF regions with a length longer than 100 bp. 
Two of the ORF regions had a length of more than 500 bp. All the three possible translation 
frames were inspected for the whole 5460 bp sequence. Except for the two prolonged ORFs 
only short ORF regions with lengths of up to 213 bp were found. When the translated 
sequences of these short ORF regions were used for BLASTx alignment, no significant 
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similarity to sequences of other prokaryotic proteins was observed. Therefore it was 
concluded that two identified extended ORFs are located within the correct reading frames. 
The first of these ORFs spans from the beginning of the sequenced 5.5 kb fragment for 2796 
bp in the 3’-direction. The 5’-part of this ORF represents a region that was identified as a part 
of the target S-layer gene during the initial sequencing step. When translated, its sequence 
shows a high identity to the sequences of 17 other S-layer proteins (BLASTx E values of 
3x10-171 to 0.012). Thereby the highest similarity score is observed with BLASTx program for 
S-layer proteins SlfB and SllB of the uranium mining waste pile isolate B. sphaericus strain 
JG-A12 (see fig. 4, appendix). 
The first ORF is immediately followed by the non-coding region of 1861 bp (see fig. 
19). Within this region a transcription termination sequence was identified with the FindTerm 
program [82] at a distance of 673 bp from the stop codon of the first ORF. Surprisingly, the 
region of approximately 300 bp (from bp 263 to bp 551) between the stop codon and 
transcription terminator sequence bears the striking similarity on the DNA level to the 
downstream region of S-layer gene of B. sphaericus 2362 strain. BLASTn E value for these 
two DNA sequences constitutes 3x10-81 with the maximal identity of 95 % (see fig. 6 in 
appendix), which is unusually high for nonhomologous DNA sequences from different 
species. This finding is in line with recently suggested hypothesis that S-layer genes might 
have evolved through the lateral transfer of genetic information [150]. 
After the 1861 bp non-coding region a second partial ORF is located (see fig. 19), 
which spans for 803 bp up to the 3’-end of the sequenced fragment. Translated sequence of 
this ORF exhibits quite a high similarity to the translated sequence of the first 2796 bp long 
ORF, suggesting that the second ORF might represent a pseudogene, another S-layer gene or 
a part of an S-layer gene operon. No RBS sequence could be found preceding the second 
ORF, which argues against the hypothesis that it represents a part of an active gene. Three 
promoter regions could be identified by the BProm promoter finding program [81] within the 
intervening region of 1861 bp between both ORFs. However, the -35 regions were predicted 
at the distances of 855 bp, 542 bp, and 239 bp, respectively, from the initiation codon of the 
second ORF, whereas it is suggested to use promoter finding programs only for the near 
upstream gene sequences for optimal efficiency. 
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Figure 19. Long ORF regions, located within the sequenced part of S. ureae genomic DNA. The 
sizes of the both long ORF regions and the non-coding region are given. An estimated size of the 
lacking 5’-part of the S-layer gene CDS is given on the left-hand side. Position of the region of high 
similarity to the sequence downstream of the S-layer gene of B. sphaericus 2362 is shown with a 
purple rectangle. Position of the identified transcription termination region is shown with a red 
rectangle. Size of the cloned DNA fragment is given. 
 
Due to the short size (6 bp) of the sequences of -35 and -10 boxes, there is a high statistical 
probability that such a sequence might occur within any long DNA sequence, e.g. several 
putative promoter regions were identified by the same program within the first ORF. 
Therefore the promoter regions, predicted in the middle part of the intervening region, are 
likely to represent the algorithm artifacts. Besides, the length of the non-coding region 
between both ORFs is also high for a prokaryotic operon sequence. In summary, due to the 
lack of the apparent regulatory sequences the second ORF appears to be a part of an inactive 
gene.  
Analysis of the first ORF sequence revealed that it represents only a part of the 
complete gene CDS, since the sequence encoding the N-terminus of S-layer protein, for which 
the peptide sequence was determined experimentally, and the initiation codon were missing. 
BLASTx alignment of the translated sequence of the first ORF showed that its extreme N-
terminal part shows the highest similarity to the sequences of S-layer proteins, located at the 
distances of 150 – 200 aa from the N-termini of respective proteins. As the N-terminal parts 
of S-layer proteins possess normally the highest degree of similarity, it was assumed that 
S-layer gene ORF Non-coding region 2nd ORF 
~ 0.5 kb 
2.8 kb 1.9 kb 0.8 kb 
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approximately 500 bp of the S-layer gene CDS were missing. As we were also interested in 
the gene upstream regulatory sequences, the 800 bp of the genomic S. ureae DNA, 5’-
adjacent to already sequenced DNA fragment, were planned to sequence further. In order to 
fulfill this task a combination of different approaches was applied.  
 
3.1.11. Sequencing of the upstream part of S. ureae S-layer gene. 
 
3.1.11.1. Overview of different approaches for the sequencing. 
 
Knowledge of the 3’-adjacent sequence broadened up the choice of methods that we could 
apply for the sequencing of the unknown S-layer gene part. Totally four approaches were 
suggested to use. The first one included the construction of a new genomic DNA library, 
similar to the approach used for the isolation of S. ureae 5.5 kb genomic DNA fragment 
before. The second possibility would be to carry out an inverse PCR with religated part of 
genomic DNA that was digested with one of the enzymes, which cut within the 5’-part of the 
already sequenced fragment. Taking into account that the size of unsequenced gene part was 
not very large with estimated 800 bp, the other possibility would be to use chromosome 
walking with S. ureae genomic DNA as a template. Finally, we could make use of knowing 
the aa sequence of the N-terminal protein part (see table 7), whereas the 5’ gene part, 
corresponding to the N-terminus of native protein, could be amplified by degenerate PCR and 
then sequenced. 
All the mentioned approaches were implemented. For the construction of a new 
genomic library XbaI was used for the digestion of S. ureae genomic DNA. As it has a single 
restriction site in the 5’-terminal part of the cloned DNA fragment, the probability is high that 
a new library will contain a prolonged fragment of genomic DNA that extends quite far into 
the 5’-region adjacent to already sequenced part. Indeed, the statistically estimated distance 
between the restriction sites of the same enzyme constitutes 4096 bp, when using the 6-cutter 
enzymes. However, significant deviations from the statistical values are possible. The new 
genomic DNA library with approximately 6x103 colonies was constructed and cells were 
frozen first with 10% glycerol at – 80 °C for long-term storage. Alternatively, for the inverse 
PCR approach isolated S. ureae genomic DNA was digested with BglII and HindIII enzymes 
in two different experiments. The fragments were religated with T4 DNA ligase to yield the 
circular DNA fragments containing the regions between the respective restriction site in 5’-
terminus of the 5.5 kb fragment and the next restriction site of the used enzyme. A PCR was 
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then performed, using the religated genomic DNA fragments as a template, with newly 
designed primers complementary to the sequences in the 5’-part of the cloned 5.5 kb 
fragment. As the result, a ladder of 5 amplified products was obtained with the lengths in the 
range of 0.3 – 3 kb for each of two enzymes used. Thereby the number of the amplified 
products did not decrease with an increase of the PCR annealing temperature. Since in 
ultimate case the cloning and sequencing of all the amplified products would be required, it 
was reasonable to try out the other possibilities to see if they will lead to a fast outcome. In 
fact, all the mentioned above approaches were applied in a parallel way and the PCR-
sequencing in combination with the chromosome walking provided the positive results first. 
 
 
3.1.11.2. PCR-sequencing of the upstream part of the S-layer gene. 
 
In order to obtain rapidly the sequence of the part that is immediately upstream of the 
previously sequenced 5.5 kb region of S. ureae genomic DNA, the following approach has 
been applied. This method is based on the fact that 25 aa of the N-terminal sequence of the 
native S-layer protein are known from the results of peptide sequencing (see table 7). Using 
this sequence information, a degenerate primer was designed (primer no. 3, table 3, 7). As the 
second PCR primer, the no. 12 (table 3), complementary to the extreme 5’-part of the 
previously sequenced 5.5 kb DNA fragment, was used (see fig. 20). The region of S-layer 
gene between the binding sites of these both primers was successfully amplified by the 
degenerate PCR. This DNA fragment of approximately 0.4 kb was purified (see section 
2.2.4.4.1.) and used for sequencing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Schematic representation of the applied 5’ PCR-sequencing approach. Regions with 
the unknown sequence are shown in light blue. Left-hand narrow bar represents the upstream 
regulatory sequence of the S-layer gene. Relative positions of the primers used for the degenerate PCR 
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and their numbers are given. Blue bar below represents the product of the degenerate PCR, used for 
sequencing. 
 
In contrast to the chromosome walking, here the same high concentration of the sequenced 
DNA part can be used in sequencing reaction as in the conventional method. We decided not 
to clone the amplified fragment into the pUC 18 vector prior to sequencing in order to save 
time. According to the length of amplified PCR fragment the sequencing could be performed 
estimated in one run. Besides, the sequencing by chromosome walking, which is described 
below, was performed in parallel for control, but also because we required a sequence of the 
fragment 5’-flanking the sequenced by degenerate PCR part, since we were interested in the 
upstream S-layer gene sequence including the promoter region as well. Therefore an 
amplified 0.4 kb fragment was used as a template in the sequencing reaction and dideoxy-
chain termination DNA sequencing was performed simultaneously with the samples obtained 
by both described approaches. With PCR-sequencing approach we were able to determine the 
sequence of the whole amplified fragment in one step. After approximately 450 bp of the 
sequence region with high quality output signals no sequence could be read further indicating 
the end of the PCR-fragment sequence. Summarizing, with this method it was possible to 
sequence in one step a region of 405 bp, immediately upstream of the previously sequenced 
5.5 kb S. ureae genomic DNA region and the extreme 5’-part of the 5.5 kb fragment 
comprising the no. 12 primer region.  
 
3.1.11.3. Chromosome walking with S. ureae genomic DNA. 
 
Simultaneously, a chromosome walking approach with S. ureae genomic DNA as a template 
was applied. As in the sequencing reaction the plasmid DNA is normally used, a final 
concentration of the target DNA fragment in the sequencing mixture is much higher compared 
to the case, when genomic DNA is used. Taking the length of the insert of the recombinant 
plasmid for 5 kb and the total length of genomic DNA for 4000 kb (the size of E. coli genome 
is taken for comparison), the total concentration of genomic DNA in the mixture should be 
about 800-times higher in order to receive the results comparable with conventional 
sequencing. If the same as routinely used reagent concentrations are applied for sequencing 
with genomic DNA as template, it results in such a low intensity of the fluorescence signal 
from the labeled DNA parts that the DNA sequence cannot be determined with the 
sequencing setup. Considering that the amount of template DNA in sequencing reaction 
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mixture is normally 1.2 – 1.5 µg, approximately 1 mg of genomic DNA or 2000 µl of DNA 
solution with concentration of 500 ng/µl should be taken for sequencing and concentrated to a 
21 µl total mixture volume (routinely used sequencing mixture volume), in order to expect the 
signals of the same intensity as in conventional sequencing. Since it is hardly possible to use 
such an amount of genomic DNA in reaction, in this approach it was attempted to compensate 
for a signal loss due to the low concentration of sequenced DNA fragment by an increase of 
the concentration of the fluorescently labeled sequencing primers. An amount of the genomic 
DNA was increased as well until approximately 5 µg with the same purpose. By such an 
optimization of the reagent concentrations it was possible to achieve signals strong enough to 
read approximately 300 - 400 bp per run with a low rate of sequencing errors. Therefore, 
although the number of sequencing steps to achieve the results comparable to conventional 
sequencing is roughly doubled, the approach would save significantly the experiment time for 
short DNA fragments, since it does not require a preliminary fragment cloning. As the length 
of the sequence of lacking 5’-part of S-layer gene was estimated to be approximately 800 bp, 
the chromosome walking approach would allow a rapid sequencing of the lacking gene 
sequence. Considering that within the sequence of 200 - 300 bp 3’ of the regions, 
complementary to sequencing primers, the number of mistakes in sequence was considerably 
low, we required estimated 3 new sequencing primers in order to accomplish the sequencing 
of the upstream gene part. Therefore we used this approach to obtain the lacking nucleotide 
sequence. Simultaneously with the PCR-sequencing described above we performed the first 
sequencing by this approach. The data were then compared to assure that the sequenced DNA 
fragment is indeed 5’-adjacent to the previously sequenced 5.5 kb genomic DNA fragment. 
Since the length of the fragment sequenced by the previous approach was higher, a proximal 
sequence part derived by the PCR-sequencing was used to design the next sequencing primer 
(no. 13, see table 3) for chromosome walking. In the next step the following part of genomic 
DNA with the length of 389 bp was sequenced by chromosome walking approach. New 
sequencing primer (no. 14, see table 3) was designed complementary to the most remote 
region of the sequenced part and the procedure was repeated one more time in order to finish 
the sequencing of the S-layer gene upstream part.  
In summary, by application of different approaches we were able to sequence the 
region of 909 bp, 5’-adjacent to the already sequenced 5.5 kb region, which contained the 
largest S-layer gene part. For all the parts of newly sequenced region at least 7 independent 
runs were performed and results were compared in order to exclude the mistakes in sequence. 
Analysis of the structure of newly sequenced DNA region showed that it contains a 
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translation initiation codon, 498 bp remote from the beginning of previously sequenced 5.5 kb 
part. Schematic representation of the whole sequenced region of S. ureae genomic DNA is 
shown in fig. 21. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21. Schematic of the sequenced 6.4 kb S. ureae genomic DNA. The size of the cloned 5.5 kb 
EcoRI fragment and of the entire sequenced DNA region (6.4 kb) are given. The complete S-layer 
gene ORF and the partial ORF of the 3´-flanking gene are boxed. ATG initiation codons and TAA 
termination codon are shown. The approximate size of the transcribed sequence, based on the presence 
of conserved regulatory sequences, is outlined by the dashed boxes.  
 
The size of the fragment amplified by degenerate PCR, which encodes the N-terminal part of 
the native S-layer protein, constitutes 460 bp (including the binding sites of primers no. 3 and 
12, fig. 20), whereas the distance from the S-layer gene initiation codon to the end of the 
region complementary to the primer no. 12 sequence comprises 562 bp. These data hint at a 
presence of cleavable secretion peptide of the S-layer protein precursor. Considering that for 
the design of degenerate primer no. 3 (see table 3, 7) the N-terminal peptide sequence starting 
from aa no. 4 was used (see table 7), the signal peptide of the S-layer protein might be 
encoded by the first 93 bp of the ORF. Sequenced part of S. ureae genomic DNA comprises 
furthermore the region of 411 bp upstream of the initiation codon, where upstream regulatory 
sequences might be located. Indeed, the -35/-10 promoter regions were identified by the 
BProm promoter prediction program [81] 109 bp and 86 bp upstream of the initiation codon 
in respect to the first nucleotide, respectively. Besides, 16 bp upstream of the initiation codon 
in respect to the first nucleotide the AGGAGG RBS sequence was found.  
  
6.4 kb 
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Identified sequence was submitted to the EMBL Nucleotide sequence database under 
accession number of AM293285. For the novel identified S-layer gene the name sslA was 
suggested, which is an abbreviation for Sporosarcina ureae S-layer gene A. A comparison of 
the peptide sequences, obtained by the partial protein sequencing (see table 7) with the 
translated sequence of the S-layer gene was performed, which confirmed that the identified 
sequence represents indeed an active gene encoding the S-layer protein of interest. Derived 
SslA S-layer protein sequence represents a sixth identified protein sequence of S. ureae. This 
protein sequence can be found in the EMBL Nucleotide sequence database under accession 
number of Q3T908. 
 
3.2. Molecular characterization of the SslA protein. 
 
3.2.1. Characteristic features of the S-layer protein sequence. 
 
As described in the previous chapter, the length of the CDS of S. ureae S-layer gene 
constitutes 3294 bp, which corresponds to a protein of 1097 aa. A presence of a cleavable 31 
aa long secretion signal in the N-terminus of the protein was suggested by the experimental 
data. The protein sequence was analyzed by comparison with other S-layer protein sequences. 
According to the results of BLASTp alignment with default search parameters, 44 sequences 
of the other S-layer proteins showed a significant similarity to the query sequence with E 
values of 0.0 to 10-5. The highest degree of similarity was observed for the sequences of S-
layer proteins SlfB and SllB of B. sphaericus JG-A12 (see fig. 5 in appendix). Interestingly, 
the S-layer formed by the SlfB protein was recently shown to bind selectively and reversibly 
such metals, as U, Cu, Pb, Al and Cd and to precipitate Pd and Pt ions from the metal salt 
solutions [149, 183]. BLASTp alignment of the SslA sequence produced the E value of 0.0 
for both SlfB and SllB protein sequences (current BLAST version shows the E values of 
3x10-176 and 9x10-177, respectively, which were given by the earlier program version as 0.0, 
since they are negligibly low). Moreover, the sequences of latter proteins possess 50% and 
48% identity to the SslA sequence, with 65% and 64% of similar residues, respectively.  
Furthermore, a domain structure of the protein sequence was analyzed with SMART 
program, available on the EMBL web site [66]. With this program two SLH domains and one 
BIG_1 domain (bacterial immunoglobulin-like domain 1) could be identified (see fig. 22).  
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Figure 22. Results of the SMART program domain search for the translated sequence of the sslA 
gene. Two SLH domains and one BIG_1 domain, predicted within the sequence, are shown. Red 
rectangle indicates the secretion signal, low complexity sequence regions are shown as blue 
rectangles. Names of the identified domain sequences are provided according to the PFAM database 
[79]. Scale bar below shows the length of the sequence in aa.  
 
As described in section 1.7.2., SLH domains were shown in many experiments to mediate the 
attachment of S-layer proteins to such components of bacterial cell wall, as SCWPs. 
Interestingly, while performing the BLASTp analysis of the SslA sequence, only one SLH 
domain could be identified by the NCBI Conserved Domain search program, between the aa 
34 and 76 of the protein precursor sequence. By SMART program, however, two SLH 
domains were detected. In order to resolve this discrepancy, we carried out an alignment of 
the SLH domain sequences from the functional S-layer proteins only. To this end 56 SLH 
sequences, which could be retrieved from the Entrez Nucleotide sequence database (NCBI), 
were used (see section 4.5.). As the result of multiple alignment of these sequences we were 
able to receive a consensus SLH domain sequence that allowed us to identify the second SLH 
domain, which was also detected by the SMART program. Surprisingly, the pI of 4.32 of the 
compiled consensus sequence differs significantly from the pI of 9.6 of the SLH consensus 
sequence from NCBI Conserved Domain database [60]. This may hint at a difference in the 
number of charged aa within the SLH domains of S-layer and non-S-layer proteins. 
The Big_1 domain, identified with SMART program, is not unique for the S-layer 
proteins. However, the overview of its functions in proteins of the other classes shows that 
this domain might mediate the bacterial cell adhesion and interactions with other proteins. As 
it was described in the Introduction (section 1.3.), in most of S-layer proteins their central part 
is responsible for the self-assembly and symmetry of the formed S-layer lattice. As it will be 
outlined further, alignment of the SslA sequence with sequences of other S-layer proteins and 
obtained in this thesis data about the self-assembly of truncated SslA derivatives show that the 
0 100 200 
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above notice holds true for the SslA protein as well. Considering this information, a presence 
of the Big_1 domain in the central part of SslA protein might hint at the possible function of 
this domain in the protein-protein attachment during the self-assembly process. It would be 
without doubts interesting to test this hypothesis in the further experimental studies.  
Besides, a careful inspection of the SslA protein sequence shows that it harbors a 
HisXXXHis domain in its central part, at positions 378-382 (see fig. 23). According to the 
literature [184, 220] such domains were shown to coordinate the divalent metal cations, as 
Cu2+ and Zn2+. Taking into account that it is located in the central protein part it might also 
play a role in the S-layer protein self-assembly. Indeed, analysis of the protein self-assembly 
behavior shows, as it will be described later, that SslA protein monomers are able to 
recrystallize in liquid in presence as well as in absence of the metal ions. However, the 
microscopy studies of the protein self-assembly indicate that the recrystallization structures 
are formed several times faster in presence of the metal ions under the otherwise identical 
conditions (Anja Blüher, personal communication). This observation might hint at a specific 
role of HisXXXHis domain in the SslA protein self-assembly, such as the coordination of 
SslA monomers to allow the orientation required for self-assembly through the electrostatic 
interactions with the same divalent metal ions [162]. Another interesting feature of the protein 
primary structure is the presence of a cysteine residue in the extreme carboxyl-terminal 
protein part (see fig. 23). According to the literature [166], Cys residues are rarely observed in 
S-layer protein sequences. In fact, these residues were found to date mainly in the S-layer 
proteins of hyperthermophilic archaea, such as e.g. an S-layer protein of hyperthermophilic 
M. jannaschii [3]. A presence of Cys residue in the SslA protein sequence is therefore 
remarkable. As there is only a single Cys residue within the S-layer protein sequence, it 
cannot be involved in the formation of disulfide bridges.  
For many S-layer proteins it was shown that they are non-covalently attached to each 
other through their central parts within the S-layer lattice with surface-exposed C-terminal 
parts. In SslA protein the N-terminus is likely to be exposed to the inner surface of self-
assembled S-layer, since it contains the SLH domains, responsible for the attachment of S-
layer proteins to the SCWPs of the cell wall (see fig. 23). According to the results of the 
truncation analysis of SslA protein (see section 3.3.3.), its central part is responsible for the 
self-assembly. Therefore it is conceivable that C-terminal part of the protein is surface-
displayed in the self-assembly structure. In this case an extreme carboxyl-terminal Cys 
residue might be easily accessible for external molecules. It was previously reported that 
single Cys residues can coordinate and attach metal ions [209]. Interestingly, high natural 
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affinity of the S. ureae S-layer lattices to metal ions was shown [123]. Thus, a presence of the 
Cys residue in the carboxyl-terminal protein part might be the main feature, explaining such 
an extraordinary high metal affinity of the SslA S-layer lattices. 
Extensive analysis of the SslA protein sequence and positions of the identified SLH 
domains revealed that the first of the found SLH domains is located just two aa downstream 
of the predicted signal peptide cleavage site (see fig. 23). This information was obtained by 
analyzing the translated sslA sequence with such secretion signal prediction programs, as 
SignalP and TargetP [67, 68]. The finding might indicate that the SslA protein is folded 
within in vivo S-layer lattice, leaving its N-terminus protruded for the attachment to the cell 
wall. Possibly, tethering of the first SLH domain to the SCWPs occurs after the secretion of 
protein N-terminal part, immediately following the cleavage of its signal peptide. Additional 
confirmation of functionality of the identified signal peptide is provided by all of the used 
programs, capable of the prediction of secretion signals that identify clearly the presence of 
the secretion signal cleavage site between aa at positions 31 and 32. These predictions of the 
cleavable signal peptide of 31 aa, located at the N-terminus of SslA protein are in excellent 
agreement with the results obtained from the experimental studies (see below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23. Alignment of the SslA protein sequence. The aa sequences of SslA and SlfB, which 
has the highest sequence similarity (BLASTp E value of 3x10-176, 50 % identity) according to 
BLASTp, are aligned. Domain structure elements of SslA are indicated. Abbreviations: SLH – S-layer 
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homology domain, HisXXXHis – putative metal binding site. The cleavage site of the secretion 
peptide is indicated by a vertical arrow; the asterisk indicates the single cysteine residue. 
 
 
 
3.2.2. Possible processing of the SslA protein precursor. 
 
In order to compare the data obtained by the signal prediction programs with experimental 
data we analyzed the results of the partial protein sequencing that was carried out in the 
beginning of the work. There it was possible to identify the 25 aa long N-terminal sequence of 
the native SslA protein (see table 7). This sequence was compared with the translated sslA 
sequence. Thereby experimentally determined sequence of the SslA N-terminus coincides 
absolutely with the translated sslA sequence in the region corresponding to the aa 32-57 of the 
SslA precursor protein. Keeping in mind that secretion signal cleavage site was predicted by 
the applied programs to be located between the positions 31 and 32 of the precursor protein 
sequence, these data are in excellent agreement with those determined experimentally. We 
conclude therefore that one of the posttranslational modifications of the SslA protein 
represents a cleavage of 31 aa long secretion signal, which occurs probably analogous to the 
cleavage of secretion signals in other S-layer proteins, after the secretion of protein through 
the cell wall.  
Considering the possible posttranslational modifications we could not exclude that 
the glycosylation of SslA protein takes place. This modification can affect the protein folding, 
its stability and such properties, as the affinity to metal ions. Extensive glycosylation can also 
influence the protein mobility on the SDS-gel, due to the change of the protein mass [110]. 
Other posttranslational modifications are rarely observed in S-layer proteins and were 
considered therefore improbable.  
We decided to investigate, whether SslA protein is glycosylated upon its synthesis by 
the S. ureae ATCC 13881 cells. For that glycoprotein staining of S. ureae cell lysate and of 
the dialysed SslA protein fraction was carried out. To this end 2 ml of S. ureae cell culture 
(grown until OD600 = 1) were harvested and lysed according to the protocol for SDS-PAGE 
sample preparation (section 2.2.5.1.). Another cell fraction was used to isolate the SslA 
protein by application of its self-assembly properties. An isolation of the SslA protein dialysis 
fraction was carried out as described in Materials and methods (section 2.2.8.2.). As the 
analysis of dialysed protein fraction by the SDS-PAGE shows, this fraction consists primarily 
of the SslA protein, which forms the self-assembly products. Another minor protein band 
could be detected upon separation of this fraction on the protein gel, however, its intensity is 
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approximately one order of magnitude lower and it represents likely the SslA protein 
degradation products (see fig. 24, 29), therefore we concluded that solubilization with GuHCl 
and separation from insoluble fraction, followed by dialysis, result in the isolation of the S-
layer protein fraction of substantial purity.  
Both S. ureae cell lysate and isolated SslA protein fractions were taken for the 
glycoprotein analysis. In this procedure protein fractions were separated on the protein gel 
first, then they were transferred onto the nitrocellulose membrane by blotting and stained as 
described (section 2.2.5.5.). All these procedures were kindly performed in the laboratory of 
Dr. I. Steinebrunner, TU Dresden. Totally 30 µg of protein were loaded onto the gel in cell 
lysate fraction and 15 µg of protein in the isolated SslA protein fraction. For staining controls 
5 µg of glycosylated ovalbumin, as a positive control, and 10 µg of bovine serum albumin 
(BSA), as a negative control, were used. According to the glycostaining results, no positive 
signals corresponding to the S-layer protein band could be detected. Besides, no positive 
signal could be detected from any of the protein bands of the total cell lysate fraction (see fig. 
24).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Results of the glycoprotein staining of S. ureae cell lysate and purified SslA protein 
fraction, run on an SDS-gel. (A) Coomassie-stained gel after the protein transfer. In lane 1 the cell 
lysate of S. ureae ATCC 13881 is separated, in lane 2 – the dialysed SslA protein fraction. In lane C 
the negative (BSA – 66 kDa) and positive (glycosylated ovalbumin – 45 kDa) control samples were 
M        1         2         C M        1        2        C    kDa: 
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loaded simultaneously. In lane M the protein standard (RotiMark Prestained) was loaded. (B) 
Nitrocellulose membrane stained with NBT-BCIP. For lane abbreviations see (A). No distinct positive 
signals are observed, except for the positive control signal in the right lane. Glycostaining signal is 
observed from the positive control only in the range of 40 kDa, which coincides with the position of 
45 kDa ovalbumin on the protein gel. 
 
Distinct glycostaining signal was observed from the positive control ovalbumin band, 
although the amount of this protein loaded on the gel was 3 times lower than the amount of 
SslA in lane 2. Respectively, no glycostaining signal from the negative control (BSA) could 
be detected. These results suggest that the SslA protein is not posttranslationally glycosylated. 
Besides, with respect to the results of glycostaining of S. ureae cell lysate it might be assumed 
that S. ureae strain ATCC 13881 does not possess any glycosylation capacity, at least under 
the applied cultivation conditions, since no positive signal could be detected from any of the 
cell lysate proteins by described glycostaining procedure. Since applied glycoprotein staining 
was sensitive to glucose and fructose residues, theoretically it could not be excluded that SslA 
protein possesses a carbohydrate moiety consisting exclusively of other monosaccharide 
residues. Though not very probable, this possibility required a further elucidation. For that the 
protein fraction, containing the isolated SslA protein, prepared in the same way as for the 
glycostaining analysis, was analyzed by means of the Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) 
spectroscopy. An advantage of this technique is that it allows to identify any type of the 
protein glycosylation by the characteristic for carbohydrates IR-absorption band pattern. Since 
the SslA protein fraction was dialysed prior to the FTIR-spectrometry and contains therefore 
only minor contaminations, if any, obtained spectral data could be easily interpreted. The 
spectrum of the analyzed sample shows two distinct peaks (see fig. 25). The band of 1650  
cm-1 is characteristic for proteins in general and corresponds to the absorption of double C=C, 
C=N and C=O aa bonds. The bands in the region of 3100 to 3400 are characteristic for the 
absorption of IR-irradiation by water (due to the O-H bond absorption).  
The carbohydrates are normally distinguished by the IR-absorption bands in region 
of 900 to 1200 cm-1 [141]. According to our results (see fig. 25) no such carbohydrate 
absorption bands could be found. 
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Figure 25. FTIR-spectrum of the S. ureae cell lysate fraction. The spectrum shows characteristic 
protein (1100 and 1650 cm-1) and water (3100 to 3400 cm-1) absorption bands, no clear carbohydrate 
associated absorption bands are observed. 
 
In the region of 1100 cm-1 minor extended band is observed, however, neither its shape nor 
intensity is similar to those observed for glycosylated proteins. Besides, amplitude of this 
band lies below the plausibility threshold and is rather close to the signal noise fluctuations. 
Therefore from the results of IR-spectroscopy it can be concluded that SslA protein does not 
bear any carbohydrate moieties. This finding correlates well with the results of the 
glycoprotein staining. Summarizing, we can conclude that SslA protein is not glycosylated in 
its natural host under the conditions tested. In addition our data hint at the absence of protein 
glycosylation capacity of S. ureae ATCC 13881. 
 
3.2.3. Heterologous production of the native SslA protein in E. coli.  
 
As a preparatory step before the construction of S-layer fusion proteins with enhanced 
functionality, a heterologous expression of the mature SslA protein (mSslA) in E. coli was 
performed. For that purpose the respective DNA fragment was amplified with the designed, 
based on the identified gene sequence, primers (no. 16 and 21, table 3) and cloned into the 
pET 23b+ vector (the map is shown in fig. 9 in appendix) at NdeI and XhoI restriction sites. 
The recombinant  plasmid DNA was then used for the transformation of E. coli BL21 (DE3) 
cells. Correct clones were used for the protein expression studies. For recombinant protein 
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expression, cell cultures were induced with IPTG in a final concentration of 1 mM. After 
induction, however, only moderate level of protein expression was observed at all the 
analyzed time points after induction (see fig. 26a, lane 1 and fig. 26b, lanes 2-4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Heterologous expression of the native SslA protein in E. coli. Cell lysates of E. coli 
transformants were analyzed by SDS-PAGE with the Coomassie staining. Positions of the mSslA on 
the protein gels are indicated with the arrows. (A) Lane M – protein ladder (RotiMark Prestained); 
lane 1 - E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells expressing SslA 3 hours after induction with 1 mM IPTG; lane 2 – 
untransformed E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (negative control); lane 3 – S. ureae cell lysate with the 
abundant SslA protein. (B) Protein expression kinetics. Cells were harvested for SDS-PAGE after the 
induction with 1 mM IPTG. Induction times are as follows: 1 – before induction, 2 – 1 h, 3 – 3 h, 4 – 6 
h after induction. Lane M – the same as for (A). 
 
As the first explanation of the moderate level of mSslA expression in E. coli BL21 (DE3) it 
was speculated that native SslA might be toxic for E. coli BL21 (DE3) or impede significantly 
the cell proliferation. Indeed, delay in growth, measured by OD600, was observed for 
uninduced E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells harboring the plasmid with mSslA encoding fragment in 
contrast to the cells bearing plasmids encoding truncated SslA derivatives. Another hindrance 
could originate from the number of rare codons found within the mSslA encoding sequence 
(18 rare codons for the Leu, Ile, Arg and Ser as well as 64 ACT codons for Thr, which is more 
than a 7-fold excess over the usual frequency for this codon in E. coli K-12). Therefore the 
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attempts were performed later on to overexpress mSslA in E. coli strains designed for 
expression of toxic (E. coli BL21 (DE3) pLysS) and rare codon containing proteins (E. coli 
Rosetta Blue (DE3)). However, the expression pattern in these strains resembled that 
observed for E. coli BL21 (DE3) strain, shown in fig. 26. In fact a band of the respective 
molecular mass was observed for the samples, harvested 1 hour and later on after induction, 
protein expression had however a moderate character and the level of produced protein did 
not increase noticeably with the induction time (see fig. 26b). Later on, after the comparison 
of these data with the results of the heterologous expression of truncated SslA derivatives, it 
was suggested that a regulation of protein expression, dependent on the folding of its mRNA, 
might take place (section 4.4.2.). 
 
3.2.4. Self-assembly structures, formed by the SslA protein monomers in vivo and in 
vitro. 
 
Of special importance was the investigation of SslA self-assembly potential and types of self-
assembly structures it can form. A series of experiments aimed at the imaging of SslA S-layer 
lattices on the surface of S. ureae cells was performed before. Already the first study of S. 
ureae S-layer structure [203] showed that S-layers found on the surface of S. ureae cells 
possess regular structure with the lattice constant in the range of 13 nm (reported value of 
12.8 nm). Further transmission electron microscopy studies [123] confirmed this observation 
and provided a detailed view of in vivo observed S-layer lattice. According to the processed 
TEM data [42], S-layers exposed on the surface of S. ureae cells have a p4 square type 
symmetry with a lattice constant of 12.9 nm (according to recent data: 13.2 nm [123]). 
Interestingly, in the latter experiment an innate ability of S. ureae S-layers to 
facilitate the formation of metal clusters on their surface was described and evidences were 
provided that S. ureae S-layer provides specific metal adsorption sites that govern the process 
of metal cluster formation [123]. In this experiment S-layer patches stripped off from the 
surface of S. ureae cells were used as templates for metal nanocluster formation. In order to 
isolate these patches S. ureae cells were lysed and S-layer patches were isolated in a series of 
purification steps based on the differential centrifugation. Finally, a fraction containing the S-
layer patches from the bacterial cell surface was obtained. Such a method represents a simple 
procedure for the isolation of parts of the native S-layer from the surface of S. ureae cells, the 
S-layer patches hence having the structure of the S-layers formed in vivo. Since the S. ureae 
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cells have the size in the range of 1 µm, the size of S-layer patches isolated from their surface 
cannot substantially exceed this value. Besides, it should be considered that, while applying 
the described isolation protocol, it cannot be assured that isolated S-layer patches will be free 
of impurities, as it was the case in several studies with the implication of similar S-layer 
isolation methods [115, 147]. Typically other parts of the cell wall, such as SCWPs, are 
dissolved with hydrogen bond disrupting agents, which remain attached to the S-layer lattice. 
However, with this method already assembled S-layer lattices are obtained, with an in vivo 
sheet-like structure, and therefore there is no need to consider and optimize the 
recrystallization conditions. Still, we were going to investigate and exploit the attributed self-
assembly ability of the SslA S-layer monomers in order to enable the coating with S-layers of 
the structures of given size (e.g. with dimensions larger than 1 µm) and shape. For these 
experiments we required, however, the reference, i.e. the results of the isolation and structure 
analysis of SslA S-layer patches, in order to see the differences, if any, of in vitro 
recrystallized SslA S-layer lattices in respect to their size, form and structure. Therefore we 
performed an isolation of the S-layer protein patches according to a protocol used in the 
recent study of directed adsorption of metal nanoclusters onto the S. ureae S-layer lattices 
[123]. Conditions of cell growth, lysis and isolation of S-layer patches were as described in 
Materials and methods (section 2.2.8.1.). Isolated S-layer protein patches were precipitated 
onto the surface of AFM substrates for microscopy imaging. The samples were prepared as 
described in Materials and methods (section 2.2.11.). S-layer sheets with the typical size in 
the range of 50 to 500 nm could be visualized by AFM and SEM. These sheets represent 
likely individual S-layer patches, stripped off from the surface of cell wall (see fig. 27).  
As S-layer patches were isolated already in their self-assembly state and do not 
exhibit large size, normally no additional folding takes place in suspension during the 
intermediary isolation steps and the patches are immobilized on substrates as they are. 
Occasionally, however, a partial rolling into nanotube like structures of the most extended in 
size S-layer patches can be observed (fig. 27b, marked with an asterisk). 
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Figure 27. Microscopy images of the stripped off from S. ureae surface and purified by 
differential centrifugation S-layer patches. By the asterisk an isolated patch of the S-layer, folded 
into a nanotube, is marked.  
 
As to the purity of preparation, it cannot be excluded that part of the attached SCWPs 
remained bound to the S-layer patches upon their isolation. Moreover, as mentined above, the 
size of derived S-layer patches is limited by the size of S. ureae cells. Therefore, in order to 
receive the "pure" SslA-formed self-assemblages with higher structural flexibility and tunable 
size an in vitro recrystallization approach was applied in further work.  
A series of experiments was performed to determine the appropriate GuHCl 
concentration and treatment time to dissolve the SslA monomers. For that pelleted S. ureae 
cells were treated with GuHCl in concentration of 1 M to 5 M for 1 hour at 37 °C. A soluble 
protein fraction was then separated by centrifugation and dialysed against a large volume of 
prechilled distilled water. Next, 40 µl of protein fractions were used for the preparation of 
SDS-PAGE samples (section 2.2.5.1.). In fig. 28 the results of the electrophoretic separation 
of proteins are shown. A high molecular mass band represents the dissolved SslA protein. 
Already the treatment with 2 M GuHCl for 1 hour resulted in solubilization of a significant 
amount of SslA (see fig. 28). Some other proteins are also present in the supernatant, their 
concentrations, however, decline with the decrease of the time of treatment (compare to fig. 
29). Based on the results of SslA solubilization assays it was suggested to carry out the 
treatment of S. ureae cells with 5 M GuHCl for 30 min at 37 °C for efficient protein 
solubilization. 
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Figure 28. Results of the SslA protein solubilization with GuHCl in different concentrations. 
Protein fractions were loaded on the gel after 1 h of dialysis. Concentrations of GuHCl used to 
solubilize the protein monomers: 1) no GuHCl added, 2) 1 M, 3) 2 M, 4) 3 M, 5) 4 M, 6) 5 M GuHCl 
added, respectively. Lane M – protein ladder (Roti-Mark Prestained). Position of the SslA protein 
bands is shown with an arrow. 
 
Prior to the preparation of samples for SEM and TEM, the dialysed protein fraction was 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE in order to estimate whether there is a significant part of other 
proteins present in the dialysis mixture. The results of SDS-PAGE are shown in fig. 29. It is 
easy to notice that except for the major SslA protein band in the range of 120 kDa, one 
additional minor protein band could be detected. This band represents presumably the 
degraded during the isolation procedure SslA protein.  
We aimed at receiving the self-assembly nanotemplates formed by the SslA protein 
monomers in vitro. Implication of this method for preparation of the S-layer lattices would 
allow the higher flexibility for applications in nanotechnology in comparison to the 
conventionally used isolation of S-layer patches, since the shape and size of self-assembly 
structures could be tuned e.g. by varying the protein recrystallization conditions. To fulfill 
this objective, SslA protein monomers were dissolved from the surface of S. ureae cells with 
GuHCl as described in Materials and methods (section 2.2.8.2.).  
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Figure 29. Protein fraction, loaded onto the SDS-gel after 24 hours of dialysis. Apart from the 
band corresponding to the native SslA protein only one minor protein band of different molecular 
mass could be detected. 1) Protein ladder (Roti-Mark Prestained). 2) S. ureae cell lysate. Predominant 
SslA band is noticeable. 3) Dialysed SslA protein fraction. 
 
Following, soluble protein fraction was dialysed at 4 °C for 24 hours to get rid of GuHCl and 
to initiate thus a monomer self-assembly process. At that time approximately 30 % of the 
protein was in the recrystallized state as indicated by SDS-PAGE analysis (data not shown). 
Taking into account the dialysis time and the volumes of the dialysis buffer (2 x 5 L) and 
sample (10 ml), the presence of protein monomers in suspension after the dialysis is not due 
to residual GuHCl present in the sample fraction, but rather reflects a relatively slow kinetics 
of protein recrystallization. 
The dialysed protein fraction was pipetted onto the surface of TEM grids and left for 
immobilization for 48 hours in humid atmosphere. After washing and drying of the substrates 
(see section 2.2.11.), they were analyzed by TEM (fig. 30). Due to the negative staining the 
recrystallization structures appear dark on the light substrates. Most of the TEM images (10 - 
12 out of 13) exhibited recrystallized protein nanosheet structures, the periodic lattice 
structure could be resolved upon higher magnification (see fig. 30a). SslA protein represents 
thus a new one from several functionally analyzed S-layer proteins (such as SbsA, SbsB, 
SbsC or SbpA proteins), whose theoretically predicted ability to self-assemble was 
experimentally proven. In order to obtain the information about the structure of the 
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recrystallized lattices, Fourier-transform analysis (FTA) was performed of the area of the self-
assembly lattice, for which the high quality TEM image could be obtained (see fig. 30b). For 
FTA the WSxM 4.0 Develop 8.6 program [75] was used. According to the results of FTA-
averaging the self-assembly protein lattice possesses a square type p4 symmetry with the 
lattice constant in the range of 13.4 – 14.3 nm, which is in excellent agreement with the data 
(p4 square, 12.8 - 13.2 nm) obtained earlier by the microscopy imaging of the native S-layers 
on the S. ureae cell surface [42, 123]. This finding thus shows that solubilized SslA protein 
monomers are able to form by in vitro recrystallization extended nanotemplates with the same 
lattice structure, as that of the S-layers in vivo on the surface of S. ureae cells.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30. TEM images of the negatively stained self-assembly structures formed by the native 
SslA protein. (A) Periodic lattice structure is resolved. (B) Period and lattice symmetry of the imaged 
self-assembly structures were estimated by FT-analysis (see inset). (C) An extended self-assembly 
structure. Scale bars in the images correspond to 100 nm, 200 nm and 100 nm for the (A), (B) and (C) 
image, respectively. 
 
In another series of experiments an in vitro recrystallization of SslA protein monomers was 
monitored by means of SEM. Microscopy samples were prepared, as described in Materials 
and methods (section 2.2.11.). A considerable difference in the protein recrystallization 
conditions was that dialysis was carried out for 24 hours followed by the immobilization of 
self-assembly structures on silicon substrates for additional 12 hours. An example of 
structure, imaged by SEM on the substrate surface after washing, is shown in fig. 31a.  
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Figure 31. SEM images of self-assembly structures formed by the native SslA protein. (A) 
Extended self-assembly nanotemplate with dimensions of approximately 5x10 µm; dark areas 
represent double layers. (B) Protein self-assembly multilayer (dark), formed by substrate-assisted 
protein recrystallization.  
 
Besides extended self-assembly nanotemplates (fig. 31a) randomly folded recrystallization 
structures could be observed. The latter structures probably originate from the 
recrystallization of protein monomers and folding of the growing self-assembly structures in 
liquid during the dialysis stage. Due to the minimization of free energy, growing self-
assembly structures tend to shrink with an increase of the size, whereas their folding might be 
influenced to a large extent by the recrystallization conditions (such as pH, temperature, ionic 
strength of dialysis buffer) used [162]. Protein nanosheets (fig. 30, 31a) are likely to result 
from substrate-assisted recrystallization of SslA monomers during the immobilization step, 
whereas the growing self-assembly structures remain attached to the substrate surface (see 
section 4.7.). According to our experimental data increase of the immobilization time from 24 
to 48 hours shifts the equilibrium towards the formation of self-assembly nanosheets, 
emphasizing the effect of substrate-assisted protein self-assembly. Additional experiments, 
where SEM substrates were immersed in the SslA solution from the beginning of dialysis, 
show multilayer self-assembly structures (fig. 31b, compare to fig. 31a), on which small-
sized randomly folded protein structures, likely formed in liquid (described above), are 
precipitated. An obvious conclusion from our experiments is that the thickness of the 
multilayers can be regulated by decreasing the initial SslA monomer concentration and the 
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recrystallization time up to the point where exclusively monolayer self-assembly structures 
will be observed. 
 
3.3. Construction of the genetically engineered SslA derivatives and 
characterization of their nanotechnology application potential. 
 
The following part of the work is contributed to the implementation of the research data, 
obtained by sequencing and molecular characterization of the sslA gene and respective protein 
for the construction of protein variants with the enhanced potential for bionanotechnology 
applications. Thereby the focus was to reveal the SslA protein part that is responsible for self-
assembly and to exploit this information for the construction of truncated protein forms and 
fusion proteins with preserved self-assembly potential. These constructs could be applied e.g. 
for formation of the self-assembly protein arrays with surface-displayed functional 
macromolecules and predefined lattice symmetry. An interesting practical implementation 
would be e.g. to enhance significantly the intrinsic SslA affinity to metal ions, while shifting 
the binding selectivity towards the heavy metal ions. For that the fusion of metal binding 
proteins to the native SslA protein as well as to the truncated SslA parts, containing its self-
assembly domain, might be performed. Another important part of the experiments is the 
construction of SslA protein derivatives, which could be easily visualized by the conventional 
biophysical techniques. To this end a fusion of EGFP to different SslA protein derivatives 
could be performed, and the functionality (in respect to fluorescence and characteristic S-layer 
protein traits) of the obtained protein variants would be assessed.  
 
 
3.3.1. Selection of the metal binding proteins for possible implementation in SslA-fusion 
constructs. 
 
As one of the eventual applications of the SslA derivatives would be the construction of 
fusion proteins with preserved self-assembly potential, capable of binding specifically 
platinum or gold, a search of metal binding proteins was performed, which could contribute to 
binding of such metals, when fused to the SslA self-assembly part. A database mining was 
carried out in order to find suitable for our purposes protein metal binding domains. Gold and 
platinum are not metabolized naturally by known living microorgnisms. At the same time, 
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several proteins were shown to bind gold ions by the thiol groups of Cys residues [33]. 
Besides, it was recently shown that Pd, which has very similar physico-chemical properties to 
Pt, can be bound by stretches of the carboxylated aa of the S-layer of B. sphaericus JG-A12 
[43]. This S-layer has a very similar structure to the S-layer of S. ureae ATCC 13881, 
whereas respective proteins exhibit a high degree of sequence similarity (section 3.1.4.). In 
our studies we concentrated on finding the metal binding proteins from well-studied 
microorganisms that are known to bind metal ions with similar to platinum and gold physico-
chemical properties. In this way we came out with the following metals: Pd which belongs to 
the platinum group of metals and has almost identical properties with Pt and on the other 
hand, Ag and Cu, which together with Au belong to the copper group of metals. The 
respective parameters used in the evaluation are given in table 8.  
 
Metal Atomic radius 
Standard atomic 
weight 
Oxidation states 
Pt 138 pm 195 g/mol 2, 4 
Pd 138 pm 106 g/mol 2, 4 
Au 144 pm 197 g/mol 1, 3 
Ag 144 pm 108 g/mol 1 
Cu 128 pm 64 g/mol 1, 2 
 
Table 8. Physico-chemical parameters of the metals used for the comparison. Preferential 
oxidation states of the metals are given in bold. For gold any oxidation states between -1 and 7 are 
possible. The data are obtained from [65]. 
As the proteins bearing the metal binding domains specific to selected metal ions the 
following were chosen: the Fur and MerP proteins from E. coli as well as Erf2, Cu-Mt and 
Crs5 proteins from S. cerevisiae. Following information obtained from [73] was used for the 
selection of these proteins. Fur is a His-rich ferric uptake regulation protein and is able to bind 
iron, zinc and copper ions. MerP is a plasmid-encoded E. coli protein that binds specifically to 
the single mercury ions. Cu-MT is a metallothionein of yeast, capable of binding 8 copper 
ions simultaneously. Erf2 is a Cys-rich protein, containing a DHHC-type zinc finger motif. 
Finally, Crs5 is a metallothionein-like protein, implicated in copper binding. All the selected 
proteins are small, with the molecular masses in the range of 7 to 17 kDa except for Erf2, 
which has a molecular mass of 41 kDa. Therefore they are potentially good candidates for a 
fusion with the high molecular mass SslA. Thus, in the recent work a C-terminal fusion of 
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EGFP, having a molecular mass of 23 kDa, was shown not to impair the self-assembly 
properties of the S-layer protein SbsC of B. stearothermophilius [18]. For all the selected 
metal binding proteins the encoding DNA fragments were amplified from the genomic DNA 
with respective primers (no. 28 – 40) and cloned into pGEX4T-3 vector (the map is shown in 
fig. 10 in appendix) for expression in E. coli. The pGEX4T-3 bears a GST-tag sequence in the 
3’-part of MCS and fragments were cloned 5’-adjacent to this sequence to obtain the GST-
fusion proteins. Successful cloning was confirmed by the results of control PCR and 
restriction analysis. The level of expression of the recombinant proteins in E. coli BL21 
(DE3) was moderate, therefore a Western blot with anti-GST antibodies was performed, 
which confirmed the protein expression. Thus, clonned fragments can be used to obtain the 
fusion proteins of SslA with the described metal binding proteins.  
 
 
3.3.2. Constructions of the truncated and tagged SslA protein forms.  
 
To enable the construction of S-layer fusion proteins with enhanced metal affinity and 
preserved self-assembly potential it is necessary to know, which part of the S-layer protein is 
responsible for its self-assembly properties and S-layer lattice symmetry. For that truncation 
assays are performed, where systematically truncated S-layer protein forms are being 
expressed and their ability to reassemble into structures of the same type, as those formed by 
the authentic S-layer protein is tested. Such a truncation analysis is, however, time-consuming 
and was performed to date with only few S-layer proteins. Our aim was to obtain the 
truncated SslA protein versions, behaving identically to the authentic proteins in respect to 
their self-assembly. These protein derivatives can be used in turn as carriers of the fused 
functional peptides without the significant increase in size of the resulting protein over the 
size of the native SslA. To receive a starting point for our experiments we decided to compare 
first the SslA protein to other S-layer proteins, for which the truncation analysis was already 
performed. 
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3.3.2.1. Comparative analysis of the SslA protein sequence with the sequences of other 
characterized S-layer proteins. 
 
In order to define the parts of SslA protein that are subject to truncation, an alignment of the 
SslA protein sequence was carried out with the sequences of other S-layer proteins for which 
an extensive truncation analysis was carried out. The literature search revealed that extensive 
truncation analysis was performed to date of study for two S-layer proteins only: SbsC and 
SbpA proteins from B. stearothermophilus and B. sphaericus, respectively. Both proteins 
show a high sequence similarity to the SslA protein sequence. SbpA forms a p4 square type 
lattice with the lattice constant of 13.1 nm [87] close to that of the SslA lattice, which 
altogether may hint at an identical function of the protein parts, bearing the high sequence 
similarity. In order to estimate, which parts of the SslA protein can be deleted without 
impairing its self-assembly potential, a multiple alignment of the sequences of all the three 
proteins was performed. In fig. 32 the regions of the alignment are shown, which were used to 
estimate the SslA parts subject to truncation, the complete multiple sequence alignment is 
shown in fig. 7 in appendix. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32. Results of the ClustalW alignment of SslA protein sequence with the sequences of 
SbsC S-layer protein of B. stearothermophilus and SbpA S-layer protein of B. sphaericus. 
Alignment was shaded using the Boxshade program [69]. Fragments of the alignment including the 
estimated truncation sites are shown. Complete alignment of the respective protein sequences is shown 
in fig. 7 in appendix. For both SbpA and SbsC S-layer proteins extensive truncation analysis was 
performed, SbpA protein sequence shows additionally very high degree of similarity to the SslA 
protein sequence (BLASTp E value of 6x10-118). The estimated positions for the truncations of SslA 
protein are shown with red triangles. Below the sequences the consensus aa positions are shown with 
341 aa
925 aa
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the symbols, whereas the dots indicate the positions with 2 identical aa and the asterisks show the 
positions with all the aa identical. 
 
As can be seen in fig. 32 and in fig. 7 in appendix, the sequences have the highest similarity in 
their N-terminal parts. Moreover, quite a high similarity is observed for the central protein 
parts, whereas their C-terminal sequences have the lowest similarity. That is well in line with 
the alignment data for most of the S-layer proteins, indicating the highest sequence similarity 
for N-terminal protein parts that are primarily involved in the cell wall attachment, and a 
moderate sequence similarity for the self-assembly responsible central parts of the S-layer 
proteins. From the results of SbpA protein truncation assays it is known that the truncation of 
C-terminal 237 aa starting from the position 1031 does not affect the protein self-assembly, 
whereas truncation of C-terminal 350 aa results in the change of S-layer lattice symmetry 
from p4 square to p2 oblique [83]. Furthermore, the N-terminal part of SbpA between the aa 
31 and 318 is involved in the attachment to the cell wall [83] and thus does not contribute to 
the self-assembly. For the SbsC protein the part between the aa 258 and 880 is necessary for 
the self-assembly and the C-terminal 179 aa can be deleted without affecting the oblique 
lattice structure [89]. By comparison of these sequence data it was estimated that the 
truncation of the N-terminal 341 aa and the C-terminal 172 aa of SslA will result in the 
truncated SslA forms with preserved self-assembly potential. For the estimation of the 
position of the N-terminal truncation high similarity between the N-terminal sequences of 
SslA and SbpA proteins was taken into account (see fig. 32 and fig. 7, appendix). In the C-
terminal part the position was selected to allow the protein self-assembly, near the positions, 
where truncations of the respective parts of SbpA and SbsC have no effect on the type of 
symmetry of the formed self-assembly lattices. Besides, the nucleotide sequences of the 
respective regions were considered to allow the optimal primer design (high annealing 
temperature, GC-rich 3’-regions, no nucleotide repeats) in order to enable unproblematic 
amplification of the respective DNA fragments. Thus, it was planned to construct the 
truncated forms of SslA protein, lacking the parts (positions of the terminal aa are indicated in 
brackets) [1, 341], [925, 1097] and both these N- and C-terminal parts (see fig. 33). Moreover, 
a construction of tagged versions of the respective protein derivatives bearing a 6xHis tag was 
planned as well. Such a tagging could contribute twofold: on the one hand it would enable the 
protein purification through the Ni-columns, on the other hand, due to the known high affinity 
of the 6xHis tag to metal ions, it could increase the affinity to heavy metal ions of the target 
recombinant proteins.  
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3.3.2.2. Cloning of the coding DNA fragments and heterologous production of the 
truncated SslA protein forms. 
 
In order to enable the efficient cloning of SslA derivatives a proper cloning vector had to be 
chosen. Because the difficulties in cloning of S-layer genes, observed by many research 
groups, might be linked to an extensive overexpression of the respective genes in E. coli and 
possible impeding effect of the intracellular S-layer aggregates on the cell proliferation, a 
vector system with efficiently suppressed expression in uninduced state was opted for. The 
pET vectors with T7 promoter appeared to be a suitable choice, since in E. coli strains used 
for cloning (XL1 Blue, DH5α strains) in contrast to BL21 (DE3) expression strain no 
chromosomally encoded T7 RNA polymerase is available, prohibiting thus the transcription 
from plasmid promoters. In particular, the pET 17b vector was already successfully used in 
our group for cloning of the fragment encoding the SbsC-EGFP fusion protein [18]. For 
current experiments the pET 17b and pET 23b+ vectors were chosen with the latter having a 
larger size, since it bears additionally to Amp-resistance gene and pBR322 ori the f1 origin 
sequence (see the vector maps in appendix, fig. 9). A possible advantage of the pET 23 b+ 
vector is that it contains a 6xHis tag sequence next to the MCS sequence. This would allow to 
omit the overlap extension PCR step for the construction of the 6xHis-tagged protein 
derivatives, since the tagged protein versions could be obtained by direct cloning of the 
respective sequences without the stop codon immediately before the 6xHis tag sequence. Such 
a cloning was performed at the NdeI and XhoI restriction sites of the vectors.  
Recombinant proteins planned for expression in E. coli are shown schematically in 
fig. 33. Totally 8 different truncated protein derivatives as well as the EGFP-tagged native 
SslA protein and SslA precursor were aimed for the expression in E. coli. The cloning of 
fragments encoding the truncated SslA forms was performed mostly with pET 23b+ vector, 
although several pET 17b derived clones were obtained as well (pET-17b-2 recombinant 
plasmid, table 5). As it is mentioned in the previous part, for cloning the restriction sites of 
NdeI and XhoI enzymes, both terminal within the vector MCS sequence, were selected. For 
amplification of the respective DNA fragments the primers were designed with introduced 
restriction site sequences, shielded by ATATATA sequences in order to make possible a 
digestion of PCR products by endonucleases at the respective sites (see table 3, primers no. 15 
- 21). 
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Figure 33. Schematic drawing of sequences of the constructs planned for expression in E. coli. 
Sequences of the constructs are drawn by size in relation to the shown above schematic representation 
of the SslA precursor sequence. Brown bars at the respective C-terminal ends indicate the 6xHis-tag 
sequence, yellow bars – the EGFP-protein sequence. Red bars show the secretion signal sequence. 
 
In primers, used for amplification of fragments, encoding the untagged protein versions, a 
reverse sequence for stop codon was introduced into the sequence of respective reverse primer 
3’ to the restriction site sequence. For the expression of protein versions with 6xHis tag the 
reverse primers without the introduced sequence for stop codon were used for PCR (the pET 
23b+ sequence contains an in-frame TGA stop codon immediately after the 6xHis tag 
sequence). Amplified PCR fragments, treated with NdeI and XhoI, were cloned into the 
respective vectors as described in Materials and methods (sections 2.2.4.9.-2.2.4.11.2.). 
Two procedures were used to detect the positive transformants. Most of the 
transformants were analyzed following the plasmid DNA preparation by alkaline lysis 
(section 2.2.4.2.). A restriction analysis of the isolated plasmid DNA was then performed with 
NdeI and XhoI enzymes in order to find the clones, which yield the fragments of the correct 
size. By this method totally about 590 transformants were analyzed and 11 positive clones 
were isolated.  
With the part of colonies on the plates the PCR screening was performed (section 
2.2.4.11.1.). This screening method proved to be efficient and resulted in the isolation of 
0 32 341 925 1099 
Central part C-terminal part N-terminal part 
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totally 9 different clones with fragments encoding the protein derivatives, labeled as 2, 2t and 
3 (pET-23b+2, pET-23b+2t and pET-23b+3 plasmids, table 5). Notably, for each construct at 
least 2 different clones were obtained. 
 
3.3.2.3. Overexpression of the truncated SslA protein constructs in E. coli BL21 (DE3). 
 
Our following task was to assess the level of expression of cloned fragments, encoding SslA 
derivatives, in E. coli. For heterologous expression E. coli BL21 (DE3) expression strain was 
chosen. In this strain T7 RNA polymerase is chromosomally encoded, which allows the 
transcription from T7 pET-vector promoters. Although the recombinant proteins are expected 
to be expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) only after induction with IPTG, it was repeatedly 
reported that the basal level of protein expression could be observed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) 
prior to the induction [204]. These data were confirmed by the observation in our laboratory 
of EGFP expression from pET-17b-EGFP recombinant plasmid in uninduced E. coli cells, 
noticeable by the change in the color of cell culture and with SDS-PAGE (Fuat Aksoy, 
personal communication). In our case such a basal protein expression was observed as well 
(fig. 34, lanes 1, 5 and 9). Already 1 hour after induction with IPTG in a final concentration of 
1 mM distinct protein expression bands of the respective size could be detected on the SDS-
gel (fig. 34, lanes 2-4, 6-8 and 10-12), whereas an intensity of the protein bands increased 
with the expression time (time points 3 and 6 hours).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34. Results of the heterologous expression of the truncated SslA forms in E. coli. The 
following truncated SslA forms were expressed: (A) N- and C-terminally truncated SslA, (B) C-
terminally truncated SslA, (C) – N-terminally truncated SslA. Cells were harvested after the following 
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induction times: lanes 1, 5 and 9 – before the IPTG-induction; lanes 2, 6 and 10 – 1 h; lanes 3, 7 and 
11 – 3 h; lanes 4, 8 and 12 – 6 hours after IPTG-induction. In lanes M the protein ladder (Roti-Mark 
Prestained) was loaded. Respective overexpression bands are marked with asterisks on the image.  
 
Furthermore, a Western blot was performed after the lysis of the E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells, 
expressing the 6xHis tagged N- or C-terminally truncated SslA forms, to ensure that observed 
by the SDS-PAGE protein expression bands result indeed from the expressed tagged protein 
derivatives. As it can be seen in fig. 35a, distinct hybridization signals of the respective size 
were obtained with the Tetra-His primary antibodies, used for immunodetection. The second, 
lower molecular mass band, observed for the 6xHis tagged N-terminally truncated SslA (fig. 
35a, lanes 2-4), results probably from proteolytic degradation of the protein. Furthermore, an 
expression pattern of the 6xHis tagged SslA forms, as observed by SDS-PAGE (see fig. 35b), 
is similar to that observed for the untagged SslA derivatives (compare to fig. 34). Altogether 
the data indicate that the truncated forms of SslA protein, tagged as well as untagged, were 
efficiently overexpressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) strain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35. Western blot with the 6xHis tagged truncated SslA proteins. (A) Results of the Western 
blot detection of the 6xHis tagged proteins. M –  marker lane; (1) - (4) – signals from the lysates of the 
cells expressing the 6xHis tagged N-terminally truncated SslA protein, tagged with 6xHis; (5) – (8) – 
signals from the lysates of the cells, expressing the 6xHis tagged C-terminally truncated SslA protein. 
Time points of induction are given in part (B). Positions of the signals from truncated SslA protein 
forms are indicated with arrows. (B) Coomassie stained gel with expressed 6xHis tagged truncated 
SslA derivatives, analogous to the one used for Western blot detection. (M) – molecular mass standard 
(RotiMark Prestained); (1) – (4) – expression of the 6xHis tagged N-terminally truncated SslA, time 
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points – 0 (before induction), 1, 3 and 6 hours after induction with 1 mM IPTG, respectively; (5) – (8) 
– expression of the 6xHis tagged C-terminally truncated SslA, time points – 0, 1, 3 and 6 hours after 
IPTG-induction, respectively. 
 
3.3.3. Analysis of the self-assembly structures, formed by the truncated SslA protein 
forms in vitro. 
 
Of high importance for our work was to observe, whether obtained truncated SslA protein 
forms, which could be efficiently overexpressed in E. coli, form self-assembly structures of 
the same type, as those observed in the first part of our work upon in vitro recrystallization of 
native SslA protein monomers. Thereby due to the potentially larger size of the 
recrystallization structures their different folding is possible, in contrast to the isolated from 
cell surface S-layer patches, which remain mostly in form of sheets due to the relatively small 
size (see fig. 27). Furthermore, the recrystallization conditions should be carefully chosen, 
because no universal optimum exists, as for any S-layer protein these are different in 
dependence on its folding, pI value, hydrophobicity, and distribution of charge throughout the 
sequence. 
While constructing the truncated S-layer protein forms with preserved self-assembly 
potential, normally the attention is paid on two aspects: whether the truncated proteins can 
self-assemble in vitro and, if yes, whether they self-assemble into the structures of the same 
lattice symmetry, as those formed by the native S-layer proteins. Thereby C- and N-terminal 
protein truncations beyond the certain threshold result typically in the change of the lattice 
structure of formed self-assemblages, with further increase of the size of truncated C- and N-
terminal parts (for several dozens of aa more) protein looses completely its ability to self-
assemble.  
The same observations were crucial for us as well: first of all we would like to see, 
whether generated S-layer protein constructs, which could be successfully overexpressed in E. 
coli, can self-assemble in vitro analogous to their native counterparts. Following experiments 
with truncated protein forms with maintained self-assembly potential would answer the 
question, whether the self-assembly lattices formed by these proteins have the same structure 
and symmetry as those, formed by the native S-layer proteins in vivo. To clarify this issue 
truncated protein forms were overexpressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells, as in the previous 
experiment. According to the previously performed SDS-PAGE analyses of the pelleted and 
soluble cell lysis fractions most of the synthesized SslA protein is present in the insoluble 
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form intracellularly. Therefore the cells were lysed by the sonication (section 2.2.6.1.) and 
insoluble protein fraction was pelleted by centrifugation. Monomerization of pelleted S-layer 
structures and dialysis of the S-layer protein solution were performed as described in 
Materials and methods (section 2.2.8.2.). For all the analyzed truncated protein constructs (N-
terminally, C-terminally and both N- and C-terminally truncated proteins) already after 10-15 
min the change in color from transparent to turbid could be observed, indicating that the self-
assembly process took place. The samples were then precipitated onto the substrates (section 
2.2.11.) for imaging. As SEM substrates the silicon plates were used. With SEM and TEM it 
was possible to resolve self-assembly structures of the different types, immobilized on the 
substrate surface (see fig. 36).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36. Self-assembly structures formed upon recrystallization of the truncated SslA 
derivatives as shown by TEM (A) and SEM (B, C) imaging. Respective self-assembly structures 
are formed by: (A) N- and C-terminally truncated SslA protein, proteinaceous structures are negatively 
stained with 2.5 % uranyl acetate; (B) N-terminally truncated SslA protein, dark areas represent the 
double folded S-layer region; (C) C-terminally truncated protein, the size of self-assembly structures is 
smaller than that observed for the recrystallized mSslA protein (compare to fig. 31). 
 
The ultimate task for the practical bionanotechnology applications of S-layers is, however, to 
be able to cover the given surface with a regular self-assembly monolayer of S-layer proteins. 
Obviously, the recrystallization conditions should be chosen in this case in a way that self-
assembly S-layer lattices will be formed directly on the surfaces. In respect to the 
recrystallization conditions of previously performed experiment it means that the substrate for 
immobilization of self-assembly structures should be immersed into the monomer solution 
from the beginning of dialysis and its surface should have a high enough affinity to the S-
layer protein monomers to allow the recrystallization on it. In order to confirm the suggested 
A B C 
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hypothesis that supramolecular folding of the S-layer self-assembly structures depends 
strongly on whether the self-assembly proceeds in suspension or on the substrate surface, the 
following experiment was performed. The native SslA monomers were isolated by the GuHCl 
treatment from the surface of S. ureae cells, as it was done in the first part of work for 
investigation of in vitro self-assembly of the native SslA protein (section 2.2.8.2.). The 
monomer SslA solution in 5 mM GuHCl was subsequently dialysed against distilled water. 
However, in contrast to previous experiments the substrates of different hydrophobicity were 
immersed into the SslA monomer solution in the beginning of dialysis. The following 
substrates were used: Si plates, silanized Si plates, mica substrates, glass and APTES-treated 
glass. The protein concentration in monomer solution was measured prior to the dialysis by 
Dc protein assay (2.2.5.4.) and adjusted to 1 µg/ml. Substrates of each type were immersed 
into the separate microfuge tubes with the protein monomer solution and left there during the 
whole time of dialysis (24 hours). Subsequently, the samples were removed out of mixture, 
washed several times with distilled water and air-dried in the microfuge tubes. Following, 
they were analyzed by SEM. As it can be seen in fig. 37, distinct protein-layer structures 
could be observed on the substrates, covering almost completely the substrate surface (to 
facilitate the imaging the areas with the smaller surface protein concentration were selected).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 37. Self-assembly multilayer structures formed upon the prolonged recrystallization of 
the native SslA on the surface of immersed in the protein suspension silicon substrates. The 
multilayer structure, recrystallized on the substrate surface, appears dark grey, the randomly folded 
self-assembly structures, resulting apparently from the precipitation of self-assembly structures formed 
in suspension, appear light on the multilayer surface. (A) The length of the visible part of the 
A B 
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multilayer self-assembly structure constitutes 10 µm in the horizontal direction (B) The edges of the 
flanged protein multilayer structure are clearly seen. 
 
The self-assembly structures appear clearly in form of sheets. On their surface the protein 
aggregates can be detected that represent likely the structures, self-assembled in suspension 
and subsequently precipitated onto the recrystallized on the substrates S-layer. A thorough 
examination of SslA self-assembly sheets shows that they represent the multilayer structures. 
This effect of multilayer formation by S-layers is observed in several works [59, 219] and 
results probably from the long recrystallization time and high concentration of monomers in 
dialysis solution. Another finding of this experiment is that the higher concentration of protein 
self-assembly structures was observed on the surface of more hydrophobic substrates. Thus, 
in this experiment it was shown that, if recrystallization takes place on the surface of samples 
used under physiological pH values, SslA monomers self-assemble into the extended S-layer 
sheets. As it is seen from the experiments with self-assembly of truncated SslA protein 
versions, all the SslA protein derivatives maintained their self-assembly potential (see fig. 
36). Therefore it can be concluded that the N-terminal 341 aa and the C-terminal 172 aa are 
not required for SslA protein self-assembly and can be substituted with fusion peptides for the 
construction of functional SslA-based self-assembly nanotemplates.  
 
3.3.4. Construction of EGFP-fusion SslA proteins and their characterization. 
 
Another aspect of this work was to create the SslA fusion protein constructs for easier 
visualization of the formed self-assembly lattices. For this purpose it was planned to obtain 
the EGFP-fusion protein constructs. It would enable us with the possibility to easily observe 
the formed self-assembly structures and to track the protein recrystallization process. In this 
experiment it was suggested to create the EGFP-fusion constructs with the mature and 
precursor SslA (premSslA) versions. If such constructs would be obtained, it would help us to 
answer several questions. Thus, the structures formed by the SslA protein after its expression 
could be easily visualized and the localization of expressed protein constructs could be 
estimated. Moreover, since expressed proteins can be simply detected by EGFP fluorescence, 
these constructs could be used in many bionanotechnology applications, involving such 
detection techniques as fluorescence microscopy or FACS. 
For cloning of the fusion protein constructs a recombinant pET-17b-EGFP plasmid 
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was used. This plasmid was obtained in our laboratory from the pET 17b vector in the earlier 
experiments by Blecha [17]. The recombinant plasmid was efficiently used in order to obtain 
the EGFP-fused version of SbsC protein of B. stearothermophilus [18]. It was suggested to 
clone the SslA protein encoding fragments at the NdeI and XhoI restriction sites, both 
terminal within the pET 17b MCS sequence. Cloning at these sites would result in the 
fragments fused in frame with the EGFP coding sequence, 3’-adjacent to the cloned 
fragments. DNA fragments, encoding precursor and mature SslA versions, were amplified by 
PCR using the S. ureae DNA as template with primers no. 15, 16 and 20 (table 3) that were 
designed based on the identified sslA gene sequence. After digestion and purification steps 
they were ligated with digested pET-17b-EGFP plasmid DNA (section 2.2.4.9.) to obtain the 
recombinant plasmids pET-17b-4-EGFP and pET-17b-5-EGFP (see table 5). 
Identification of the correct transformants was performed in two ways. As the first method the 
isolation of plasmid DNA by alkaline lysis from the grown O/N in 5 ml of LB-amp cell 
colonies was employed (see section 2.2.4.2.). Restriction analysis of the isolated plasmid 
DNA was performed then with NdeI and XhoI enzymes in order to find the clones yielding the 
fragments of the same size, as were initially cloned into the vector. As the other method a 
PCR screening was used that proved to be an efficient technique in cloning of the truncated 
versions of SslA protein (section 2.2.4.11.1.), whereas for putative positive clones a 
restriction analysis was additionally performed. For positive clones, according to the 
restriction analysis results, the isolation of high purity plasmid DNA was performed (section 
2.2.4.2.). Totally 3 positive clones were isolated by these methods.  
An interesting detail was observed in course of the cloning of fragments encoding the 
EGFP-fusion constructs. While cloning the mSslA-EGFP encoding fragment, two ligation 
reactions were performed with completely the same parameters, including the reagent 
concentrations, except for the temperature that was 4 °C in the first and 12 °C in the second 
reaction. In low-temperature reaction the reagents were mixed on ice in order not to exceed 
the predefined 4 °C temperature at any moment of the ligation reaction, and ligation mixture 
was then incubated in the refrigerator for 24 to 48 hours. Remarkably, the number of 
transformants grown on the plates after ligation at 4 °C was 3-fold higher than after the 
ligation at temperature of 12 °C, under the otherwise identical conditions. This finding 
indicates that ligation at low temperature was more efficient than the ligation at moderate 
temperature, which is in fact closer to the optimal for T4 DNA ligase temperature value. This 
effect might be due to the large length of the cloned in this experiment DNA fragments and to 
the decrease in the amplitude of temperature-dependent Brownian motion of the terminal 
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parts of cloned fragments, which in turn facilitates ligation of fragment to the vector parts by 
T4 DNA ligase.  
In the following step a heterologous expression of the constructed EGFP-fusion 
proteins was carried out. The correct recombinant plasmids were transformed into E. coli 
BL21 (DE3) cells for the expression (sections 2.2.4.10.2. and 2.2.5.2.) and E. coli cultures 
were harvested at different time points after IPTG induction. Results of the electrophoretic 
separation of E. coli BL21 (DE3) cell lysate samples on the protein gel, stained with 
Coomassie Blue, are shown in fig. 38.  It is noticeable that the recombinant proteins are 
efficiently expressed already after 1 hour of induction with IPTG. The relative protein 
concentration elevates slightly with the increase of induction time until 6 hours. Both fusion 
protein constructs show comparable high level of expression.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38. Heterologous expression of the EGFP-fused S-layer protein variants. Numbers on top 
reflect the time of induction, as indicated: (1) – (4) – mSslA-EGFP fusion protein, before induction, 1 
h, 3 h and 6 hours after induction, respectively; (5) – (8) – premSslA-EGFP fusion protein, before 
induction, 1h, 3h and 6h after induction, respectively. M – protein ladder (Roti-Mark Prestained). 
Positions of the recombinant proteins are shown with asterisks.  
 
Obtained mSslA-EGFP and premSslA-EGFP constructs might be used to track the fate of S-
layer proteins after expression. Such measurements were performed using the fluorescence 
microscopy to observe the intracellular localization of the recombinant proteins. For that the 
cells were fixed with formaldehyde (section 2.2.12.) 1 hour after IPTG induction and imaged 
on the silicon plates after the immobilization for 30 min.  
The samples were observed with the Jenalumar fluorescence microscope from Zeiss 
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(section 2.1.1.). For positive control E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells, expressing the recombinant 
SbsC-EGFP fusion protein were used. This culture was already used for purification and 
subsequent fluorescence measurements of heterologously expressed SbsC-EGFP protein and 
the positive control cells were grown under the same conditions, as used for measurements 
cells. For negative control untransformed E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells were taken that were 
cultured and prepared in the same way. Results of the fluorescence microscopy measurements 
are shown in fig. 39.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 39. Fluorescence microscopy of E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells, expressing the EGFP-fusion 
proteins. Signals are shown from the cells, expressing following proteins: (a) mSslA-EGFP fusion 
protein. (b) premSslA-EGFP fusion protein. (c) No protein expression, negative control with E. coli 
BL21 (DE3) cells. (d) SbsC-EGFP fusion protein, positive control. Scale bars correspond to 10 µm.  
 
As expected, the positive control samples show distinct fluorescence signals, whereas no 
fluorescence signals could be detected from the negative control signal cells. Observed dashed 
green line background is due to the calibration settings of the camera and is irrelevant to the 
results of measurements. For both mSslA-EGFP and premSslA-EGFP samples clear 
fluorescence signals could be detected from immobilized E. coli cells. The surface density of 
the E. coli cells with expressed mSslA-EGFP is higher within the observed area than that for 
the premSslA-EGFP expressing cells, which might be related to the fact that premSslA-EGFP 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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expression culture was older and contained therefore a lower percentage of intact E. coli cells, 
capable of efficient immobilization on the silicon substrates. Both analyzed samples show 
clearly an intense intracellular fluorescence. Furthermore, no fluorescence signals could be 
detected from the medium. This clearly indicates that expressed fusion proteins are localized 
intracellularly and at least their EGFP parts are folded correctly. Moreover, both samples 
show the same fluorescence pattern, indicating that the SslA secretion signal is not recognized 
in E. coli and expressed recombinant proteins are not secreted into the medium. Whether 
expressed fusion proteins are accumulated by the cells in form of inclusion bodies or they 
form the cytosolic self-assembly structures, as observed e.g. for heterologously expressed 
SbsC protein [89], cannot be estimated precisely due to the insufficient device magnification. 
Whereas an apparent correct folding of the EGFP parts hints at the localization in form of 
self-assembly structures composed of the correctly folded fusion proteins, the shape of the 
structures and their localization suggest that they form inclusion bodies. The measurements 
on the superior resolution equipment will provide a deeper insight into organization of these 
structures. 
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IV. Discussion. 
 
4.1. Specific features of the sslA gene structure are within the scope of common 
S-layer gene structural traits. 
 
As much as it is known now about the molecular properties of S-layer proteins, as little is 
known about the regulation of their synthesis on the gene level. A variety of theoretical 
estimations show that S-layer gene expression is highly efficient and tightly regulated. There 
is additionally a bulk of indirect experimental evidences, confirming this assumption. Thus, it 
was estimated that the rate of protein synthesis constitutes several hundreds protein monomers 
per second during the S-layer production stage [189]. At the same time the rate of S-layer 
protein synthesis should be finely tuned, since only minor amounts of S-layer proteins could 
be detected in a number of studies [166] in the medium and in the cytoplasm of cells that 
stopped the S-layer production e.g. due to the changes in cultivation conditions. 
 
4.1.1. Long mRNA leaders of sslA and other S-layer genes.  
 
A thorough analysis of the SslA gene structure revealed several interesting features that 
appeared to be characteristic for other S-layer genes as well and might be related to the high 
level of S-layer protein synthesis in their natural hosts. Firstly, upon accomplishing of the 
sequencing of sslA gene it was remarkable to find that the -35/-10 promoter region is located 
at the long distance from the initiation codon. The distance between the beginning of -35 
sequence and initiation codon constitutes 109 bp, which is atypically long for usual 
prokaryotic genes. We performed the analysis of other upstream regions of known S-layer 
genes. For that the sequences of S-layer gene upstream regions were retrieved from the Entrez 
Nucleotide sequence database [77]. In cases, when promoter regions were identified by 
authors, we used this information to obtain the distance between the promoter region and start 
codon. If the tandemly located promoters were found in the given S-layer gene, the distance 
between the first nucleotide of -10 region of the closest to CDS promoter and first nucleotide 
of the initiation codon was measured. In case, if S-layer gene upstream sequence was 
submitted, but no promoter regions were indicated, the BProm program [81] was used to 
identify the promoter sequences. For analysis the upstream sequences of the characterized 
functional S-layer genes were used only. For some of those genes, however, respective 
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upstream sequences were not submitted to the database. Totally 8 upstream regions of the 
different S-layer genes (see gene abbreviations in fig. 40), which code for the functional S-
layer proteins, were analyzed. In all the analyzed sequences increased distances between 
promoter regions and initiation codons were identified.  
A minimal interval between the first nucleotide of 6 bp long -10 promoter region and 
first nucleotide of the start codon constitutes 83 bp for slfA and slfB S-layer genes of B. 
sphaericus. The maximal distance for the analyzed genes is 280 bp for the CTC S-layer gene 
of B. thuringiens. In the sequences of slpA and sap S-layer genes these distances also 
exceeded 200 bp with the values of 226 bp and 262 bp, respectively. This finding shows that a 
remote promoter position, leading to a transcription of mRNA with extraordinary long leader 
sequence, appears to be a characteristic trait of the functional S-layer genes. Such long mRNA 
leaders may contribute to the stability of S-layer mRNAs. Besides, a proximal promoter 
location hints at the probable presence of the upstream regulatory elements within the 
upstream sequences of S-layer genes.  
 
4.1.2. Long 3' UTR of the sslA transcript. 
 
While analysing the terminal parts of the sslA gene, the FindTerm program was used [82] to 
identify the possible transcription termination regions. By this program a rho-independent 
transcription termination region was predicted downstream of the sslA stop codon. 
Interestingly, calculated distance between the stop codon and beginning of the rho-
independent transcription terminator constitutes 673 bp, which is unusually long for ordinary 
genes. Such a remote position of the transcription terminator would result in the mRNA 
transcript with an extraordinary long trailer region. Hypothetically such an unusual trait might 
confer an additional stability to the sslA mRNA transcript. 
Moreover, we performed the BLASTn alignment of the sslA gene downstream 
region. Interestingly, a part of this sequence shows very high similarity to the sequence 
downstream of the S-layer gene of B. sphaericus 2362. For the regions of bp 263 to bp 310 
and of bp 375 to bp 551 downstream of the sslA stop codon both sequences share an identity 
of 95 % and 87 %, respectively, which is unusually high for nonhomologous gene sequences. 
Remarkably, downstream of this B. sphaericus S-layer gene another S-layer gene sequence 
was identified that represents according to authors a cryptic gene sequence [24]. Similarly, 
within the sequenced 6.4 kb region of S. ureae genomic DNA at a distance of 1148 bp from 
the transcription terminator region of sslA gene a second ORF region follows. The size of that 
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partial ORF, located at the 3’-end of the sequenced 6.4 kb S. ureae genomic DNA region, 
comprises 803 bp. Translated sequence of the second ORF shows high similarity to the 
sequence of SslA protein over the region of approximately 170 aa (BLASTx E value of 10-63). 
The similarity on the DNA level is less prominent, showing the BLASTn E value of 3x10-45, 
and extends over the region between the bp 6 and bp 485 of the second ORF, whereas non-
matching nucleotides are observed more frequently at 2nd and 3d codon positions. Besides, no 
RBS sequence and apparent regulatory sequences could be identified upstream of the second 
ORF. This suggests that the second ORF may represent a cryptic gene sequence as well. 
However, premature stops in the downstream unsequenced part of the second ORF cannot be 
excluded. Altogether, observed similarity between the respective parts of S. ureae and B. 
sphaericus S-layer gene downstream regions is remarkable. This finding might give an 
additional hint in support of the hypothesis about the evolutional development of S-layer 
genes via horizontal gene transfer [150], which is well in line with our findings (see section 
4.3.). 
 
4.1.3. Palindromic sequences in close proximity of sslA promoter and in the vicinity of 
promoters of other S-layer genes. 
 
The characteristic remote location of promoter regions of S-layer genes from the initiation 
codons suggests that upstream gene regions might contain additional upstream regulatory 
sequences. We attempted therefore to analyse the upstream sslA region in more details to get 
the clues for possible regulatory elements. For that the upstream gene region was analyzed 
with the help of several programs for assessment of the mRNA structure. The following 
programs were used: BestPal [80], RibEx [61] and FindTerm [82]. Most remarkable results 
were obtained by means of the BestPal program from the SoftBerry software package, for 
identification of the best palindromic sequence within long DNA fragments. With this 
program a palindromic sequence of 41 bp was found in the close proximity (at a distance of 
25 bp upstream of the first bp of -35 box) from the sslA promoter region. If transcribed, the 
corresponding mRNA sequence would be able to form a loop with 16 base-pairing 
nucleotides and calculated folding energy of -70 kcal/mol. Worth noticing is, however, that 
the sequence is located upstream of the promoter region and we were not able to identify 
additional 5’-located promoter elements, as it is the case in some other S-layer genes, like 
sbpA, slpA and CTC, where tandem promoters are present. Moreover, upstream of the 
palindromic sequence at a distance of 168 bp another 45 bp palindromic sequence was found, 
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with calculated folding energy of the transcribed mRNA counterpart of -80 kcal/mol. Thus, 
these two sequences appear to be quite similar in structure, however, when the DNA region 
containing the more upstream located of them was analyzed with transcription terminator 
region prediction program FindTerm [82], this palindromic sequence was identified to be a 
part of the rho-independent transcription terminator, which was followed by the AT-rich 
region. Analysis of the promoter proximal sequence with the same program did not give any 
indication that this sequence belongs to a transcription terminator element. Thus, the more 
upstream located palindromic sequence represents apparently a part of the rho-independent 
transcription terminator of the upstream gene, of which 153 bp (ending up with the terminator 
sequence) were identified as the 5’-terminal part of the sequenced 6.4 kb S. ureae genomic 
DNA region.  
The possible function of the other palindromic sequence 5’-proximal to the sslA 
promoter sequence was, however, unknown, therefore we decided to check, whether such a 
sequence is characteristic for sslA gene only or whether it reflects a representative trait of S-
layer genes in general. For that purpose it was attempted to retrieve the CDS upstream 
sequences of the functional S-layer genes and to screen them for the presence of similar 
palindromic elements. Corresponding sequences were retrieved from the Entrez Nucleotide 
sequence database [77]. As mentioned above, not for all the known functional S-layer genes 
respective upstream sequences were submitted to the database. Furthermore, for part of the 
submitted upstream sequences the information about the promoter regions was not included 
into the entries. Such sequences were analyzed with the BProm program [81], able to 
determine the binding sites of prokaryotic transcription factors and thus to predict bacterial 
promoter regions. In several cases (sap, slpA and CTC S-layer genes) promoter regions were 
identified by this program in the upstream parts of gene sequences, where no information 
about promoter regions was initially provided. Finally 7 sequences were found, for which the 
CDS upstream sequences with the length from 107 bp (for B. sphaericus genes slfA and slfB) 
to 764 bp (for B. firmus slpA gene) were available and either the information about promoter 
regions was provided or they could be identified within the submitted upstream sequences by 
the BProm program. Identified sequences were then analyzed with the BestPal program [80] 
in order to determine, whether there are any palindromic sequences present. In all the 
analyzed upstream sequences extended palindromic elements could be found. Interestingly, 
all of the identified palindromic sequences have a length close to 40 bp, except for that of the 
sbsC gene of B. stearothermophilus, which is 67 bp long. Predicted by the program folding 
energy for the respective mRNA sequences is in the range of -50 to -90 kcal/mol.  
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For the eag S-layer gene upstream sequence the palindromic sequence with the length of 40 
bp was found at a distance of 346 bp from the initiation codon. However it was not possible to 
determine its relative position in respect to promoter region, since no promoter sequences 
could be found within the submitted sequence. Remarkably, all the other identified 
palindromic sequences are located in the near vicinity of promoter -35/-10 boxes (see fig. 40). 
Thus, according to the received information, the palindromic sequences with the length of 
approximately 40 bp were found in close proximity to the promoter regions in all the 
upstream sequences of functional S-layer genes, for which the information about their 
promoter sequences was available. Furthermore, a multiple alignment of the identified 
palindromic sequences was performed. Remarkably, upon the results of this alignment quite a 
significant similarity between the sequences is observed (see fig. 41).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Schematic drawing of identified palindromic sequences of S-layer genes. Scheme of 
the 5´-region of the sslA gene drawn nearly to scale. The -35/-10 boxes, the ribosome-binding site 
(RBS) and the initiation codon (AUG) are shown, +1 indicates the transcription initiation site. A grey 
bar indicates position of a 41 bp palindromic sequence of sslA relative to the transcription initiation 
site. Relative positions and lengths of palindromic sequences from other S-layer genes are given 
below. 
 
Hence, found in the sslA gene upstream region palindromic element represents not an 
individual feature of the sslA gene upstream sequence, but rather reflects a characteristic trait 
for S-layer gene sequences. Therefore the question arises about the possible function that 
these palindromic elements might fulfil. In this respect worth noticing are also the long 
distances between -35/-10 boxes and initiation codons, typical for S-layer genes. We came out 
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with several hypotheses about the functions of the novel identified palindromic elements. If 
transcribed, these palindromic sequences might confer the additional stability to the S-layer 
mRNA transcripts, e.g. by shielding them from the 5’-terminal exonuclease degradation. This 
might be one of the factors enabling the extraordinary high rate of protein synthesis, typical 
for S-layer proteins.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 41. Multiple alignment of the palindromic sequences, shown in fig. 40. Identical 
nucleotides are boxed in black. Complementary sequences constituting the palindrome are indicated 
by arrows. Alignment and shading were performed with ClustalW [71] and BoxShade [69] programs.  
 
It is, however, necessary to take into account that described palindromic sequences were 
found not only between the promoters and initiation codons, i.e. in transcribed gene parts, but 
also 5’-flanking the S-layer gene promoters (see fig. 40). Moreover, in some S-layer genes, 
possessing tandem promoters, the palindromic elements were located between the two 
promoter regions, meaning that dependent on which of the promoters mediates transcription, 
the respective palindromic elements either correspond to the transcribed mRNA region or not. 
Therefore alternative possible functions for S-layer palindromic sequences were considered. 
Worth noting in this respect is that similar palindromic sequences found in prokaryotic 
operons were shown to function as operator sequences, representing binding sites of negative 
regulatory proteins. Thus, in the classical lac operon of E. coli the operator site is represented 
by a 66 bp palindromic sequence, located at the distance of 17 bp from the initiation codon 
downstream of the promoter sequence [188]. In the levanase operon of B. subtilis a cis-acting 
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regulatory sequence with the length of about 50 bp required for activation of the operon 
promoter is located 125 bp upstream of transcription start site and contains the 16 bp 
palindromic sequence [117]. Generally, palindromic sequences were shown to act as the 
binding sites of the dimeric regulatory proteins [52, 224]. Since two identical subunits bind in 
this case subsequently at the respective DNA site, the sequence of the binding site possesses a 
center symmetry. Similarly, for the S-layer palindromic sequences the function of binding 
sites for regulatory proteins was proposed. In line with the hypothesis of the existence of 
upstream regulatory sites are the numerous experimental observations that expression of S-
layer proteins is finely tuned at different stages of cell development [20, 166]. However, to 
our knowledge no comprehensive information is available to date about the transcription 
factors or any upstream regulatory sequences involved in the regulation of S-layer gene 
transcription. Therefore it would be very interesting to experimentally test the possible role of 
identified S-layer palindromic sequences, as binding sites for regulatory proteins. This can be 
performed e.g. by site-directed mutagenesis of the described regions and assessment of its 
impact on the S-layer protein expression.  
 
 
4.2. High similarity of the S-layer gene and respective protein sequences of S. ureae 
ATCC 13881, B. sphaericus NCTC 9602 and B. sphaericus JG-A12. 
 
In the recently performed work S-layer genes sllA, slfA and sllB, slfB of B. sphaericus NCTC 
9602 and B. sphaericus JG-A12, respectively, were successfully sequenced [150]. As the 
BLASTn alignment shows, these genes bear the highest similarity to the sslA gene of S. 
ureae. Two of them, sllA and sllB, are present both on the chromosome and on the plasmid of 
the respective species, whereas no expression of these genes could be detected in B. 
sphaericus cells. The other two, slfA and slfB, were shown to be chromosomally encoded and 
their expression on mRNA level could be detected. As it was mentioned in the Results part 
(section 3.1.4.), significant similarities were observed between the sequences of SslA, SlfA 
and SlfB proteins. A sequence identity on the protein level constitutes 44% and 50% with 
61% and 65% of sequence similarity, for SlfA and SlfB respectively, and results in BLASTp 
E values of 10-160 and 3x10-176, which is remarkable itself. Normally such high levels of 
similarity can be observed only for homologous proteins. Interestingly, the organisation of 
upstream regions of the respective S-layer genes is very similar. Both the slfA and slfB genes 
have the identical 107 bp gene upstream sequences, therefore in order to outline the 
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corresponding information the slfA upstream sequence will be referred to. Thus, sslA and slfA 
sequences have their promoters located at almost the same distance from the initiation codons: 
for sslA gene this interval constitutes 109 bp, for slfA gene - 107 bp, in respect to the first bp 
of -35 promoter box. Promoter sequences of both genes are almost identical - the difference is 
represented by only one nucleotide in the position 6 of -10 sequences. As expected, 6 bp 
RBSs of both genes are identical and located both 10 bp upstream of the initiation codon in 
respect to the last nucleotide in the RBS sequence. Such a strong level of similarity between 
the protein and DNA sequences encoding SslA, SlfA and SlfB proteins suggests that the 
respective S-layer genes might have a common origin. Indeed, the S-layer proteins represent 
likely a mechanism of adaptation to the environment, which is not used permanently, but 
rather when it provides the survival benefits for the host species capable of S-layer protein 
expression. In line with this assumption are the observations of rapid changes from positive to 
negative S-layer phenotype as a reaction to changes in cultivation conditions, observed 
experimentally e.g. for B. stearothermophilus or A. salmonicida [166] S-layer proteins. 
Furthermore, a phylogenetic analysis of the sequence data was carried out in order to assess 
the evolutionary distance between the respective S. ureae and B. sphaericus species.  
 
 
4.3. Phylogenetic analysis of the sequences of S. ureae and B. sphaericus species. 
 
As the sequences of the sslA, slfA and slfB genes reveal a high degree of similarity, it is 
interesting, whether this similarity can be explained by the significant phylogenetic proximity 
between the respective S. ureae and B. sphaericus species. To answer this question, a 
phylogenetic analysis of some S. ureae and B. sphaericus sequences was performed. 
The phylograms were generated by ClustalW program [71] based on the results of 
the multiple alignments of the respective sequences. The lengths of the branches in 
phylograms are proportional to the calculated distances and correlate with the evolutionary 
distance. All the sequences, used in this study (except for the known SslA and sslA 
sequences) were retrieved from the Entrez sequence databases [76, 77]. To derive the 
phylogenetic information, respective gene CDSs and protein precursor sequences were used. 
As it is seen in fig. 42a the sequences of slfA and slfB genes of B. sphaericus NCTC 
9602 and B. sphaericus JG-A12 show significant phylogenetic proximity. Interestingly, 
sequences of the sslA gene and of the other well-known S-layer gene of B. sphaericus CCM 
2177, sbpA, show approximately the same distance to the MRCA (most recent common 
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ancestor) sequence. They are positioned in different branches of the phylogram, which hints at 
a significant diversity of these DNA sequences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 42. Phylogenetic analysis of the sequences of S. ureae and B. sphaericus species. The 
lengths of the branches in phylograms reflect the evolutionary distance and are proportional to the 
calculated distances (given together with the sequence abbreviations). (a) A phylogram is generated 
based on the S-layer gene sequences of S. ureae ATCC 13881 (sslA), B. sphaericus NCTC 9602 
(slfA), B. sphaericus JG-A12 (slfB) and B. sphaericus CCM 2177 (sbpA). (b) A phylogram is 
generated based on the respective S-layer protein sequences. (c) A phylogram is compiled based on 
the known 16S rRNA gene sequences of S. ureae ATCC 13881 (Sur), B. sphaericus JG-A12 (Bsph1), 
B. sphaericus NCTC 9602 (Bsph2) and B. sphaericus ATCC 14557 (Bsph3). 
 
In the phylogram 42b, however, the sequences of SslA and SbpA proteins were grouped 
together, indicating that a higher similarity exists on the protein level between the respective 
sequences. On the both mentioned phylograms the sequences of S. ureae sslA gene and the 
respective protein yield the distance values in the range of those obtained for the respective B. 
sphaericus species. Based on these data the evolutionary distance between the respective 
species (S. ureae ATCC 13881, B. sphaericus NCTC 9602, JG-A12 and CCM 2177) is low. 
To show that this estimation holds true for different B. sphaericus strains only, a phylogram 
was generated based on the 16S rRNA sequences of different species, which is a classical 
approach for phylogeny analysis. The sequences of the 16S rRNA genes of S. ureae ATCC 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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13881 as well as B. sphaericus NCTC 9602, JG-A12 and ATCC 14557 were used. As there is 
no sequence of the B. sphaericus CCM 2177 16S rRNA gene available in the Entrez 
Nucleotide database, the sequence of the respective gene of B. sphaericus ATCC 14557 was 
used to emphasize the grouping. As expected, the results clearly indicate that S. ureae ATCC 
13881 belongs to the different taxonomic group in contrast to the analyzed B. sphaericus 
species. Thus, a high contrast is observed between the evolutionary distances, estimated in 
phylograms 42a and 42b, and those, estimated according to the conventionally used 16S 
rRNA gene sequences in phylogram 42c. According to these data the sequences of the 
analyzed S-layer genes and the respective proteins have much more in common than the 
(most conserved) 16S rRNA genes of the respective species. This finding correlates strongly 
with the hypothesis that S-layer genes have evolved via the horizontal gene transfer [150]. 
 
 
4.4. Difficulties with cloning and expression of S-layer genes in E. coli. 
 
By many researches the difficulties in cloning of S-layer genes were encountered in the initial 
part of the work. In a number of cases no positive clones bearing the full version of S-layer 
gene could be isolated from the genomic library with conventional cloning approaches, in 
some cases the PCR amplified S-layer genes or their fragments proved to be "unclonable" by 
the methods used [13, 101, 214].  
 
 
4.4.1. High level of S-layer gene expression in E. coli might be mediated by the authentic 
S-layer gene promoters.  
 
As it was stated in the work reporting on the sequencing of S-layer gene sbsA from B. 
stearothermophilus, it was not possible to clone the full version of the respective gene by 
conventional methods [101]. Positive transformants could be obtained only when the CDS 
without its upstream part, but including the downstream transcription terminator region, was 
used for cloning into the vector. In this experiment a pSK (+) vector and E. coli JM83 strain 
were used for cloning. The authors suggest that this effect might be due to the presence of 
direct repeat sequence in the 5’ gene part [101] or due to the high activity of the S-layer gene 
promoter in E. coli cells that causes an intense overexpression of encoded protein, which 
might impede the cell proliferation [101]. In the later work it was not possible to clone the 
sbsA and sbsB upstream regions with the common vector systems, as pUC or pKS [180]. 
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Therefore the promoter probing vector pKK232-8 was used in the study, which allows the 
cloning of strong promoters and selection of the promoter-carrying clones on 
chloramphenicol. With this vector the respective upstream regions could be cloned and the 
results proved that the sbsA and sbsB promoters are functional in E. coli DH5α [180]. Similar 
difficulties were encountered while cloning e.g. the S-layer genes of B. brevis 47 [223], L. 
brevis ATCC 8287 [214], B. sphaericus 2362 [24], Acetogenium kivui DSM 2030 [146], A. 
salmonicida [13], L. acidophilus ATCC 4356 [23] and H. halobium [105] species. 
In our work several approaches were used to sequence the complete version of sslA 
gene. We were successful with isolation of the S-layer gene fragment from the genomic 
library, when S. ureae genomic DNA used for library construction was digested with EcoRI 
in a way that fragment, containing the largest part of sslA gene, which was later on isolated 
from the DNA library by hybridization analysis, did not include the 5’-part of the gene, 
encompassing N-terminus encoding and regulatory regions. However, we succeeded to 
identify the sequence of the 5’-part of the gene with other approaches that did not involve any 
cloning and expression of this DNA fragment. N-terminus encoding part of the gene was 
sequenced by amplification of the respective DNA fragment by degenerate PCR and primer 
walking sequencing of the amplified fragment (section 3.1.11.2.). Additionally, the 
chromosome walking approach was implemented to control the results of sequencing of the 
N-terminus encoding gene part and to estimate the sequence of the upstream part of sslA gene, 
411 bp on from the initiation codon and 498 bp behind the beginning of sslA gene (section 
3.1.11.3). Moreover, the transcription terminator sequence of the upstream gene was 
identified directly in the beginning of the sequenced 6.4 kb S. ureae genomic DNA region. 
Methods that proved to be efficient for the sequencing of sslA upstream region in our study 
thus include only direct sequencing steps and no intermediary cloning of the corresponding 
gene parts. A concept of construction of the genomic DNA library that would include the 
lacking 5’-part of sslA gene was used as well, when for the construction of new genomic 
DNA library the enzyme combination was chosen that would result in cloning of the 
respective fragment into pUC 18 vector. In these experiments we were not able to receive the 
clones with plasmids bearing the 5’ gene parts. If the respective S-layer gene promoter is 
recognized in E. coli, the expression, mediated by this promoter might be so strong that E. 
coli cells, bearing the recombinant plasmids, cannot proliferate properly due to the high 
amount of the expressed recombinant protein. This effect will be observed independently on 
the vector chosen for cloning, since transcription can be mediated by the S-layer gene 
promoter located within the cloned sequence. Therefore, while working with novel S-layer 
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genes, it might be helpful to clone, if feasible, the respective sequence without its upstream 
region including the -35/-10 box sequences or to use the cell-free sequencing systems. 
Another case subject to consideration is when S-layer gene region is cloned into the 
expression vector without its upstream regulatory region. Apparently, no problems connected 
to the extensive protein expression will be observed in the case, if no transcription from the 
plasmid promoter is possible in the E. coli strain. S-layer protein encoding fragment is then 
under control of the plasmid promoter that might be down- or upregulated for the efficient 
protein expression. However, the majority of the plasmid promoters are leaky and might 
mediate the protein expression even in uninduced cells. While expressing the S-layer proteins, 
their intrinsic ability to self-assemble that distinguishes them from many other proteins should 
be taken into account. This might be not crucial for cell proliferation during their expression 
in the natural host, where S-layer protein secretion signals are functional and proteins are 
exported to the cell surface immediately after synthesis. However, as it was shown in this 
work, secretion signal of SslA is not functional in E. coli and EGFP-fusion SslA versions are 
accumulated upon expression within the E. coli cells, as confirmed by the fluorescence 
microscopy data (see section 3.3.4.). Furthermore, in experiments on the heterologous 
expression of the EGFP-fusion construct with the SbsC protein from B. stearothermophilus, it 
was shown that the expressed fusion protein accumulates in the cytoplasm of E. coli cells 
[18]. Upon the expression of this fusion protein in S. cerevisiae and HeLa cells formation of 
the cytosolic self-assembly structures was observed by the fluorescence microscopy. These 
data suggest that synthesized S-layer proteins have a high tendency to accumulate within the 
expression cells and may form there self-assembly structures, similar to the obtained upon the 
protein self-assembly in liquid. These structures are likely to preserve the correct folding and 
to influence the intracellular processes. This might in turn lead to the negative impact of 
expressed S-layer proteins on the cell proliferation, especially in the case of high rate of the 
protein synthesis. Therefore it might be useful to employ for cloning of the S-layer genes the 
vectors with promoters that are inactive in the E. coli strains, used for plasmid propagation. 
For example, if pET vectors are used, no recombinant protein expression should be possible 
in E. coli during the cloning. This is due to the fact that pET vectors have the T7 RNA 
polymerase promoter and this polymerase is normally not present in the E. coli strains, used 
for plasmid propagation. In E. coli expression strains, such as E. coli BL21 (DE3), the T7 
RNA polymerase is chromosomally encoded and therefore might be expressed in low 
amounts even in uninduced cells, although its gene is under control of IPTG inducible lacUV5 
promoter. However, on the stage of cloning no protein expression takes place and therefore 
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such vectors can be used even for cloning of genes encoding the toxic for E. coli proteins. If 
such a recombinant plasmid will be transformed into the E. coli expression strain with 
endogenously encoded T7 RNA polymerase, it can be expected that no positive transformants 
will be obtained, if plasmid-encoded protein is toxic for E. coli.   
Interestingly, a similar effect, although in smaller extent, was observed in our 
experiments with expression of the processed SslA (mSslA) form. We could obtain 3 different 
clones containing mSslA encoding sslA fragment cloned at the MCS of pET 23b+ vector. 
However, after the transformation of recombinant plasmids into the E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells, 
the amount of correct transformants was very low. Moreover, when cultured in LB-amp, E. 
coli BL21 (DE3) culture bearing the pET-23b+4 plasmids for mSslA expression showed an 
extended lag in proliferation in the initial growth phase. Almost no increase in cell density 
(measured by OD600 values) could be observed for this culture within the first several hours (4 
hours) of cultivation, whereas the cell cultures used for the expression of truncated SslA 
variants reached within this time the OD600 values of 0.5 - 0.7. This observation hints at the 
possible adverse effect of intracellularly accumulated mSslA protein on E. coli proliferation. 
Judged by the fact that this effect was observed for the mSslA expression only (expression of 
premSslA was not tested), whereas all the cultures expressing truncated and EGFP-tagged 
SslA versions were proliferating efficiently before the IPTG induction, for the observed 
adverse proliferation effect specific folding of the synthesized mSslA might be responsible 
(see the next section).  
   
 
4.4.2. Features of sslA that might affect its cloning and heterologous expression. 
 
As it is mentioned above, we observed a moderate level of mSslA production in E. coli. 
Looking for the reasons, we decided to check first the sslA sequence for the appearance of rare 
for E. coli codons. Interestingly, within the sequence 4 different codons (total number of 18), 
rare for E. coli, could be identified. Additionally, the highly repetitive codon for Thr (ACT) 
was found. This codon occurs 64 times within the sslA sequence, making its calculated 
occurrence frequency of 64 per thousand. At the same time, occurrence frequency of the same 
codon in E. coli K-12 constitutes 9 per thousand [74], which is more than seven times lower. 
With the term rare codons the codons are typically referred that are present in E. coli genome 
in numbers 2 to 3 times lower than the respective values for normal codons. Therefore it can be 
expected that such occurrence frequency of the Thr codon might represent a hindrance for the 
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efficient overexpression of SslA protein in E. coli. That finding would explain why in 
experiments with heterologous expression of mature SslA protein only moderate level of the 
protein expression in E. coli could be achieved. In order to circumvent the problems connected 
to the presence of rare codons within the sslA sequence, the use of E. coli strains optimized for 
the expression of rare codon containing genes, such as E. coli Rosetta Blue (DE3), can be 
suggested. In fact, we used this strain for the expression of mSslA, following the experiments 
with mSslA expression in E. coli BL21 (DE3) strain. Contrary to our expectations no 
significant increase in the yield of synthesized mSslA could be detected. It is important to note, 
however, that although E. coli Rosetta Blue (DE3) strain bears the tRNA for such rare codons, 
as AGA/AGG (Arg), GGA (Gly), AUA (Ile), CUA (Leu) and CCC (Pro), including those 
present within the sslA sequence, it does not include the tRNA for the found highly repetitive 
ACT (Thr) codon, since this is a non-trivial case for protein expression, having therefore a low 
optimization demand. To our knowledge no E. coli strain is available that is able to 
compensate for this  expression disadvantage.   
As the other characteristic trait of S-layer gene sequences apart from biased codon 
usage, the high amount of direct repeats might be considered. When present in high numbers 
these repeats may be the reason for high probability of RecA-independent recombination 
events in E. coli, resulting ultimately in the loss of part of sequence with the possibility of 
frame shift. Thereby two parameters are crucial, the length of direct repeats and the distance 
between them. Therefore it might be advisable to keep stocks, to work with different 
expression systems or in systems, where no natural plasmid replication takes place. 
As another explanation of the observed limitations of mSslA synthesis a possible 
toxicity of mSslA for E. coli cells was suggested. To address this issue E. coli BL21 (DE3) 
pLysS strain was used for heterologous expression of mSslA. This strain is specifically 
designed for the expression of toxic proteins in E. coli and is characterized by the tight control 
of T7 RNA polymerase promoter by lysozyme. A pLysS plasmid encoded T7 phage lysozyme, 
which is an inhibitor of T7 RNA polymerase, eliminates expression from transformed plasmid, 
when not induced. However, in this strain the same level of mSslA expression, as obtained 
earlier in E. coli BL21 (DE3) and E. coli Rosetta (DE3) strains, was observed. Moreover, in 
the following stage of our research work various truncated versions of SslA protein were 
constructed (see section 3.3.2.2.). Surprisingly, when expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3), all the 
truncated SslA versions showed the desired high level of protein expression. Worth 
mentioning is that the distribution of rare codons and highly repetitive Thr codon is relatively 
homogeneous throughout the whole sslA sequence. Therefore performed truncations do not 
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result in the appearance of DNA fragments with significantly decreased numbers of the 
mentioned codons. Furthermore, in our recent experiments the EGFP-fusion forms of mSslA 
and premSslA were constructed. For both of these fusion proteins the extensive yields of 
expressed proteins could be obtained in E. coli, similar to the results observed for the 
heterologous expression of the truncated SslA forms. These results indicate that although the 
rare codons found within the sequences of other S-layer genes might be in some cases a reason 
for difficulties with production of the respective proteins in E. coli, observed in several studies, 
they do not play a pivotal role in the observed in our study limitation of the mSslA synthesis. 
Judged by the fact that such limited protein production was observed only for the native SslA 
protein and taking into account a characteristic mSslA expression pattern, observed limited 
level of the protein production might be a result of the specific folding of the SslA protein.  
It is conceivable that the intracellular SslA may bind to its own mRNA to 
downregulate the translation. Indeed, a negative feedback between the intracellular S-layer 
protein concentration and rate of the S-layer protein production was observed for several S-
layer proteins in different microorganisms, whereas at least in one case the binding of the S-
layer protein to its mRNA was described [45, 47]. An SlpA S-layer protein of T. thermophilus 
HB8 was shown to bind to the long leader region of the slpA mRNA and to downregulate its 
own synthesis. Such a translation regulation mechanism might be quite universal and 
functional even in the heterologous host, as E. coli, if a direct binding of the S-layer protein to 
its mRNA occurs. 
 
4.4.3. Use of the other expression systems to overcome the difficulties with heterologous 
production of S-layer proteins. 
 
As a possible solution to circumvent the S-layer protein expression problems, other 
expression hosts might be used instead of E. coli. Expression in eukaryotic systems may 
provide some benefits due to the larger size of host cells. Indeed, in recent experiments it was 
shown that no protein degradation could be observed upon the heterologous production of 
SbsC-EGFP fusion protein in yeast [18] in contrast to the heterologous production of the same 
protein in E. coli. The SbsC-EGFP was shown to form regular self-assembly structures in the 
cytosol of yeast cells, which explains likely the enhanced protein stability. A similar picture 
was observed upon the expression of this fusion protein construct in HeLa cells. In both cases 
the nanotube structures, not associated with cell organelles, were formed. As no proteolytic 
protein degradation could be detected in these cases, it appears that eukaryotic cells are 
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superior expression hosts over those prokaryotic microorganisms, which do not secrete S-
layer proteins after synthesis.  
As an alternative option the use of expression hosts that recognize the secretion 
signals of S-layer proteins might be suggested. This would be especially helpful if high 
intracellular concentrations of S-layer protein inhibit significantly its synthesis. For example, 
a Gram-positive L. casei was used as a heterologous host for the production of the L. 
acidophilus S-layer protein. The protein was efficiently secreted indicating that its secretion 
signal was recognized, however, no protein attachment to the cell wall of S-layer-deficient L. 
casei could be detected [10]. As the majority of identified so far bacterial S-layer proteins 
originate from Gram-positive bacteria, Gram-positive hosts might be the best candidates for 
heterologous production of the S-layer proteins. For example, expression systems based on 
well-studied B. subtilis and B. brevis might be applied. In particular, B. subtilis was used for 
the heterologous production of the B. stearothermophilus S-layer protein SbsA. In contrast to 
the heterologous SbsA production in E. coli, its secretion signal was recognized in B. subtilis 
and high levels of the secreted protein were detected in the medium [95]. It is conceivable that 
SslA secretion signal is recognized in B. subtilis as well, therefore intracellular SslA protein 
level should be minor even in the case of high expression rate. If the mechanisms of the 
regulation of protein expression are involved into the regulation of intracellular SslA levels in 
E. coli (see section 4.4.2.), use of B. subtilis or other similar Gram-positive heterologous hosts 
might be very helpful for obtaining the high protein expression levels for constructs were 
moderate, low (or zero) expression level was observed in E. coli. 
 
 
4.5. Comparative analysis of the SLH-domain sequences and identification of highly 
conserved regions, which are probably involved in the SCWP-binding. 
 
As it was mentioned in the results part, two SLH domains were identified in the N-terminal 
part of SslA by SMART program. Since it is known that SLH domains are commonly 
implicated in the attachment of S-layer proteins to the pyruvylated SCWPs [125], the question 
arose, how to outline the types of interactions, involved in the attachment of the S-layers to 
the SCWP and to determine the aa residues that are crucial for this process. Besides, BLAST 
search failed to identify the second SLH sequence, therefore we were interested in the 
consensus SLH domain sequence for characterized functional S-layer proteins. 
For that purpose the SLH domain sequences of the novel SslA protein were 
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compared with the SLH domain sequences from the known S-layer proteins that were 
retrieved from the Entrez Protein sequence database. Totally 56 SLH-domain sequences were 
retrieved, belonging to such microorganisms, as S. ureae, B. sphaericus, B. anthracis, B. 
stearothermophilus, C. thermocellum, B. firmus, B. cereus and to some other species. In 
contrast to the conventional alignments, applied for the determination of the SLH-domain 
consensus sequence for the NCBI Conserved Domain database, the sequences of the SLH-
domains from the uncharacterized, putative or non-S-layer proteins were omitted in this 
research to ensure the stringency of the alignment data. The ClustalW multiple alignment [71] 
of the obtained sequences indicated the presence within the SLH-domains of the aa clusters 
with the high degree of conservation (see fig. 43).   
 
2       1 FSDVAG-NDHEVAINALAD--AGIINGYADGTFKPNQTINRGQVV 
3       1 FSDVAG-NDHEVAINALAD--AGIINGYADGTFKPNQTINRGQVV 
4       1 FSDVAG-NDHEVAINALAD--AGIINGYADGTFKPNQTINRGQVV 
5       1 FSDVAG-NDHEVAINALAD--AGIINGYADGTFKPNQTINRGQVV 
8       1 FSDVAG-NDHEVAINALAD--AGIINGYADGSFKPNQTINRGQVV 
9       1 FSDVAG-NDHEVAINALAD--AGIINGYADGSFKPNQTINRGQVV 
38      1 ----------KEAVQSLVD--AGVIQGDANGNFNPLKTISRAE-- 
39      1 ----------KEAVQSLVD--AGVIQGDANGNFNPLKTISRAE-- 
1       1 FTDVKDNNSHKAAIDALSD--AGVISGYPDGTFQPNKTLTRSDVV 
32      1 FPDVSDSAWSKDAIYYLVE--RNVINGMPDGNFMPYGNLTRA--- 
33      1 FPDVSDSAWSKDAIYYLVE--RNVINGMPDGNFMPYGNLTRA--- 
51      1 ------------SVNYLVD--KQVLNGYPDGTFGSNDSLDRA--- 
52      1 ------------SVNYLVD--KQVLNGYPDGTFGSNDSLDRA--- 
53      1 ------------SVNYLVD--KQVLNGYPDGTFGSNDSLDRA--- 
47      1 ------------SVTYLVD--KQVLNGYPDGTFGSNDTLDRA--- 
35      1 FTDIRGHMFEKE-IRALAK--AGLVNGYGEGKFGPDDVLTREQM- 
48      1 FSDIKGHMFEKE-ILALAK--EGLVAGYGEGKFGPDDILTREQM- 
37      1 FSDITNHMFEKD-IKAIAQ--AGIMTGDGTGTFRPDDVLTRYEM- 
30      1 -------------VQAGVE--AGIIAGYEDNTFRPSRNLTREEMV 
27      1 FNDIKGIETEEY-ITHLHD--AGIVNGMPDGSFRPDSNITRAE-- 
12      1 FTDTKG-HWASDFIEEVSR--NKIIRGYEDGSFKPNGKVTRAEAV 
43      1 FKDIKG-HWAEDLIVSAYE--QGIIKGYHDGTFRPDAPMSRAEGV 
24      1 -------------IEKLTS--LGYISGYPDGTFKPQNYIKRSESV 
26      1 -------------IEKLTS--LGYISGYPDGTFKPQNYIKRSESV 
13      1 --DTKG-HWAQQFIEQLSD--LGYINGYPDGTFKPNNNIKRSESV 
23      1 YSDLADTHWAAWAIKFATS--QGLFKGYPDGTFKPDQNITRAE-- 
25      1 YSDLADTHWAAWAIKFATS--QGLFKGYPDGTFKPDQNITRAE-- 
14      1 YTDVDSSHWASWAIKFVSY--KKLFTGYPDGSFKPNQNITRAE-- 
15      1 FSDVSSSHWAIDDINYLVE--KGAIQGYPDGTFKPNNSITRAEI- 
31      1 ------------------E--LGFVVGYPDNTFKPKKSVTRAE-- 
7       1 FSDVQKNSWYYAAVLTCKL--KKIINGYPDGTFKPGNYASRAE-- 
11      1 FKDVDKNHWAARYIKAVTD--AGIFKGYEDSTFRPNETISRAEL- 
16      1 FSDVPATHWANPYIAAIVDQTEGVIDGYENGTFRPSNTITRQEM- 
20      1 FPDVQSNHWAIKEINYLSD--KGIINGTPEGTFKPSDHVTREQM- 
21      1 FPDVQANHWAIKEINYLSD--KGIINGTPEGTFKPSDHVTRGQM- 
18      1 FPDVQSNHWAIKEINYLSD--KGIINGTPEGTFKPSDYVTRGQM- 
29      1 FPDVPAGHWAEGSINYLVD--KGAITGKPDGTYGPTETIDRS--- 
42      1 FPDVPAGHWAEGSINYLVD--KGAITGKPDGTYGPTESIDRA--- 
49      1 FPDVPAGHWAEDSINYLVD--KGAIVGKPDGTYGPTESIDRA--- 
54      1 FPDVQAGHWAEDSINYLAE--KGAVTGNEKGMFEPGKEITRAE-- 
19      1 FPDVPSNHWGYNYVKILAQ--NNITAGFPDGTFGPDVKVTR---- 
Discussion 
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22      1 FPDVPSNHWGYNYVKILAQ--NNITAGFPDGTFGPDVKVTR---- 
34      1 FKDVPDNHWAKNAISALQS--NHVIVGTGKGNFEPNTVVTR---- 
40      1 FNDVPSGFWGENAISAVQS--TGIASGTGEGKFEPSKTVTR---- 
36      1 FTDVPKDHWSKDAIDYLAA--AGIYKGYGNGKFGFGDNITRGQV- 
41      1 FTDVPKDHWSKDAIDYLAA--AGLFNGYGNGKFGFGDHITRGQV- 
44      1 FIDVPTNHWSKDSIDHLTE--QKIISGYGNGKFGFGDNVTRGQV- 
55      1 FPDVPKNHWALEAINDLTS--KGVIAGYDNGKFGFGDVVTREQV- 
17      1 FSDVPAGHWAKEAVEALAA--KGIILGFPDGTFRGNENLTR---- 
46      1 FADIGSYAWAKKQIEVLAS--KGVINGTSDTTFTPQADITRAD-- 
45      1 FIDVPTGSKYFESINNAYK--RGMISGRGDGTFAPDDYLTTADAI 
50      1 FSDVKKGAWYYNSIAAVVA--NGIFEGVSANEFAPNKSLTRSE-- 
10      1 FTDVNENDWFFADVATAEK--AGYISGYPDGTFRPNELITREE-- 
28      1 FNDVTEKDWYYKSVSSAAA--FGIVVGRPDGSFAPNEFITRQDM- 
6       1 FVDVKDNDWYKEVVDKASS--NGILEGYPDGSFKPNNPITRAEI- 
56      1 FSDLKTTSNDELLKMSALVYDNGVFVGKPDGSLDANGDITRENIA 
       consens.: fsdvpknhwaedainalad--agiinGypdGtFkpndtitRaevv     
      (Multalin) 
             
 
Figure 43. ClustalW alignment of the derived SLH domain sequences. Sequence output order was 
defined by the program. Alignment was shaded using the Boxshade 3.21 program [69]. Residues with 
a conservation of 70 % and more are boxed black, those with a conservation of 25 % and more are 
boxed gray. Consensus sequence below was obtained using the Multalin program [62]. Residues with 
a conservation of 80 % and more are given in capital letters in the consensus sequence.  
 
Based on the results of alignment, a novel SLH consensus sequence was obtained, which was 
compared with the SLH consensus sequence, retrieved from the NCBI Conserved Domain 
database (see fig. 44). Overall 80 % of identity between both sequences was observed. 
Interestingly, the novel SLH domain sequence shows the pI value of 4.32, which is in perfect 
agreement with the pI values of 4 – 5, reported for the majority of S-layer SLH domains.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44. SLH domain consensus sequences. The consensus sequence, obtained with the Multalin 
program based on the multiple alignment of 56 SLH domain sequences (upper row) is aligned with the 
SLH domain consensus sequence from NCBI Conserved Domain Database (lower row). Identical aa 
are boxed. The pI values of the sequences are indicated on the right. With asterisks the positions of 
highly conserved aa are given. 
 
* * * * * * * 
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The most conserved single aa within all aligned S-layer protein SLH-domains were the Phe 
and Asp residues in the N-terminal, Gly and Phe residues in the central and Arg residue in the 
C-terminal parts of domains (see fig. 44). If performing the multiple sequence alignment for 
the SLH-domains of different protein origin, including all the sequences that possess a high 
degree of BLAST similarity to the SLH-domain sequences of the known S-layer proteins (it 
was done e.g. by the ProSite program [64] for the characterization of the SLH-domain 
family), the Trp residue, located in the N-terminal SLH-domain part, shows additionally to 
the mentioned aa the same high degree of conservation. From the characterized seven highly 
conserved residues, the Phe and Trp represent the hydrophobic aromatic residues 
(considering, that Trp is the rarest aa at all), Asp and Arg residues in turn possess the 
strongest negative and positive charge, respectively.  
Furthermore, highly conserved aa patterns within the S-layer SLH-domains were 
found. The most conserved (present in more, then 60% of sequences) were the FxDV 
sequence in the N-terminal domain part, G(YP)DG(TFK/R)P sequence in the central domain 
part and the TR pair in the C-terminal domain part (see fig. 43). Remarkably, the sequence 
G(YP)DG(TFK/R)P contains four highly conserved residues and is the longest conserved 
sequence within the SLH domains (see fig. 43). As this sequence is highly hydrophilic, it 
likely represents the outer-exposed part of the domain. Furthermore, considering its high 
conservation throughout the all SLH-domain sequences it is probably directly implicated in 
the binding of SCWPs. Interestingly, with the calculated pI of 5.8 (5.83 for GYPDGTFKP 
and 5.84 for GYPDGTFRP sequence according to the Compute pI/Mw program [72]), this 
region bears a net negative charge at physiological pH values, as the whole SLH-domain 
region. It was shown, however, that SCWPs, which are non-covalently attached to the SLH-
domains, bear the net negative charge as well, due to the pyruvylation [125] or some other 
modifications [173]. Altogether this may hint at a presence of positively charged 
intermediates of SCWP-SLH-domain binding, such as metal cations or some positively 
charged cellular molecules. 
 
 
4.6. Comparative analysis of the sequences of central parts of S-layer proteins and 
identification of conserved aa patterns. 
 
As the size of S-layer proteins is typically quite large and no reliable information about the 
tertiary structure is available for them, the correct prediction of their folding and surface 
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exposed interacting domains by programs appears to be impossible yet. Therefore other 
approaches should be applied to identify their putative interacting parts. The currently 
available sequences of the different S-layer proteins provide a good basis for the comparative 
research. Most of the S-layer proteins share the highest sequence similarity in the parts, 
responsible for the attachment to the cell well, which are the N-terminal parts in the majority 
of the proteins. The remaining parts of the protein sequences possess in contrast a significant 
divergence. In this situation an identification of the domains, fairly conserved in all the S-
layer protein parts, responsible for self-assembly, may hint at the implication of such domains 
in the mutual protein attachment during the self-assembly process.  
We decided to carry out the sequence comparison of the protein sequence of the 
newly identified S-layer protein SslA with the sequences of the other known S-layer proteins. 
According to the BLAST alignments of the entire SslA sequence, it bears very high similarity 
with the sequences of the S-layer proteins SbpA and SbsB from B. sphaericus and B. 
stearothermophilus (BLASTp E values of 6x10-118 and 4x10-22, respectively). Truncation 
analyses of these proteins showed that their central parts are required and sufficient for the 
self-assembly [83, 89]. According to our data (section 3.3.2.1.) N-terminal part of SslA 
protein is not involved in the self-assembly. Therefore the N-terminal part of the SslA 
sequence was deleted up to the end of the second SLH-domain sequence prior to performing 
the alignments with the other S-layer protein sequences. For the comparative analysis the 
sequences of totally 22 S-layer proteins from the Entrez Protein sequence database belonging 
to 10 different microorganisms were derived. As far as we were interested in the search of the 
residues, conserved throughout the sequences of the most diverse S-layer proteins, for any 
microorganism, producing several similar S-layer proteins (with sequence similarity of more 
than 40 %), only one S-layer protein sequence was normally selected.  
It is well known that due to the vast amount of sequences stored in the databases, 
they normally contain many experimentally unproven sequences (e.g. putative protein 
sequences) or sequences that may account for the mutated proteins or pseudogenes. Besides, 
BLAST-like alignments identify normally a high percentage of non-orthologous proteins on 
the basis of their similarity to the query proteins, which may nevertheless carry out quite 
different functions. Therefore only the sequences of the S-layer proteins (excluding the 
putative S-layer protein sequences) were selected in this study, all the other sequences, 
showing a high BLAST-similarity to the S-layer protein sequences, were omitted. It was 
established (by means of the sequence analysis with the SMART program [66]) that 13 of the 
22 retrieved sequences belong to S-layer proteins, containing the SLH-domains. As those 
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parts of S-layer proteins that cover the SLH domains are not involved in the self-assembly, 
respective parts of the S-layer protein sequences were deleted up to the ends of the closest to 
center SLH-domain sequences, in order not to interfere with the results of the multiple 
alignment. 
Processed in this way sequences were employed for the constrained multiple 
sequence alignment. In this alignment, performed by the MUSCA IBM program [63], the 
processed sequence of the SslA protein was aligned with the processed sequences of the SLH-
domain containing proteins and with the entire sequences of the S-layer proteins that do not 
possess any SLH-domains. Dependent on the applied constrains (maximal length of aa 
pattern, percentage of sequences containing identified aa pattern in different alignments (was 
set to at least 50 %), number of conserved aa per pattern) several groups of patterns, occuring 
in the central parts of the analyzed S-layer proteins, were identified. All the identified aa 
patterns are listed below according to their relevance (see fig. 45).  
Analysis of the identified patterns of the conserved aa provides the following results. 
The most conserved single residues throughout all the patterns were Val, Thr, Ala, Lys and 
Asp. From those, Lys and Asp represent strongly charged aa, Thr is capable to the hydrogen-
bond formation. All the aa, belonging to the identified conserved patterns, can be divided in 
two groups: the charged or hydrogen-bond forming aa and the primarily hydrophobic aa, 
having a pI value of 6.0. Interestingly, only 13 from 20 aa are present within the identified aa 
patterns (see fig. 45). 
The most conserved patterns with the highest concentration of the conserved aa per 
pattern were the GxxYxxT and ExxxAxxxY patterns. In both of them the Tyr residue with the 
aromatic group is present. Importance of the stacking interactions of aromatic residues in the 
protein attachment was already described in several works, investigating the formation of 
fullerene-like supramolecular structures by the artificial peptides [158] as well as the 
interactions, underlying the self-assembly of prion-proteins [50]. Such interactions provide 
the proper coordination of the interacting domains and contribute thus to the rigidity of the 
interaction site. Furthermore, for all the S-layer protein sequences the pI values were 
calculated, for the absolute majority of the S-layer proteins these values are close to 5.0, 
indicating that under the physiological pH values these proteins are net negatively charged.  
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LxxxxxAxxxxxxxxV,  
GxxYxxT, TxxxxVxxxxD,  
DxxxxxVxxxxxL,  
DxxxxxxxxxxxxKV,    
KxxxxxxxxGK, TxxxxVxxxxD,   
    ExxxAxxxY, SxxVxxxxxK,  
TxxxxxxxLV 
 
VKxxNxTTxxVT, ExTxTxT(S),   
    AxxxxxxKVV, VxxxTxxVxV,  
TVxxTxxS, KxxxDxxxA,  
AxxxxxNxE,      
VxDxxGKxxxxxxV(E/N), 
AxxxTTxxV, VxxAAxK,  
VxxAAxK, VxxTxxxxVxN,  
AxxxxxxKVV  
 
AxxxxKVxxV, VxxSxxxxTxxV, 
VxxxNxTTVxVTM,     
    V(KA)xNxTTV(E)V(T),  
(L)xVx(N)AAVK,  
(Q)xA(DK)E(Y),   
    (V)xx(K)x(GQ)QVTxx(A)x(V),    
ATxxxVxV, VTTDSxG, TxxxATA,  
DKxTxxF 
 
 
Figure 45. Conserved aa patterns in the self-assembly parts of the S-layer protein sequences. 
(A) Identified conserved aa patterns, located in the central parts of S-layer proteins, listed 
according to their relevance (percentage of sequences, bearing the given pattern in different 
alignments). (B) Occurence, properties and pI values of the different aa within the identified 
patterns. Occurence frequency was calculated as the ratio of the number of given aa to the total 
number of aa (153) in patterns, without normalization at the relevance of patterns, where the aa 
occurs. As the measure of hydrophobicity, hydropathy indexes are given. Abbreviations: Hb – 
hydrophobic, Hph – hydrophilic, H-bonds – a residue, capable of forming the hydrogen bonds.  
Occurence 
frequency 
Hydrophobicity, 
properties 
pI 
Val (V):  
42, 27.5% 
Hb (2.3) 6.0 
Thr (T):  
32, 21% 
Hph (-0.75),  
H-bonds 
5.9 
Ala (A):  
18, 11.8% 
Hb (1.0), small 6.0 
Lys (K):  
16, 10.5% 
Hph (-4.6), 
strong positive 
9.7 
Asp (D):  
10, 6.5% 
Hph (-3.0), 
negative 
2.8 
Asn (N): 
7, 4.6% 
Hph (-2.7), 
H-bonds 
5.4 
Glu (E): 
6, 3.9% 
Hph (-2.6), 
negative 
3.2 
Ser (S): 
5, 3.3% 
Hph (-1.1), 
H-bonds 
5.7 
Gly (G): 
5, 3.3% 
0.67, smallest 6.0 
Leu (L): 
4, 2.6% 
Hb (2.2) 6.0 
Tyr (Y): 
3, 2% 
0.1, aromatic, 
H-bonds 
5.7 
Gln (Q): 
3, 2% 
Hph (-2.9), 
H-bonds 
5.7 
Phe (F): 
1, 0.7% 
Hb (2.5), 
aromatic 
5.5 
A B 
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According to our observations, a general model is proposed to characterize the interactions, 
responsible for the self-assembly of S-layer proteins. In this model, the identified patterns are 
likely involved in the protein attachment due to their high conservation throughout the very 
divergent sequences. Such attachments occur via electrostatic interactions and hydrogen-
bonds, since low amount of the conserved hydrophobic residues that do not form hydrogen-
bonds was observed. Net negative charge might be necessary to prevent S-layer proteins from 
the conglomeration during the self-assembly. Furthermore, the aromatic residues may 
participate by means of the stacking interactions in the correct coordination of the protein 
interacting parts. 
 
4.7. Effect of the recrystallization conditions on the types of supramolecular structures 
formed by S-layer proteins upon self-assembly. 
 
While observing the process of recrystallization of the monomerized S-layer proteins it is 
important to distinguish clearly between the different sets of recrystallization parameters that, 
when applied, might result in different types of supramolecular self-assembly structures. The 
laws governing the folding of supramolecular structures might appear complex, since the final 
shape of supramolecular structure represents the result of interplay of all the forces, acting on 
the subunits of formed lattice. However, it is not necessary to apply the force approach that 
implies the calculation of the resulting force acting on each subunit under consideration of its 
interactions with neighbouring lattice subunits and solving then the system of n equations 
(where n is the number of subunits of the formed S-layer self-assembly stucture) in order to 
predict the folding of the recrystallizing structure. Much easier might be an implementation of 
the energy approach, when the probability of folding into the structure of the respective shape 
is assessed based on the estimation of the energy of formed structure. Thereby the structures 
with the lowest free energy will be formed preferentially, since the stability of the structure in 
given supramolecular conformation will decrease with the increase of free energy of this 
structure. We will try to apply this approach here in order to outline the dependence between 
the type of formed supramolecular structures and the recrystallization conditions used. This 
will be done, because for most of the nanobiotechnology applications of S-layer self-assembly 
structures it is preferable when they are supramoleculary folded as the extended monolayer 
sheets. Therefore it is important to know, which recrystallization conditions should be applied 
in experiments with self-assembly of different SslA constructs obtained in this work in order 
to receive the self-assembly structures of that type.  
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While discussing the different sets of recrystallization parameters, one of the main factors is 
where the recrystallization of protein monomers takes place. In our experiments principally 
two cases were possible: the self-assembly could proceed in the bulk of liquid or on the phase 
interface. As the particular case of the phase interface the substrate surface is observed (i.e. 
the liquid/solid state interface), the other particular case would be e.g. the surface of S-layer 
suspension, i.e. the gas/liquid interface.  
When recrystallized in the bulk of suspension, the plain sheet conformation of the 
growing structure becomes more and more unlikely with an increase of the structure size. In 
the case, when the surfaces of the formed structure are preferentially hydrophobic (i.e. the 
lattice surfaces are preferentially uncharged), the self-assembly structure will pursuit to 
assume the shape with the minimal contact surface with the buffer. Such folding will confer 
the minimal free energy to the growing self-assembly structure. This process will either result 
in the preliminary stop of the formation of S-layer lattices or in the folding of formed self-
assembly lattices into the sphere, “wrapped paper” sphere, or tube-like structures. If the 
surfaces of the formed lattice are charged (and hence hydrophilic), the final form of the self-
assembled structure is more difficult to predict. Dependent on the charge distribution different 
cases are possible. If the lattice surface exposes the charged residues of the same sign, the 
electrostatic repulsion between the different parts of supramolecular structure might prevent it 
from folding into the compact globular conformation, as it can be expected for the 
hydrophobic structures. However, it is more probable that rather than plain self-assembly 
sheets, the bent sheets will be formed in the suspension, which will be, however, prevented 
from further folding by the electrostatic repulsion. When these structures will be precipitated 
onto the substrate surface, they are likely to assume partially superimposed form upon the 
substrate drying, especially in the areas where an overlay of several layers of the self-
assembly lattice was achieved during the precipitation. Extent of the electrostatic interactions 
between the different parts of the formed in suspension self-assembly lattice can be tuned by 
varying the ionic strength of the dialysis buffer. Buffers with high ionic strength are likely to 
inhibit the intrastructural electrostatic interactions due to the shielding effect of buffer ions in 
high concentration. Thus, weaker hydrophobobic/hydrophilic interactions are favored. In this 
way the resulting forces acting on structure subunits can be changed and hence, the folding of 
supramolecular structure will be influenced. The other parameters that would affect the 
folding are e.g. the changes in buffer pH values or temperature. As the recrystallizing in bulk 
of suspension structure has many degrees of freedom and the force, acting on supramolecular 
lattice subunits, might be influenced by many parameters, the resulting folding of the formed 
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S-layer lattice becomes eventually difficult to predict. In this case empirical approaches might 
gain priority. Besides the mentioned the recrystallization conditions resulting in the formation 
of supramolecular structures with certain type of folding will be different for any new S-layer 
protein used and will depend on such factors, as protein pI, folding, and distribution of 
charged and hydrophobic aa throughout the protein sequence. 
If the protein recrystallization takes place on the phase interface, the preferential 
folding of the formed S-layer lattice might be easier to predict. As the particular case, 
recrystallization on the substrate surface can be analyzed. Subunits of the recrystallizing S-
layer lattice have in this case a lower degree of freedom, compared to the recrystallization in 
suspension, since their rotation mobility in plane perpendicular to the substrate surface is 
limited. This restrains the range of possible conformations (one of which remains the plain 
sheet conformation) for the formed supramolecular structures. Dependent on the distribution 
of charge within S-layer lattice and the charge of a substrate surface, different cases are 
possible. If the respective surfaces of substrate and S-layer lattice bear the opposite charges, it 
is obvious that adsorption of S-layer proteins onto the substrate surface will be significantly 
facilitated. Considering that most of the characterized S-layer proteins have their pI values in 
the acidic region, they should bear an overall negative charge at physiological pH values. The 
same is true for SslA protein, which has a calculated pI value of 5.11. For such proteins the 
positively charged substrates should be used in order to facilitate the protein adsorption. Such 
substrates, suitable for subsequent microscopy measurements, could be obtained e.g. by 
chemical modification of the surface of mica, which is used often for AFM substrates, or 
silicon substrates with poly-L-lysine. If one of the surfaces of formed self-assembly structure 
is hydrophobic, which is mostly the case with S-layer proteins, the use of hydrophobic 
substrates might be helpful to shift an equilibrium towards the preferential recrystallization on 
the substrate surface in order to obtain self-assembly structures folded as the sheets. If no 
strong electrostatic attraction between the precipitated S-layer protein monomers and 
substrate surface exists and hydrophobic interactions play the major role in the protein 
adsorption, the higher protein in-plane mobility of the precipitated onto the substrate surface 
S-layer protein monomers may have place due to the weaker character of the hydrophobic 
interactions. This might facilitate the rate of self-assembly structure formation in comparison 
to the described above case when protein recrystallization on the substrate surface is governed 
mainly by the electrostatic attraction.  
In our first recrystallization experiments a protein monomer solution was dialysed 
against distilled water or dialysis buffer to remove GuHCl and activate thus the 
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recrystallization process. The dialysis was performed at 4 °C for a significant interval of time, 
typically 12 to 48 hours, after what several µl of the S-layer suspension were pipetted onto the 
surface of microscopy substrates and immobilization was carried out for several more hours. 
Apparently, under such recrystallization conditions, the protein recrystallization proceeds 
mainly in liquid, during the dialysis. According to the quantitative assay based on the SDS-
PAGE, approximately 30 % of S-layer proteins are recrystallized after 12 hours of dialysis 
against distilled water, however, this value is expected to increase with the dialysis time. 
Besides, addition of divalent metal ions, such as Mg2+ and Ca2+ into the dialysis buffer 
significantly increases the rate of the protein recrystallization (Anja Blüher, personal 
communication). Hence, when the S-layer suspension is loaded onto the surface of 
microscopy samples for recrystallization, a certain percentage of SslA proteins is still present 
in the monomeric fraction. However, due to the high differences in time frames of dialysis 
and immobilization, significant amount of the structures observed by microscopy are those, 
formed in suspension and subsequently precipitated onto the substrate surface during the 
immobilization step. As it was discussed above, the final folding of such supramolecular 
structures is influenced by many parameters and is generally difficult to predict. However, 
some percentage of the imaged recrystallization structures may form during the 
immobilization step by the recrystallization of available in suspension protein monomers, 
taking place directly on the substrate surface. These structures are more likely to exhibit the 
mono/multilayer appearance (see above). Increase of the percentage of S-layer sheets over the 
randomly folded structures can be achieved thus by an increase of the ratio of immobilization 
to dialysis time. This expectation was confirmed by later experiments (section 3.2.4.), where 
the immobilization of dialysis suspension was performed for 48 hours after relatively short 
dialysis time (12 hours). A majority of imaged by TEM self-assembly structures exhibited the 
mono/multilayer appearance. Since for many of them the lattice structure could be resolved 
and type of lattice symmetry could be predicted by FTA, it provides good basis for 
assumptions that those structures are present in the monolayer form. 
As it is described above, the shift from in-liquid to on-substrate recrystallization and 
proper choice of recrystallization conditions should trigger the switch towards the formation 
of self-assembly sheets. Experiments with the recrystallization of protein monomers directly 
on the surface of microscopy substrates (section 3.3.3.) were performed in order to confirm 
this observation. Indeed, a high percentage of the structures imaged by SEM in this study 
represent multilayer sheets (see fig. 37). On top of them some small-sized randomly folded 
protein structures were observed as well that apparently originate from the self-assembly 
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structures formed in liquid and precipitated onto the surface of S-layer protein multilayers 
during the immobilization step. Thus, the complete correlation of the experimentally observed 
data with the described above estimate is observed. Consequently, the thickness of the 
observed multilayers can be regulated by decreasing the initial protein monomer 
concentration and recrystallization time up to the point where exclusively the monolayer self-
assembly structures will be observed. 
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V. Summary. 
S-layer proteins of S. ureae ATCC 13881 form on the cell surface an S-layer lattice with p4 
square type symmetry and a period of about 13.5 nm. These lattices were shown to be the 
excellent nanotemplates for deposition of regular metal clusters. The synthesis of the S. ureae 
S-layer protein is highly efficient, the protein accounts for approximately 10-15 % of the total 
cell protein content, judged by the SDS-PAGE results. Besides, the S-layer protein production 
is tightly regulated, since only negligible amounts of S-layer proteins are observed in the 
medium at different cell growth phases. At the same time, mechanisms of the regulation of S-
layer protein synthesis are poorly understood. As several hundreds of S-layer proteins are 
produced per second during the cell growth, the S-layer gene promoters are among the 
strongest prokaryotic promoters at all. However, little is known about factors regulating the 
expression of S-layer genes, furthermore, no experimental identification of other upstream 
regulatory sequences except for -35/-10 and RBS sequences was presented to our knowledge 
to date.  
A sequence of the S-layer gene of S. ureae ATCC 13881, encoding the previously 
described S-layer protein, was identified in this work by combination of different approaches. 
The largest part of the gene, excluding its upstream regulatory and ORF 5’ regions, was 
isolated from a genomic library by hybridization. The sequence of the isolated fragment 
proved to contain additionally an 1.9 kb non-coding region and an incomplete 0.8 kb ORF 
region in its 3’-part. No RBS sequence and apparent promoter regions could be identified in 
front of the latter sequence, suggesting that it might represent a pseudogene sequence. The 
sequences of the 5’ and upstream regions of the S. ureae ATCC 13881 S-layer gene were 
identified by combination of PCR-sequencing and chromosome walking. Totally, a sequence 
of the 6.4 kb long region of S. ureae genomic DNA was established. The sequence of the S. 
ureae S-layer protein was deduced from the respective gene sequence and agreed with the 
peptide sequences, obtained after N-terminal sequencing of tryptic peptides of the S. ureae 
ATCC 13881 S-layer protein. For the protein the name SslA was proposed, which is an 
abbreviation for “Sporosarcina ureae S-layer protein A”.  
Several specific features were observed in gene organisation of sslA, which are also 
characteristic for other S-layer genes. The distance between the -35/-10 region and the ATG 
initiation codon is unusually long and a 41 bp palindromic sequence is present in the 
immediate vicinity of the -35/-10 region. Besides, a distant location of the rho-independent 
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transcription terminator, which is 647 bp remote from the stop codon, will result in the 
mRNA transcripts with unusually long trailer region. Both the long 5’ UTR and the long 3’ 
trailer may have a regulatory function, either by conferring increased mRNA stability and/or 
by affecting translation efficiency. Potentially these sequences may define the binding sites of 
regulatory proteins. For example, palindromic sequences constitute the regulatory sites in 
several bacterial operons and may act as the binding sites of regulatory dimeric proteins. In 
respect to the conservation of the sslA sequence high similarity to the sequences of other 
functional S-layer genes, especially the slfA and slfB genes of B. sphaericus, was observed, 
whereas the results of phylogenetic analysis support the hypothesis that S-layer genes may 
have evolved via the lateral gene transfer.  
Based on the sslA sequence, several recombinant proteins with truncations of the terminal 
protein parts or C-terminal fusion of either EGFP or histidine tags were constructed. For all 
the truncated or EGFP-fusion SslA derivatives high level overexpression in E. coli was 
possible. For native SslA a moderate level of expression was observed suggesting that its high 
intracellular concentration may downregulate the protein synthesis. Interestingly, fluorescence 
microscopy indicates the same intracellular localization for heterologously produced 
recombinant proteins with fusions of EGFP either to the precursor or to the native SslA 
protein, suggesting that SslA secretion signal is not functional in E. coli.  
Heterologously produced SslA derivatives with truncations of N-, C- or both N- and C-
terminal parts were shown to self-assemble in vitro, although the size of self-assembly 
structures was different from that observed upon the self-assembly of the native SslA. In the 
latter case extended self-assembly layers with the size up to 5x10 µm were observed, with a 
surface area of up to two orders of magnitude higher than that of S-layer patches, routinely 
isolated from S. ureae surface. Dependent on the applied recrystallization conditions 
preferential formation of single- or multilayer self-assembly structures was observed. As 
addition of the metal ions (Mg2+, Ca2+) significantly facilitates the protein self-assembly, the 
identified HisXXXHis motif in the central protein part may contribute to self-assembly 
through the coordination of adjacent SslA monomers by binding the procurable divalent metal 
ions. 
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VII. Appendix. 
 
 
Figure 1. Results of BLASTx alignment of the translated sequence of 311 bp fragment of the S. 
ureae S-layer gene: Schematic drawing of the distribution of BLASTx hits on the query sequence is 
given on top. Below the entries of the sequences with significant similarity are listed in the same 
order, as shown above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                   Score     E 
Sequences producing significant alignments:                        (Bits)  Value 
 
gi|57863402|emb|CAH61072.1|  S-layer protein, SlfB [Bacillus s...   113    3e-24 
gi|57863404|emb|CAH61073.1|  S-layer-like protein, SllB [Bacillus   111    1e-23 
gi|57863400|emb|CAH61071.1|  S-layer-like protein, SllA [Bacil...   108    6e-23 
gi|58416125|emb|CAI29282.1|  S-layer protein [Bacillus sphaericus  91.7    1e-17 
gi|57863398|emb|CAH61070.1|  S-layer protein, SlfA [Bacillus spha  89.7    4e-17 
gi|6665712|gb|AAF22978.1|AF211170_1  surface layer protein precur  42.4    0.007 
gi|78189862|ref|YP_380200.1|  ExbB/TolQ family protein [Chloro...  34.3    1.9    
gi|115315076|ref|YP_763799.1|  hypothetical protein FTH_1328 [...  32.7    5.5    
gi|89256662|ref|YP_514024.1|  hypothetical protein FTL_1363 [F...  32.7    5.5    
gi|67525939|ref|XP_661031.1|  hypothetical protein AN3427.2 [A...  32.7    5.5    
gi|76801141|ref|YP_326149.1|  homolog 3 to thiosulfate sulfurt...  32.0    9.4   
gi|88938867|ref|ZP_01144319.1|  DNA-directed RNA polymerase, b...  32.0    9.4   
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Figure 2. BLASTn alignment of the obtained 711 bp flanking insert sequence. Schematic drawing 
of the distribution of BLASTn hits on the query sequence is given on top. The entries of the sequences 
with significant similarity are listed below. Record of the S-layer gene sequence with the similarity to 
obtained sequence is shown in bold. 
 
 
 
 
 
                   Score      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                Score     E  
Sequences producing significant alignments:                      (Bits)  Value 
 
gi|2811102|gb|AC004038.1|  Homo sapiens chromosome 5, BAC clon...  46.1   0.17  
gi|62238113|gb|AC154682.2|  Mus musculus BAC clone RP24-315N18...  44.1   0.68  
gi|56693385|gb|AC153796.1|  Mus musculus 6 BAC RP23-296F15 (Ro...  44.1   0.68  
gi|62000744|gb|AC155847.3|  Mus musculus 6 BAC RP24-158J4 (Ros...  44.1   0.68  
gi|59958555|gb|AC156025.2|  Mus musculus BAC clone RP23-71L21 fro  44.1   0.68  
gi|31873543|emb|AL732365.17|  Mouse DNA sequence from clone RP...  44.1   0.68  
gi|72096663|gb|AC161207.4|  Mus musculus chromosome 1, clone RP23  42.1    2.7   
gi|22830400|gb|AC087379.4|  Homo sapiens chromosome 11, clone ...  42.1    2.7   
gi|6665711|gb|AF211170.1|  Bacillus sphaericus surface layer p...  42.1    2.7   
gi|21166178|gb|AC113579.3|  Tetraodon nigroviridis clone GSTNA-27  42.1    2.7   
gi|18921332|gb|AC092502.2|  Homo sapiens chromosome 3 clone RP11-  42.1    2.7   
gi|68342257|gb|AC161418.4|  Mus musculus BAC clone RP23-325K2 ...  42.1    2.7   
gi|31790698|dbj|AP000725.5|  Homo sapiens genomic DNA, chromos...  42.1    2.7   
gi|60498952|gb|AC112941.7|  Mus musculus chromosome 1, clone RP23  42.1    2.7   
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Figure 3. BLASTx alignment of the translated flanking insert sequence. Protein sequences with 
significant similarity, showing the expect (E) values of less than 0.1 are listed only. On top the 
schematic drawing of the distribution of BLASTx hits on the query sequence is given. Below the 
entries of the sequences with significant similarity are listed in the same order, as shown above. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  Score     E 
Sequences producing significant alignments:                       (Bits)   Value 
 
gi|57863402|emb|CAH61072.1|  S-layer protein, SlfB [Bacillus s...   169    8e-41  
gi|57863404|emb|CAH61073.1|  S-layer-like protein, SllB [Bacillus   169    8e-41  
gi|58416125|emb|CAI29282.1|  S-layer protein [Bacillus sphaericus   169    1e-40  
gi|57863400|emb|CAH61071.1|  S-layer-like protein, SllA [Bacil...   169    1e-40  
gi|57863398|emb|CAH61070.1|  S-layer protein, SlfA [Bacillus spha   169    1e-40  
gi|110649214|emb|CAL25115.1|  hypothetical protein [Sporosarcina   89.7    1e-16  
gi|1418404|emb|CAA66724.1|  sbsB [Geobacillus stearothermophilus]  57.4    6e-07  
gi|585994|sp|P38537|SLAP_BACSH  Surface-layer 125 kDa protein ...  45.1    0.003  
gi|12049651|emb|CAC19882.1|  S-layer protein [Bacillus sphaericus  40.4    0.076  
gi|71278945|ref|YP_268232.1|  flagellin [Colwellia psychreryth...  40.0    0.099  
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Figure 4. BLASTx alignment of the translated sequence of the longest ORF within the 5.5 kb 
genomic DNA fragment. The sequences possessing the high similarity, with the E value lower than 
1x10-5 are listed only. On top the distribution of BLASTx hits on the query sequence is shown 
schematically. Below the entries of the sequences with high similarity are listed in the same order, as 
shown above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                    Score     E 
Sequences producing significant alignments:                       (Bits)  Value 
 
gi|57863402|emb|CAH61072.1|  S-layer protein, SlfB [Bacillus s...   605    3e-171 
gi|57863404|emb|CAH61073.1|  S-layer-like protein, SllB [Bacillus   592    5e-167 
gi|57863400|emb|CAH61071.1|  S-layer-like protein, SllA [Bacil...   577    9e-163 
gi|58416125|emb|CAI29282.1|  S-layer protein [Bacillus sphaericus   538    8e-151 
gi|57863398|emb|CAH61070.1|  S-layer protein, SlfA [Bacillus spha   536    3e-150 
gi|6665712|gb|AAF22978.1|AF211170_1  surface layer protein precur   392    5e-107 
gi|110649214|emb|CAL25115.1|  hypothetical protein [Sporosarcina   89.7    7e-16  
gi|1418404|emb|CAA66724.1|  sbsB [Geobacillus stearothermophilus]  77.0    5e-12  
gi|50122188|ref|YP_051355.1|  putative hemagglutinin/hemolysin...  71.2    3e-10   
gi|585994|sp|P38537|SLAP_BACSH  Surface-layer 125 kDa protein ...  59.3    1e-06  
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Figure 5. Results of the BLASTp alignment of translated S. ureae S-layer gene sequence that was 
identified by the combination of approaches described in sections 3.1.9. and 3.1.11. Protein 
sequences with high similarity, producing the E values of lower than 5x10-11 are listed. On top the 
scheme of the distribution of BLASTp hits on the query sequence is shown, whereas below the entries 
of the sequences with high similarity are given, as shown on top. 
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                                                                 Score     E 
Sequences producing significant alignments:                      (Bits)  Value 
 
gi|57863402|emb|CAH61072.1|  S-layer protein, SlfB [Bacillus s...   736    0.0    
gi|57863404|emb|CAH61073.1|  S-layer-like protein, SllB [Bacillus   723    0.0    
gi|57863400|emb|CAH61071.1|  S-layer-like protein, SllA [Bacil...   708    0.0    
gi|58416125|emb|CAI29282.1|  S-layer protein [Bacillus sphaericus   669    0.0    
gi|57863398|emb|CAH61070.1|  S-layer protein, SlfA [Bacillus spha   667    0.0    
gi|6665712|gb|AAF22978.1|AF211170_1  surface layer protein precur   429    6e-118 
gi|12049651|emb|CAC19882.1|  S-layer protein [Bacillus sphaericus   160    4e-37  
gi|1418404|emb|CAA66724.1|  sbsB [Geobacillus stearothermophilus]   110    4e-22  
gi|7716573|gb|AAF68436.1|AF242295_1  surface layer protein [Bacil   104    3e-20  
gi|1434920|dbj|BAA13073.1|  crystal protein [Bacillus thuringiens  87.0    6e-15  
gi|89200427|ref|ZP_01179180.1|  bacterial Ig-like, group 2 [Ba...  84.3    4e-14  
gi|47564836|ref|ZP_00235880.1|  S-layer protein precursor [Bac...  84.0    5e-14  
gi|118476530|ref|YP_893681.1|  S-layer protein [Bacillus thuri...  81.6    2e-13  
gi|30261020|ref|NP_843397.1|  S-layer protein Sap [Bacillus an...  81.3    3e-13  
gi|52144435|ref|YP_082393.1|  S-layer protein sap precursor [B...  80.5    5e-13  
gi|3805795|emb|CAA09981.1|  CTC protein [Bacillus thuringiensis]   79.3    1e-12  
gi|89095705|ref|ZP_01168599.1|  surface layer (S-layer) glycop...  79.3    1e-12  
gi|6580205|emb|CAB63252.1|  surface-layer protein [Bacillus thuri  79.0    2e-12  
gi|6648627|gb|AAF21259.1|  S-layer protein precursor [Cytophaga s  79.0    2e-12  
gi|50122188|ref|YP_051355.1|  putative hemagglutinin/hemolysin...  76.6    8e-12  
gi|49476958|ref|YP_035133.1|  possible S-layer protein [Bacill...  74.7    3e-11  
gi|585994|sp|P38537|SLAP_BACSH  Surface-layer 125 kDa protein ...  73.9    5e-11  
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Figure 6. BLASTn alignment of the 289 bp sequence in the sslA gene downstream region. 
Sequence matches with the E values lower than 1 are shown only. Schematic drawing of the 
distribution of BLASTn hits on the query sequence is given on top. The entries of the sequences with 
significant similarity are listed below. The 289 bp sequence in the non-coding region of sequenced S. 
ureae DNA shows very high similarity to the B. sphaericus 2362 S-layer gene downstream sequence 
(the entry listed first) with 84 % of the overall and 95 % of the maximal identity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                Score    E 
     Sequences producing significant alignments:                (Bits) Value 
 
M28361.1 Bacillus sphaericus 2362 (clone pGC4.2) surface... 309   3e-81 
AE015927.1 Clostridium tetani E88, complete genome   64.4  2e-07 
BX897700.1 Bartonella quintana str. Toulouse, complete ge.. 50.0  0.005 
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Figure 7. Multiple alignment of the sequences of SslA, SbpA and SbsC proteins by the ClustalW 
program [70]. Alignment was shaded using the Boxshade program [68]. Consensus line below shows 
by symbols the consensus aa positions. The dots indicate the positions with 2 identical aa and the 
asterisks show the positions with all the aa identical. 
 
SslA         1 MANQPTKYRKFVVGAASAALVASAVAPVAFAAEFTDVKDNN-SHKAAIDALSDAGVISGY 
SbpA         1 -MAKQNKGRKFFAASATAALVASAIVPVASAAQVNDYNKISGYAKEAVQSLVDQGVIQGD 
SbsC         1 ------MDKKKAVKLATASAVAASAFVAANPHASQAATDVATVVSQAKAQMKEAYYTYSH 
consensus    1       . .*. .. *.*..**... ..* ..  ..  ..    . *.  . ..... .  
 
 
SslA        60 PDGTFQPNKTLTRSDVVKLMGKWLVSEGYKVPTDYKTKPRFSDLKTTSNDELLKMSALVY 
SbpA        60 TNGNFNPLNTVTRAQAAEIFTKALELEADGDVN-------FSDVKKG--AWYYNSIAAVV 
SbsC        55 TVTETGQFPDIKDVYAAYNKAKQAYANAVAVVN---------KAGGAKKDAYLADLQAIY 
consensus   61 . . ...  ....  .. . .* .  .. ....       ..... .  . ..  ..... 
 
 
SslA       120 DNGVFVGKPDGSLDANGDITRENIAIVLVRAFDRVYDVDLVSYVKAQEFKKDVTDLGKAK 
SbpA       111 ANGIFEGVSANEFAPNKSLTRSEAAKVLVDAFGLEGSESLSQFADASQVK------GWAK 
SbsC       106 ETYVFKANPKS----GEARVATYIDAYNYATKLDKMRQELKAAVDAKDLK--------KA 
consensus  121 ....* . .      .  .... .. ... ..      .*  ...* ..*      . .. 
 
 
SslA       180 AEARPAIDVLDFFDITNPAAPEFNPKSTTTRGQFASFLYKTTKVDFDEVGGGIVAPGVAS 
SbpA       165 SALETAVANGIFTGSEENGKLNLKPNAAITRQDFAVVFARTLDLAVETVD--------AS 
SbsC       154 EELYHKISYELKTRTVILDRVYGQSTRELLRSTFKADAQALRDRLIYDIT---------- 
consensus  181  ..  ..   ... .   ...  ..   ..*  *.    .. .. ....         .. 
 
 
SslA       240 VKGINATTVEVTMKDKVSNIDSLKFTIDGLTVSNAAVKQTDDKTIVLTTATQKGGEKYTV 
SbpA       217 VKAINNTTVEVTFDEEVDNVEALKFKIEGLEVKNAAVKQTNKKVVVLTTEAQTADKEYVV 
SbsC       204 ---VAMKAREAQDAVKAGNLDKAKAALDQVNQYVSKVTDAFKAELQKAAQDAKAAYEAAL 
consensus  241 ..... ...*..  ... *.. .*. .... . ...*... .. .....  .... .. . 
 
 
SslA       300 KLDGKEIGSFTGIEAVVPTTLKITNASVQGKTGQQAILSADTGVKKAGIPVTFNVKADTL 
SbpA       277 TLDGEEIGKFKGIEAVVPKSIVLKTTNTQGKVGNQVTLTADVGVKAAGIPVTFNVDAPTG 
SbsC       261 TPKVESVSAIDSTSFKVTFTKPVDKATAIPKNFSITLKGTETKLYPKSVEVSESGLTATV 
consensus  301 ........ . .....*. .. .  .. ..* ... ......... ....*.... . *. 
 
 
SslA       360 NTTNKDQVFEVMTNEDGLH-ILLHAYSAGKDEVTAYPTGAPTVRDQGFVFWGVDTILNIE 
SbpA       337 -SLNKDAVVEVYTNAEGIASYSYTQYAPDADDVTVYPTGAPQLRAFGPVYWGVDNILTIE 
SbsC       321 TLYDTLVDGKTYTVVTSGLKDTAGKEFETSTNEFTYNKPVPASITFNFNKLPEDSAVDLT 
consensus  361  . ... . ...*. ...   .   .    .... *....* .. ........*... .. 
 
 
SslA       419 DVTVGNTIANGANKT---YKITYKDAKTGKVEANKTFNVSLAENINVTSDKLSNATVNGV 
SbpA       396 EVTTGNTLANGVKKT---YKVTFKDPKTGAALTNKKLNVSFVENTNVAFNAISKATVTNP 
SbsC       381 KYVTVKDAAGNVIKSGFELEFTSSEKLTQGKFINTTGKKSVIVNATVKGTNVTTGNVILA 
consensus  421 ........*... *.   ...*... .*..   *.. ..*...* .*    .. ..*    
 
 
 
SslA       476 KVSQLVNDKAPKT-----ATVTTDSEGEATFTVSGTNTTATPVVFGLNPSNGK------- 
SbpA       453 SSGLTVTPYQTTTGLQEEIQVTTDSNGQATFVVSGTNTAVTPYVFVDGSSSVLGVSTVTG 
SbsC       441 VEDEKAAEVSELKLTKDNKEVVTLYANGNAFDKDGNQISSGTLTLTAKFKDQYG------ 
consensus  481      . .    .   .   *.*.. . ..* ..*.... .....    .   .       
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SslA       524 ---------AAATYESNLLQAKASTVTFSAQQAEYAIELTRDGGDIAAKDVS---NGRKY 
SbpA       513 TNNVTQATTANKKWEATELTATAAQVKFEGAQLNHQITVERDGEEEAAAQYGSKLNGREY 
SbsC       495 ----------------NELTGKVAGTDYTFESLNPEVLVVAPDGSVTPIVPGTALVKVKY 
consensus  541          .   .. ..*..... . ... ...  . . ........   .. .....* 
 
 
SslA       572 NVVVKNKEGNIAKNEIINVAFNEDLDRVISTNTQAYFIKVNDDKTQTKLG---KQVSVKT 
SbpA       573 KVKVLDKDGKPYANGLVNIGLDEVLDRNLNTNSKAQFANVTDGTALTLNPGTSQQGKIKL 
SbsC       539 GEVTKTIPVTVKANPVLETIAVDSTGVSVAKGQKATFKVTLKDQYGNKFT-----GNVNV 
consensus  601  .... ... . .* .....  . ... . ....* *  . ..   ..      .. ... 
 
 
SslA       629 DSEGKASFVIGSDVENDYATPIAWIDVNTP-NAVEGRLDQGEPLTIGSISYFKDAYLDGA 
SbpA       633 NSKGEATVVLYG-AKGEVGTPVVWIDQNTSQNNQSGVLEDGEPFFKAPVSNFQYERVMGA 
SbsC       594 TSDKTETATVSVSNSGIGQSEYTVTVNGVAEGSTTITIKSGTKEVKVPVNVVAGGPVANY 
consensus  661  *.. .. ..     .. .... ......  .  .. .. *..  ..... .  . . .. 
 
 
SslA       688 QLKVYKGNKETSSFQGNETATFKASLVNQSNKTMPNTSIKTVSYTIFNTGAN-------- 
SbpA       692 EFTVEG-KTSNQNVGTDGIANYAFALTNQSGKTLTN-LIGKMTYEIRNTSGQPIEVKTPI 
SbsC       654 QIKVLDDGKIDKSATESPANNDVQLKVYAVDANGNIVGDITNDVTITSEATDT------- 
consensus  721 ...*    .   .      ...   ..... ... .  . .....* .....         
 
 
SslA       740 -------------------NVIVDGQTISPNRSFTVTHGAAN-------ADLDVKTVDGM 
SbpA       750 SYRDQNNVSSTLFKIEEYGSITISADVISTSNAAFTIETAPNGKAATVVVTPSFVTANNF 
SbsC       707 -------------------NGVIVNASKSTANGDTVYVITDNGSKKVGKETLTVKLGTVT 
consensus  781                    .... . ..*. .. ..   . *.       .......    
 
 
SslA       774 SSSVRVLATGTAIDTDGKDYAFTAKEATATFTSVTSVVKEYTGAVGAVN--KKTIQFVDK 
SbpA       810 DASADNNLNGVVTDARDFNKHVTAPALTATFGNNKEVGTNYTGTVQYFNKDKKTITFNGK 
SbsC       748 LGTVDVEVIDTTLKATVVTKKADLIELDAADNGDALAKLLANLDIKDQNGNPMVDSAATP 
consensus  841  ..... . .. ...    .. .. ...*..     .   ... .   *  ......  . 
 
 
SslA       832 DAITIKDG----AKFFGGNGSEIIGIDAFITELESYNSGGIVTYLEDADG---------- 
SbpA       870 NAVKYAGESGKTYKYFGLGSTPISTADDFITQLQNNAANGSVTVTYKVVDNEVQFYIVSF 
SbsC       808 NTNEKLQALKSVLSGIVSSDTSVIGSVSNVDNLKDDASISGLAVKKAGT----------- 
consensus  901 ...    .     ....   . ... . ....*   .. . ...   .             
 
 
SslA       878 ----------------------------------KQTFKVVREDTNGQLVNAAKLTEAEI 
SbpA       930 NNDGAANAVKPEPTAVAPTDGTVAFTNTSFNASANQTITVTDADLNADATVAETTTVKVT 
SbsC       857 -----------------------------------VTLTLVFNEDSKIAPIAITVKAPAA 
consensus  961                                    .*....  . .. . .* ...     
 
 
SslA       904 TRAKADSVVVTKATANALVISSNPDVIVEGVTYAYDANATDADLR------LYKNAADLA 
SbpA       990 SGTVVYTLTATETGVNTGVFTATLTAAQLAVLSDGVITATYEDVKNTTGSSVTRTATATL 
SbsC       882 TQDGVTVTGLDLVPGVTGVGKTKFTATDKIKSGHKLYYAVDDSAVPAPAVGTTRNSTKFA 
consensus 1021 .   . .. ..   ....* ..  ..   ...   .  *......   .  ......  . 
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SslA       958 EKITNDESHDVTAKIGGAGNLNLTGDAEGENFTYKIG----------------------- 
SbpA      1050 NTVVGQVNYNAAATTAYSEGNPVAATLTGTGLTQVIGGGALVMKINGTQFTTNVTAINPG 
SbsC       942 NEITVGTTEVAANAGQIITVIEVDSSDRVVGYKTFT------------------------ 
consensus 1081 . ..   .  ...  .    . . ..  . ...  ..                        
 
 
 
SslA       995 ---AASAVTTANGVKASQAVKQQITFTFTEAVKANIDDSVNVGPTGAAVAGTVTDVAGT- 
SbpA      1110 TSVADSAAAVAGEINAAAVAAGIITAPATVATVNGTNNIVITSPTAAGSTVEVVSNAATG 
SbsC       978 VEAADLSVAADKTGFTATVTPTGGNQVTTGKTLLAVSDLANGHKLYAAAAGSSAAAAPVK 
consensus 1141    *..... .  . .. .    ..   * ... .. ....  ...*. ....   *..  
 
 
SslA      1051 --------------------------------------------------NVVVTLETAL 
SbpA      1170 TGLVVASASATTSAPVKAAWKFTLTTTPAVGEKITVKVGNVEKTYTVALGDTLTTIETAL 
SbsC      1038 G------------------------------------IAYTDTTVRTTYGTEVTSGTVEV 
consensus 1201                                      ..  . .     .  ........ 
 
 
SslA      1061 N--LGSEIDVFDVKGTAVKTKVSEKHVDLTKYTCYKSNF 
SbpA      1230 NTAFGTDFDVTLAAGSNVFTVTQDVAAPTTAELTVTITK 
SbsC      1062 DAQDGQHISIIEVDENGKVVGYKDYTITGIQIGTKSAS- 
consensus 1261 .   *..... .. .... .   .  .  .   . . .  
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Figure 8. A map of the pUC 18 vector (modified from:  http://www.fermentas.com/techinfo/ 
nucleicacids/mappuc1819.htm) and its MCS sequence. Restriction sites outside of MCS of the 
enzymes which cut the plasmid DNA only once are shown. Abbreviations: rep (pMB1) – a pMB1 
replicon rep, bla (ApR) – bla gene of beta-lactamase that confers the ampicillin resistance, lacZ – a 
part of E. coli lac operon with Plac  promoter, 5’-terminal part of lacZ gene and binding sites of lac 
repressor and CAP proteins. The MCS sequence is shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MCS sequence: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pUC 18 
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Figure 9. Maps of the pET 17b and pET 23a(+) vectors (adapted from: http://www.emd 
biosciences.com/docs/docs/PROT/TB051.pdf or TB047.pdf) and the respective MCS sequences. 
For maps of the pET 23b+ and pET 23d+ plasmids 1 bp and 3 bp, respectively, should be subtracted 
from each site beyond BamHI at 198. pET 23b(+) is thus 3665 bp long, pET 23d(+) is 3663 bp long. 
Restriction sites of the enzymes which cut the plasmid DNA only once are given. Abbreviations: ori – 
the pBR322 origin of replication sequence, Ap – ampicillin resistance gene of beta-lactamase. The 
MCS sequences are shown below the respective maps. 
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Figure 10. Map of the pGEXT4T-3 vector. The MCS sequence* is shown above the map*. 
Restriction sites of the enzymes, which cut the plasmid DNA only once, are shown. The vector 
possesses a glutathione S-transferase sequence immediately downstream of the MCS as well as tac 
promoter, pBR322 origin of replication, lac repressor and amp-resistance sequences.  
 
*Modified from: http://www5.gelifesciences.com/aptrix/upp00919.nsf/Content/233590E4416B329AC 
12572BF0081203E/$file/28919162AA.pdf. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pGEX4T-3 
4968 bp 
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